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Section 8 entitled "Metal Vapor Rankine Topping-Steam Bottoming
Cycles" was centered at the Westinghouse Advanced Reactors Division with
the primary responsibility assumed by P. B. Deegan.
Others contributing to the concept study were:





J. D. Mangus, who provided technical consultation.
i	 • R. K. Sayre, who designed and costed the liquid metal
condenser-steam generator.
• F. A. Beldecos of Power Generation Systems, who sized the
needed metal vapor turbines.
• J. L. Steinberg and G. J. Silvestri of the Westinghouse
Steam Turbine Division who calculated the performance and
price of certain steam turbines.
• C. T. McCreedy and S. M. Scherer of Chas. T. Main, Inc. of
Boston, whG prepared the balance of plant description and
Y
costing, site drawings, and provided consultation on plant
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.	 Adding a metal vapor Rankine topping cycle to a steam cycle is
-	 a way to increase the mean temperature at which heat is added to the
cycle and to raise the efficiency of the power plant. 	 The majority of
this study uses potassium as the working fluid with a few cesium
points for comparison.	 The systems studied use either a pressurized
fluidized bed boiler burning coal directly or a pressurized boiler




in the cycles are a pressurizing gas turbine with its associated
recuperator, and a gas economizer and feedwater heater.
	 The base case
system assumes a 1255°K (1800°F) pressurizing turbine inlet temperature
and a 15 to 1 pressure ratio. 	 The liquid-metal vapor generator is a
fluidized bed boiler.	 The liquid-metal system uses a boiler with a
2.5 to 1 recirculation ratio, and several four-stage - 30 rps (1800 rpm )
double flow-25 MW turbine-generators which exhaust into a metal vapor
condenser-steam boiler where steam is raised for a nearly conventional
steam-bottoming plant.
The metal vapor enters the turbine at 1033°K (1400°F) and the
condenser-steam generator at 866°K (1100°F). 	 The steam-bottoming plant
uses a 24.132 MPa (3500 psi) either single or nonreheat plant.	 The 1
high pressure feedwater heating is accomplished partly by extraction
steam and partially by exhaust gas feed heating. 	 A temperatur(& difference
of 166.7°K (300°F) is assumed across the metal vapor turbine. 	 The steam
reheat and/or superheat temperature is 55.5°K (100°F) less than the
metal vapor condensing temperature.	 These variables are not varied
independently.
Calculations show the potassium-topped plant with a capitali-







Results show the comparable cesium cycle to have an efficiency
about 0.5 point higher than the potassium cycle but to have a 0.44 mill/MJ
(1.6 mills/kWh) higher cost of electricity.	 The need for both the
gasifier and pressurized furnace compared to just a pressurized fluidized
bed boiler results in a 17% high plant capitalization. 	 The pressurized
fluidized bed system is the choice for the case for further s:;.,dy.
Also indicated are a 10 to 1 - 1255°K (1800°F) pressurizing gas turbine,
a 1033°K (1400°F) metal turbine inlet temperature, and a 24.132 MPa/811°K/
811°K (3500psi/1000°F/1000°F) steam-bottoming plant.
The 1200 MW plant, made up of several distinct pressurized
boiler and liquid-metal turbine loops with the exception of the steam
turbine which is common to all Loops, can be expected to have a higher
availability than a normal.plant with line dependence on all major
components.
The pressurized fluidized bed boiler plant shows a cost of
electricity of 8.19 mills/MJ (29.5 mills/kWh). 	 Extrapolation to other
conditions than those calculated shows possible efficiencies of 44%
with a possible capital cost of $583/kW and a COE of 6.94 mills/KJ
(25 mills/kWh). 	 Some limited potential for this plant may exist.
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r8, METAL VAPOR RANKINE TOPPING-STEAM BOTTOMING CYCLES
	 S
1
Figure 8.1 is a simplified schematic of an energy conversion system
utilizing a Rankine metal vapor topping-steam bottoming cycle. The area
enclosed by the heavy broken line is the liquid-metal system discussed in
this section. The areas outside the heavy broken line include the	
t
furnace-boiler, the pressurizing gas turbine generator, and the steam 	 9
turbine generator, described in greater. detail in Sections 4, 5, 6, and
12. Design support for material selection and the fabrication methods
suggested are presented in Section 3. 	 7
8.1 State of the Art
Considering the generation of power at present-day temperatures
	 i
and higher, it must be recognized that steam as a working fluid presents
serious problems. It requires too high an operating pressure, and it
absorbs too little heat at the maximum cycle temperature. Combining a
Rankine steam cycle with a Rankine metal vapor topping cycle overcomes
these problems and offers the potential for higher cycle efficiencies.
Historically, between 1922 and 1949, six commercial power gene-
rating stations were installed and successfully operated with mercury
vapor topping turbines at throttle conditions of about 0.8619 MPa
(125 psi) gauge/788°K (958°F). In 1949, the Schiller Station of Public
Service of New Hampshire went into operation with a total capacity of
40 MWe, of which 15 MWe were generated by the mercury vapor turbine gene-
rator. The 10 MWe mercury turbine generator installed at the Hartford
Electric Light Company's South Meadow station in 1928 operated until
f	 1947. It was replaced by a 15 MWe unit in 1949. In general, the metal?
vapor turbine presented few problems, but some boiler corrosion and 	 «*
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Fig. 8.1-Schematic liquid metal Rankine topping cycle
I
15% higher than did steam plants with similar top temperatures. Three of
these mercury plants were still operating in 1961, but the development of
more efficient steam plants (modern plants with higher inlet steam tem-
peratures) and the value of the mercury inventory have since caused them-
to be dismantled.
More recently, small power plants for space stations using
metal vapor turbines (potassium) have been studied. There are now on-
going programs utilizing liquid-metal subsystems for liquid-metal fast
breeder reactor (LMFBR) power plants. The pertinent components for which
a body of technology has been developed for use in liquid-metal systems
are metal vapor condenser-steam generators, feed heaters, pumps, piping
systems, valuing, expansion joints, purification systems, trace heating
systems,inventory control, and metal vapor turbines.
The condenser=steam generator parameters listed in Table 8.1
are indicative of the state of the art as developed by the Energy Research
and Development Administration (ERDA) for the 111FBR program.
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Table 8.2 — Characteristics of Sodium Pumpsa




Design Centrifugal Centrifugal Centrifugal Centrifugal Centrifugal Centrifugal Centrifugal
Type Free surface Free surface Free surface Free surface Free surface Free surface Free surface
Number of units 2 2 3 3 3 3 4
Capacity, gpm 7200 5500 39;500 38,500 21,100 62,500 11,750
Dynamic head, ft 160 200 310 379 333 375 385
Design temp., °F 1000 800 1000 1100 752 1175 800
Motor speed, rpm 900 1075 900 600 960 520 870
Motor poorer, hp 350 350 1060 4000 200 6000 1300
Sealing arrangemhnt Mechanical Hermetically Mechanical Mechanical Mechanical Mechanical Mechanical
shaft seal sealed drive shaft seal shaft seal shaft seal shaft seal shaft seal
motor
Material 304 SS 304 SS 304 SS 304 SS
Type of speed control Eddy current Variable freq. Wound rotor Eddy current Hydraulic WR/DC Eddy current
coupling and voltage motor v/liquid coupling coupling coupling
rheostat
Secondary System Pumps
Centrifugal ac linear Centrifugal Centrifugal Centrifugal Centrifugal CentrifugalDesign
Type Free surface Induction Free surface Free surface Free surface Free surface Free surface
Number of units 3 1 3 3 3 3 4
Capacity, gpm 7200 6500 13,000 45,300 20,400 55,200 11,450
Dynamic head, ft 170 142 100 226 159 250 222
Design temp., °F 1000 700 1000 965 752 1085 675
Motor speed, rpm 900 1180 (MG set) 900 850 960 870 800
Motor power, hp 350 500 (MG set) 350 3000 750 3500 745
Sealing arrangement Mechanical Total metal Mechanical Mechanical Mechanical Mechanical Mechanical
shaft seal enclosure shaft seal shaft seal shaft seal shaft seal shaft seal
Material 304 SS 304 SS 2-1/4Z Cr — 1% Mo 304 SS
Type of speed control Eddy current Variable Volt. Eddy current Eddy current Hydraulic WR/DC Eddy current
coupling (MG set) coupling coupling coupling coupling
aPrototype FFTF pump/fabrication complete — January 1971
Prototype demonstration pump/ fabrication complete — January 1972








The technology involved	 in	 the liquid-metal feedheater is
similar to that developed for the intermediate heat exchanger (IHX) of
the LMFBR.	 The liquid-metal operating conditions in Table 8.1 are com-
parable to those expected in the feedheater. 	 The feedheater can operate
at higher temperatures than those indicated because it is not limited by
w . nuclear reactor temperatures.
Existing steam generators and IHXs have been operating at capa-
cities in the order of 30 and 100 MWt per unit, respectively.
	 The LMFBR
program is designing them for 100 and 300 MWt per unit, respectively.
Initial estimates of liquid-metal flow rates and required pump
heads indicate that a centrifugal pump will be selected according to pump
state of the art.	 Figure 8.2 shows the range of flows and heads of
existing liquid-metal pumps. 	 The pumps of the LMFBR program, listed on
j
Tables 8.2 and 8.3, provide additional information on centrifugal pump
designs and operating conditions.	 The metal vapor Rankine topping cycle
liquid-metal pump would be classified in the secondary pump parameter
range, especially for the design head.
	 The application of electromagnetic
(EM) pumps is also a possibility.
Table 8.3 - Free Surface Sodium Pumps
Characteristics HNPFSRE
Capacity, gpm 2,500 7,200
Design Temperature, * F 1,200 1,000
Total Dynamic Head, ft 145 160
Motor Horsepower, hp 150 350
Hours of Operation 14,000 9,000
Table 8.4 lists the sizes and designs of liquid-metal valves
which have been built and tested.
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Table 8.4 - Large Valves in Liquid-Metal Cooled .Reactors a
Reactor Valve
Total
Valves Size, Stem Seal
Service Conditions
Approx. Approx. Approx.Function in Loop in Temp., Pressure, Flow,
OF psi gpm
EBR-I Block 15 4, 6 Double 600 20 291
bellows
ERB-II Throttle 2 4 Close 700 56 630
clearance
FERMI Throttle 3 6 Double 600 118 1,000
bellows
Check 3 16 None 600 118 10,000
HALL&M Block 9 14, 16 Freeze seal 950 57 6,750
Check 3 16 None 610 37 6,750
SRE Block 9 6 Bellows and 850
freeze seal
SRE-PEP Block 4 4,	 6 Bellows and 1160 47 1,540
freeze seal
Throttle 1 8 Torque tube 650 19 1,420
^t K
Table 8.5 - Previous Studies
1. Condenser-Steam Generator
• Westinghouse Primary Steam Generator
Development Program.
• Al MSG Steam. Generator Study
• EBR-II
2. Liquid-Metal Feedheater




• ALCO Sine-Wave IRX (SCTI)
3. Liquid-Metal Pumps
in	• Westinghouse Large Sodium Pump Studym
• Fermi Pump
• British PFR Pump
• Hallam Pump
• EM Pump Studies
4. Liquid-Metal Piping
• Material Compatibility Studies
• Piping Stress Analysis Codes
• Pipe Hangers and Penetration Studies
• Piping Insulation Selection Studies
5. Liquid-Metal Valves
• Valve Development Program
• Valve Operating Experience
6. Liquid-Metal Vapor Turbine
• Two- and Three-Stage Potassium Turbine Test
by General Electric
• Potassium Turbine Tests by Garrett
• Liquid-Metal Rankine Cycle Space Power
Application
7. Inventory Control Development Programs for:
• Level Instruments





8. Liquid-Metal Purification Development Program
for:
• Liquid-Metal Solubility Studies








• Heater Development Program
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magnitude size required for the metal vapor Rankine topping cycle. The
LMFBR program is studying sodium valve development in order to improve on
present valve capabilities.
In addition to the state of the art of mercury vapor turbines
established for the mercury topping cycle power plants, much effort has
been expended in space vehicle application of alkali-metal vapor turbines.
The space program has also been investigating the feasibility of other
liquid metals as working fluids for power generation.
Liquid-metal vapor turbines have been built and tested by




Air Force. A two-stage potassium turbine was operated successfully for
J




The same may be said of liquid-metal inventory controls, puri-
fication systems, and trace heating: the technology exists. These sys-
tems. have been built and tested for the Fermi, EBR-II, and Hallam in this
country,and by several foreign nations. They have been designed for the
Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF), and many aspects of the systems have been
tested in various facilities. Development programs are in progress to
enhance the state of the art in these areas.
8.1.1 Previous Studies
As intimated previously, the steam generator studies for the
LMFBR program provided information applicable to the condenser-steam
generator. Table 8.5, Item 1, lists a few of the studies available. The
Westinghouse Primary Steam Generator Development Program in particular
provides an initial concept for design of the condenser-steam generator.
The design of the liquid-metal feedheater will closely resemble
the IHX of the 124FBR program. Item 2 of Table 8.5 lists a design report
and three actually built IHXs as reference studies.
Item 3 of the same table lists a Westinghouse study that pro-
vides liquid-metal pump design procedures, as well as sizing and costing

















which is not listed. Under Item 3 are listed three centrifugal pumps
which were built and tested. The final entry refers to the studies on
EM pumps.
The EM pumps avoid the uncertainty of hydrostatic or hydrody-
namic bearings operating in high-temperature liquid metal. EM pumps re-
quire no bearing, nor do they requires seals since there is no penetration
of the liquid-metal envelope. The utilization of EM pumps would addi-
tionally simplify the liquid-metal transport system.
Item 4 of Table 8.5 is concerned with piping systems for liquid
metals. One of the major requirements of such a system is the compati-
bility of the liquid metal with the piping material, as discussed in
Section 4. Material is available from the LMFBR program and the metal
vapor Rankine cycle program for space vehicle application. Also avail-
able under the LMFBR program are piping stress analysis codes and a
Westinghouse development analysis procedure. Development programs are
also involved with pipe hangers, penetrations, and insulation materials.
As mentioned previously, liquid-metal valve development pro-
grams are in progress using past operating experience as a guide. These
are listed in Item 5.
Item b concerns previous studies on liquid-metal vapor turbines.
Listed first are the two- and three-stage potassium turbine tests per-
formed by General Electric under NASA CR-924 and NASA CR-1483, respec-
tively. Also listed are the potassium turbine tests by Airesearch under
contract to the Air Force.
Items 7, 8, and 9 of Table 8.5 cover the auxiliary system of
inventory control, purification, and trace heating. Listed under the in-
dividual systems are developed programs for specific components and equip-
ment required in the systems.
Uncertainties and development problems do exist in a liquid-
metal system, but previous studies and tasting programs have provided a
good background for resolving them. Current FFTF and other LMFBR develop-
ment programs are advancing the state of the art in these areas.
a
jE i
8.2 Basic Liquid-Metal Rankine Topping Cycle Plant
The parametric analysis of Task I for the liquid-metal Rankine
topping cycle included 50 different plant designs, as shown in Table 8.6.
The work scope specifically required that the analysis include pressurized
fluidized bed combustion of coal and a pressurized furnace burning low-Btu
gas made from coal. It was decided to incorporate two base cases in the
parametric analysis: Base Case 1, a pressurized fluidized bed (PFB)
plant, and Base Case 2, a pressurized furnace (PF) plant.	
,I
The plant site arrangement and size for Base Case 1 is shown as
Figure 8.3. The plant island arrangement is illustrated on Figure 8.4 as
	
ehr i	 supplied by Chas. T. Main, Inc., the architect/engineer. Figures 8.5 and
8.6 represent the plant site and plant island arrangement drawings for
Base Case 2.
	
L«	 The flow schematics and location of state points for a PFB
plant and a PF plant are shown in Figures 8.7 and 8.8, respectively. The
components and flow paths denoted by dashed lines repreiwmt variations in
the system configuration that were investigated. The base case system
configurations are represented by solid-line components.
The configuration, performance, and state point values of Base
Cases 1 and 2 are shown in Tables 8.7 and 8.8, respectively, for 1200 Mwe
size plants.
The base cases were assumed to be as simple as possible—hence
	 i`
the absence of recuperators, gas-heated feedwater heaters or economizers,
and liquid-metal extractions. Based on availability studies for the
	 i
liquid-metal fast breeder, plant availability is lower for sodium reheat
steam cycles than nonreheat steam because of the increased probability of iQ
sodium/water reaction in the event of a steam tube rupture. Thus, a
nonreheat steam cycle was selected for the two base cases.^
A recirculating liquid-metal boiler was selected instead of a
once-through boiler for.the base cases in order to improve heat transfer





































































































































































































Approximate Site Area Railroad Requirements
2400 Ft 3400 Ft To Main Line	 5 Miles to Main Line187 Acres 1 Mile Passing Track
0.3 Mile Spur
1 Mile of Loop Track
7.3Miles Total Track
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Approximate Site Dimensions 	 Railroad Requirements
2400 Ft x 3600 Ft	 To Main Line	 5 Miles to Main Line
=198 Acres o% 1 Mile Passing Track
0.6 Mile Spurs
1.1 Miles of Loop Track
7.7 Miles Total Track
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Fig. A.6 — Plant island arrangement for a metal vapor Rankine topping plant with a pressurized furnace
and Integrated coal gasifier
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Table 8.7 - Liquid-Metal Rankine Topping Cycle Components and Operating
Parameters for Base Case 1
s ♦ • 	 + • • EFFICIDXIFS •	 s	 •	 s	 •
PCWER OOTPUTVIWE) 	 12-0
	 G;-,- Tu^dl:dE	 INLET
FURNACE	 PR.FLO-E[E•J	 TEMPE'ATU-LE
	
(DEG- ; ) 1800-u	 L.M.SYSTE; .0A7
CCAL alT	 GAS ELONO MT_ZE? \0	 RVESSUoIZING SU SYSTEY. .267
WCFCKING FLUIJ K	 GAS FEELt,2TEF HEATE- 110	 STE1•M	 CYCLE .420
RECUPERATOR, EFFECTIVENE_S L.r..;I;CULuTION	 RfTIO' L.5:	 GROSS	 PLACiT .380
CGyPRES20P. PRESSURE RATiC 15	 L. r.. FEE J`+FAIER NO	 NST PLANT .370
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2
	
STA-,ES O P
	STEkm	 REHEAT NFT	 P	 r1ER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.57
Y
TOT A L FLOW	 TEMPS:;ATUkE PFESSU?:	 Tr+ERMAL LC40	 POWER OUTPUT
+ * F' STATE POINTS ++s• 10EJ5 LEM/HF	 JEG-F PSI.1.	 10E0j	 dTU/HR MWE
1 L.,^.TUr,BINE	 INLET 7.382	 1406.000 15.200 188.000
2 L.M.CONOENSE^; 110G.000 2.400	 5.856




4 L.M.KECI KC PUMP 13574.000 GPM	 1280.000 20.610 .173
m
5 L.M.30ILER INLET 1280.000 6.600
6 STEAM TURc3INE THkD(T " E 6.774	 1000.G00 3515.900 720.600
7 STEAM	 REHE:.T 0.000 0.000
8 ST.COND. O ACK PKESS. 3.50CIN.HG	 3.396
9 FINAL FEEDWATER 560 .000
iG COND/SG WATER INLET 560. COG
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 10.320	 59.COO 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 11.216	 1800.000 291.500 II
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.030 0.000
r,
14 GAS FWH GAj INLET 0.000 0.90i
15 STAGK GAS EXHAUST 844.000






Table 8.8 - Liquid-Metal Rankine Topping Cycle Components and Operating
Parameters for Base Case 2
s s•	 a t• E FFICIENCIES +• s s s
POWER OUTPUT('1w E) 1?;.0	 G:.S TuR31NE	 INLET
FURNACE	 PR. FURNACE
	
TEMPE-ATUkE (JEG-F) la00.t'	 L.M.SYSTEA .0)7
CCAL BIT	 GAS ELONOMIZF? NO	 PPESSURIZING ;,u SYSTEM .263
WCR{ING FLUID K	 GAS FcEGW TE6 HE A TE^. NO	 STELM CYCLE .420
RECUPER..TOR EFFECTIVEi.E^'S
-G	 L.r,.01I CULATIOv RATIO 2.5 1	 GROSS	 PLANT .365
CGMPRES.30R PRESSUFE R4TiC 13	 L. Y.. FEE VH	 41 ER NO	 NET PLArJ .356
AIR ECUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2	 STA-,ES OF STEkM REHEAT C	 NET PCWEP. OUTPUT (MWE) 1169.88
TOT 4 L FLOW	 TEMPE:,^ATUkE PFESSU',=	 THERMAL LC-:D	 PIWER OUTPUT
•s "• STATE POINTS 10EJ6 LBM/Hr 	CEG-F Psi:	 10E09 dTU/MR MWE 9
1 L.M.TUr.?INE INLET 7.327
	
1496.000 15.290 186.500
2 L.M.CONOENSE<: 2.409	 5.813
3 L.M.FEEO PUMP 5245.000 GPM
	 tioG.000 33.590 .356
p
L.M.kECPt C PUMP 13491.000 GPM	 1260.000 20.550 .170
N	 E	 L.M.30ILER IMLE-T 1282.000 4.5510
E	 STEAM TUR,3INE THAOTT^E 6.724	 100a.G00 3515.000 715.300
7 STEAM REHE4T 0.000 C.000 y
E ST.CONO.UACK PnESS. 3.500IN.HG	 3.372
4 FINAL F£EOWATER 560.000
1G CONO/SG WATEP INLET 560.000
it COMPRESSOR INLET 10.056
	
59.600 14.69G
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 10.960
	
1800.000 298.600
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.070 O.f.CQ
1'	 GAS FWM bAo INLET 6.000 0.300
I!	 STACK GAS EXHAUST 857.000



















the hot end. Recirculation also provides for easier start-up and control,
_
k
and reduction of mass transfer and corrosion. 	 A recirculation ratio of
2.5 to 1 was selected because,for the heat fluxes estimated in the vapor
generators, departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) occurred at approxi-
mately 50%-quality. 	 The recirculation ratio of 2.5 to 1 corresponds to
40% quality entering the metal vapor drum and provides sufficient conser-
vatism to avoid the problems of DNB and film boiling in the liquid-metal
vapor generators.
The recirculation ratio is defined as the ratio of total liquid-
metal flow through the furnace/boiler divided by the feed flow.
A gas turbine inlet temperature of 1255°K (1800°F) was selected
as the maximum temperature allowed for pressurized fluidized bed combus-
tion of coal to avoid melting and agglomeration of the ash.	 In conjunction
with the liquid-metal temperatures selected, the 1255°K (1800°F) tempera-
ture tended to minimize the PFB and PF heat transfer areas and,.hence,
minimize capital cost.
A potassium vapor turbine inlet temperature of 1033°K (1400°F)
provided a reasonable turbine throttle pressure, 104.8 kPa (15.2 psi)
abs.	 Since the PFB and PF are limited to overall heat transfer coeffici-
ents approximately equal to the flue gas coefficients [< 283 W/m2-°K
(< 50 Btu/hr-ft 2-°F)], the log mean temperature difference is maximized
with	 1033°K (1400°F) liquid metal.
	 Reduction below 1033°K (1400°F)
would result irr a subatmospheric throttle pressure for . the liquid-metal
turbine.	 The liquid-metal condensing temperature of 866°K (1100°F) pro-
vided a reasonable condenser pressure [16.55 • kPa (2.4 psi) abs] and
condenser/steam generator hot-end temperature difference.
The steam turbine throttle conditions of 24.132 NPa (3500 psi)
abs, 811°K (1000°F) provide high steam cycle efficiency.
	 The supercriti-
cal pressure eliminates potential problems of tube fatigue and uncertain-
ties associated with DNB.
	 The 11.85 kPa (3-1/2 in Hg) abs back pressure
represents wet cooling tower conditions.
	 Wet towers are environmentally
1
more acceptable than are once-through and more economical for heat rejec-
tion than are dry cooling towers.
Potassium was selected as the working fluid because more data
were available. For this reason the study concentrated on the effects of
component and parameter variations on a potassium subsystem, assuming
that the results of a potassium subsystem would apply to cesium as well.
8.3 Method of Performance Calculation
The performance of the metal vapor Rankine topping-steam bot-
toming cycle was calculated by a combination of computer codes and hand
calculation. Computer codes were used for the performance of the steam
turbine subsystem and the pressurized combustor subsystem, and hand cal-
culations determined the performance of the liquid-metal subsystem.
The hand calculation of the metal vapor turbine was based on an
isentropic expansion turbine efficiency of 78%. For an inlet condition
of 1033°K (1400°F) and 99% quality, the potassium vapor left the tur-
bine at 866°K (1100°F) and 90% quality. Approximately 202 kJ /kg
(ti 87 Btu/lb) of useful work could be extracted from the potassium by ex-
pansion through a turbine for the above conditions. The amount of useful
work for the 1089°K/922°K (1500°F/1200°F) turbine-condenser conditions
and the 1144°K/978°K (1600°F/1300°F) turbine-condenser conditions was
assumed to be approximately the same as for the 1033°K/866°K (1400°F/
1100°F) cycle.
Further calculations on a volumetric flow basis demonstrated
that a 25 MWe potassium turbine would be of a double-flow, four-stage
design with a 1.82 m (6 ft) diameter disk and run at 30 rps (1800 rpm).
The cesium turbine was designed for the same 1033°K/866°K•(1400°F/1100°F)
turbine-condenser conditions, with 90% exhaust quality and a 76% effici-
ency. The useful work for these conditions was calculated to be
ti 61.2 kJ/kg (ti 26.3 Btu/lb).
The performance of the pressurizing combustor subsystem was
evaluated by computer program using the pressurized combustor type, the
8-22
y
r	 t3^ ^ • v"
coal type, recuperator effectiveness, the compressor pressure ratio, air
equivalence ratio, and gas turbine inlet temperature as denoted for the
50 parametric points of the metal vapor Rankine topping cycle of
Table 8.6. The output included the quantities of heat available from the
combustor, Qb/Wa ; the stack-gas cooler, Q2 /Wa ; and the power generated by
the gas turbine generator, P/Wa , as a function of the airflow rate, Wa,
and the fuel-to-air ratio, Wf /Wa -
The steam turbine subsystem efficiencies, as determined by com-
puter code, were based on the steam turbine throttle temperatures and
pressure and condenser back pressures given in Table 8.6. All cases
utilized an 800 MWe steam turbine. The final feed temperatures were 566
and 550°K (560 and 530°F) for 24.132 and 16.547 MPa (3500 and 2400 psi)
gauge conditions, respectively, with eight feedwater heaters. For the
case which utilized a gas feedwater heater in parallel with the turbine
feedwater train, the final feed temperature was 529°K (492°F) with srsven
feedwater heaters. The stack outlet temperature, total flue gas flow,
and flue gas composition were included as input. For cases with steam
reheat the reheat temperature was assumed equal to the steam throttle
temperature, and the IP turbine inlet pressure was always taken as
4.137 MPa (600 psi) abs.
The integration of the three subsystems was performed by simple
hand calculation in an iterative process. Assuming the metal vapor
turbine-generator produced 100 Me, PLMT, with a known useful work,
AHLMT, the liquid-metal flow rate, WLM , is:
WLM PLMT/4HLtiT	 (8.1)
For any given metal vapor cycle the liquid-metal enthalpy rise
in the boiler, AHb , and enthalpy drop in the condenser-steam generator,
AHc , are known. So with WIM of Equation 8.1 the heat available to the











and the heat rejected to the steam, Q c , is:
QC = WLM AHc
	(8.3)
For the pressurizing combustor subsystem performance values, the airflow





, F and the power generated by the gas-turbine generator, P gt , is:
k
Pgt _ (P/Wa) W 	 (8.5)
In the case of a gas economizer or feedwater heater, the heat transferred
in the stack-gas cooler, Q 2 , is:
Q2 = (Q2 /Wa ) Wa	(8.6)
'' a
If there is no gas economizer or feedwater heater, then Q 2 is 0.	 To de-
d
s
termine the power produced by the steam-turbine generator, the total heat
added to the steam-turbine subsystem, Qstm' is:
Qstm - QC + Q2	(8.7)
and using the steam-turbine cycle efficiencies, 
nstm' 
as determined by
computer code, the steam-turbine rating, 
Pstm' is:
,.
Pstm ' (Qstm ) nstm	 (8.8)
• }9
The summation of the power generated by the three subsystems is the total
plant power, 






the thermal loads, and the three subsystem power ratings of a 1200 MWe





Letting WLM equal W' LM , the above procedure, Equations 8.2 through 8.8, was
repeated.
Once the reiteration is completed, the remaining flow rates







s tm OHcs + AH2 
where AH2 is the water enthalpy rise in the gas economizer and/or gas
feedwater heater.
In order to.optimize the amount of heat input for a gas econo-
mizer with the cost of the heat exchanger, estimates indicate that ti 50%
of the heat available at the stack -gas cooler, Q21 should be used to
economize the feedwater going to the condenser -steam generator. Obvi-
ously, all of Q 2 cannot be available for economizing, Fince the exhaust
stack-gas temperature 416°K (290°F) is lower than the final feedwater
temperature of 529°K (492°F).
The water-steam enthalpy rise, AH c , in the condenser-steam gene-
rator includes the enthalpy rise for the throttle steam flow and the
reheat steam flow. A good approximation of the water enthalpy rise is
defined by:















Moisture, % (Moistl) 13.0 24.3 36.7
HHV, Btu/lb 10788 8944 6890
LHV, Btu/lb 10230 8372 6248
Lockhopper
Moisture, % (Moist2) 3 20 27
HHV, Btu/lb 12028 9452 7946
LHV, Btu/lb 11525 8907 7365
Maximum Practicable Drying
Moisture, % (Moist3) 0 16 18
H11V, Btu/lb 12400 9925 8926





Table 8.9 - Heating Values of Coals with Various Moistures
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is the throttle steam enthalpy rise above that at the econo-
mizer exit, AHrh
 is the reheat steam enthalpy rise, and C is a constant
which varies from 0.88 to 0.895, depending on throttle conditions.
r
This approximation of the high-pressure turbine extraction
_ steam flow agrees within ± 3% for computer-calculated performance values.
^- The flue gas flow rate, W g , based on the fuel/air ratio, W f /Wa , which is
! given in the pressurizing combustor subsystem performance, is:
Wg = [l + (Wf/Wa)I Wa	(8.12)
i
} and the as fired coal flow, Wf , is:
Wf	 (Wf /Wa) Wa	 (8.13)
The as received coal flow rate depends on the type of coal used and the
type of combustor.	 For a pressurized fluidized bed the as received coal'
use rate, tons/hr, is:
Tons/hr	 W	 1-Moist2	 (8.14)(1-Moist 1, tf
where Moistl_and Moist2 are listed in Table 8.9 for the three types of
G
coal considered.	 For a pressurized furnace the coal use rate is:
Tons/hr = Wf /(1.0-14oistl)
	 (8.15)
where Moistl is also listed in Table 8.9.
	 For a pressurized fluidized
bed the total heat input of the plant Qtotal is determined by:





Qps = Wps AHps (8.18)
where HHV,the higher heating values of the three coals,are listed for the
various moisture contents in Table 8.9.
The gasification subsystem for a pressurized furnace plant re-
quires heat for drying the coal,and process steam and air for the produc-
tion of Sow-Btu fuel gas. It was assumed that these heating requirements
were satisfied by the hot exhaust flue gas from the pressurizing combus-
tor subsystem at the stack-gas cooler, Q 2 . When a gas economizer was
used to add heat in the steam turbine subsystem, approximately half the
heat available at the stack-gas cooler, Q 2 , was used to economize the
feedwater. The other half of Q 2 was assumed sufficient to satisfy the
drying and process heat requirements of the gasification subsystem.
For a case where a gas feedwater heater was used in parallel
with the extraction feedwater heater string, the process steam require-
ment was not satisfied (see Table 8.6 Cases 14, 43, 44, 45, and 50).
The process steam heat, Q ps , then was assumed to be an added 'thermal load
on the pressurized furnace plant. The process steam rate, W ps , was de-
termined as.
- 1
Wps = (Wps /Wa) Wa
	 (8.17)
where (Wps /Wa), was calculated by the pressurizing combustor subsystem 	
.tl
performance computer code for a pressurized furnace.
The . thermal load of the process steam, Q ps , was evaluated by:
where AHps was the water enthalpy rise from the enthalpy at the steam
condenser to the enthalpy of saturated steam at a saturation pressure
1.5 times the pressurized furnace operating pressure. [For the appli-
cable cases this saturation pressure was 1.5 times 1.520 MPa (15 atm), or















Qtotal - (Tons/hr) HHV + Q ps	 (8.19)
The gross plant cycle efficiency, 
nGross' 
then, was given by:
nGross - Ptotal/Qtotal 	 (8.20)
where Qtotal is given by Equation 8.16 for PFB and by Equation 8.19 for PF.
With the various subsystem flows evaluated, the parametric points of the
liquid-metal subsystem components were sized for each of the parametric
points of Table 8.6.
8.4 Results of the Parametric Study
8.4.1 Matrix of Component and Parameter Variations
The work scope of this study required the metal vapor Rankine
topping cycle to be investigated for a variety of furnace combustor types,
fuel (coal types), cycle configurations, major cycle parameters, and
power levels. The matrix of the 50 parametric points for the metal vapor
Rankine topping cycle is shown on Table 8.6. Base Case 1, the pressurized
fluidized bed,and Base Case 2, the pressurized furnace-gasifier system,
are listed in Table 8.6 as Points 1 and 4, respectively.
The first 39 cases served as a sensitivity study to determine
the effects of component and parameter variation for a constant power
level. This sensitivity study was then used to determine a preliminary
optimum case by combining the components and parametric values which in-
dividually provided the best cycle performance and which were estimated
to be cost effective. This preliminary optimum cycle was used to deter-
mine the effect of power level variation for a PFB plant (Points 40, 41,
42, and 49) and a PF plant (Paints 43, 44, 45, and 50). Points 46, 47,
and 48 were used to study the effects of power-level variation and cesium
as the working fluid in a PFB plant.
ETable 8.10 - Effect on Cycle Performance of PFB and PF
Plants for Parameter and Component Variation
Component/Parameter
Overall Energy Efficiency,
PFB Point No. PF Point No.
Coal Type
Illinois No. 6 bituminous 35.9 1 35.0 4
Montana subbituminous 35.8 2 38.1 5
North Dakota lignite 34.8 3 38.8 6
Recuperator Effectiveness
e - 0.0 35.9 1 35.0 4
e - 0.7 36.4 7 35.3 9
E - 0.8 36.4 8 35.4 10
Recirculation Ratio
25:1 35.9 35.0
1:1 (once through) 35.9 11 35.0 12
Gas Feedwater Heater 43.4 13 40.9 14




8.4.2 Effect of Furnace-Combustor Type
The effect of furnace,-combustor type (PFB and PF) on per-
formance was investigated, while varying several other parameters
	
r
and components. Table 8.10 lists the parameter and components varied for
both furnace-combustor types and the resulting overall energy efficiency.
In all cases except the Montana and North Dakota coal cases, the PFB
shows a higher efficiency. The lower PF efficiency is due to the 90%
efficiency of the integrated gasifier producing low-Btu gas from the coal.
8.4.3	 Effect of the Gas Turbine Recuperator Effectiveness, e
The effect of preheating air at the inlet to the furnace-
combustor with the gas turbine exhaust was determined for recuperator
effectiveness of e = 0.7 and e = O.S. 	 The addition of a recuperator to
the PFB raised the air inlet temperature 33.3 and 38.9°K (60 and 70°F)
for an effectiveness of 0.7 and 0.8, respectively, over Base Case 1,
which had no recuperation. 	 The preheating reduced the required airflow
and the power split in the cycle to improve the overall efficiency
1.4% above Base Case 1.	 For the PF plant the air temperature was
raised 38.9 to 44.4 °K (70 to 80°F) for 0.9 and 1.1% efficiency improve-
ment for effectiveness of e = 0.7 and e - 0.8, respectively. w
It was assumed that the recuperators would not be cost effec- A
tive for the small efficiency improvements. 	 Furthermore, the 22.2 to 27.8°K
(40 to 50°F) drop in recuperator exhaust gas temperature would reduce {
s
the effectiveness of the gas-heated economizer and/or-feedwater heaters
and increase their cost.
	 The recuperators were not, therefore,











8.4.4 Effect of Liquid-Metal Recirculation
As shown on Table 8.6,both once-through and recirculating
liquid-metal boiler subsystems were studied. The cycle efficiency for the
once-through system was negligibly higher than the recirculating system.
The liquid-metal recirculation pumps required 0.17 Me (less than 0.015%)
of the net power output.
The once-through unit will cost less due to smaller liquid-
metal inventory, storage tanks, and the absence of recirculation pumps,
piping, and vapor drum. The recirculation ratio of 2.5 to 1 was selected
to avoid DNB and all its subsequent problems. Recirculation also pro-
vides for easier control and a heated makeup inventory in case of loss of
water flow for any reason. For these reasons the recirculating boiler
system was selected for the preferred case.
8.4.5 Effect of Exhaust Gas Feedwater Heaters and Economizers
For Base Cases 1 and 2 the combustor pressurizing subsystem
turbine exhaust gas was assumed to be used to provide process heat to
other subsystems (such as process steam in the PF gasifier plant). In
the case of the gas-heated feedwater heaters,all the heat available from






The resulting cycle efficiencies of 43.4 and 40.9% for the
PFB and PF, respectively, were the highest found. The PFB plant effici-
ency increased 20.9% over Base Case 1; and the PF plant efficiency in-
creased 16.9% over Base Case 2. The PF increase was not as large as the
PFB case due to the gasifier process steam requirements. Because of the
economizer exhaust gas temperature limitation imposed by the final feed-
water temperature of 529°K (492°F), the exhaust gas transferred approxi-
mately half the available stack-gas cooler energy to the gas-heated












amount of the feedwater heaters), 10.6% for the PFB and 10.9% for the PF.
In the case of the PF the process steam requirements were supplied by the
remaining available stack-gas cooler energy.
It was assumed that incorporation of both the gas feedwater
heater and the economizer would not be cost effective. The larger in-
crease in overall efficiency due to the gas-heated feedwater heaftx was
the basis for its selection as optimum. Preliminary calculations, how-
ever, indicate that there is too much heat available in the gas feedwater
heater with the assumed 529°K (492°F) maximum feedwater temperature.
With this assumption the feedwater flow to the turbine extraction feed-
water heater string is greatly reduced. The resulting low-pressure steam
turbine exhaust flows are, therefore, larger than for full extraction
machines, thereby causing large exhaust losses if the same low-pressure
ends were chosen; or the use of larger, more costly ends if this is unac-
ceptable. Reduced steam turbine efficiencies were assumed when a gas
feedwater heater was incorporated. A logical optional approach would
have been to remove the 529°K (492°F) assumed maximum feedwater tempera-
ture.
8.4.6 Effect of Compressor Pressure Ratio
Calculations were performed for combustor pressurizing
subsystem pressure levels of 0.506, 1.013, and 1.520 MPa (5, 10, and
15 atm). The resulting overall energy efficiencies increased with in-
creasing pressure ratio, as shown on Figure 8.9. On the basis of effici-
ency, the 15 -to -1 compressor ratio was selected for the preliminary opti-
mum plant.
On the other hand, a compressor pressure ratio of 10 to 1 re-
sults in a stack-gas cooler gas inlet temperature 311°K (100 * F) higher
than a 15-to-1 pressure ratio. There is also approximately 22% more
stack-gas cooler energy available to the more efficient steam turbine by
means of the gas feedwater heater and/or gas economizer. The effect on
overall energy efficiency for a compressor pressure ratio of 10 to 1 with
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Compressor Pressure Ratio, pc
Fig. 8.9 — Effect compressor pressure ratio on overall











Similarly, the energy available to the steam turbine may be in-
`	 ?	 creased by preheating the air to the furnace combustor and lowering the
compressor pressure ratio to 10 to 1. 	 Under these conditions the
condenser-steam generator heat available to the steam turbine increases
approximately 10%.	 The stack-gas cooler heat available decreases accord-
ingly.	 Reduction in the amount of gas feedwater heating is in the proper
direction for obtaining the optimum flow split through the parallel gas
feedwater and the extraction feedwater string (mentioned in Subsection 8.4.5).
The present study has investigated the effects of individually
and separately varying such components and parameters as recuperators,
gas economizers, gas feedwater heaters, and compressor pressure ratios.
jThe optimum plant configuration and parameters, however, can only be ob-
tained by investigating the above parameters and components in combina-
tion, a task beyond the scope of Task I of this study.
8.4.7	 Effect of Air Equivalence Ratio
Three values of air equivalence 
ratio,fair' were investigated.
t
The minimumfair of 1.2 For fluidized bed combustion was used for Base
Cases 1 and 2.	 Additional values 
offair used were 2.0 and 3.0.	 As
shown on Figure 8.10, the overall energy efficiency decreases drastically a
asfair increases above fair - 1.2.	 As the airflow increases, less .`
energy is available to heat the liquid metal. 	 At a	 of 1.2, approxi-
air
mately 40% of the available heat is required to heat the air.	 At a fair
of 2.0 almost 75%; and at 
afair of 3.0 fully 90% of the heat available
is heating the air (see Figure 8.10). 	 The base case (f air - 1.2) was
selected as optimum.
8.4.8	 Effect of Gas Turbine Inlet Temperature j9
The maximum allowable fluidized bed temperature is 1283°K
(1850°F) because of the desulfurization reaction. 	 Therefore, the maximum -:
gas turbine inlet temperature selected was 1255°K (1800°F):
	 Turbine
inlet temperattires of 1144 and 1200°K (1600 and 1700°F) were also studied.
The overall', energy efficiency increased as the gas turbine inlet tempera-
ture decreased, as shown on Figure 8.11.
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Air Equivalence Ratio
Fig. 8.10 — Effect of air equivalence ratio variation on overall





































Point 22	 Point 1
	
x
Gas Turbine Inlet Temperature, OF
Fig. & 11 — Effect of gas turbine inlet temperature on






the gas turbine inlet temperature was reduced from 1255 to 1144°K (1800
_	 to 1600 0 F). This improved efficiency was the result of reducing the per-
centage of the total available energy absorbed by the combustor pres-
surizing subsystem. As the gas turbine inlet temperature was lowered,
more of the available energy was transferred to the more efficient steam
turbine. Figure 8.11 also shows the percent of available energy absorbed
by the pressurizing subsystem as a function of temperature.
On the basis of overall efficiency the 1144°K (1600°F) gas
turbine inlet temperature was selected as optimum. As will be demon-
strated in Subsection 8.6, however, a lower gas turbine inlet temperature
at the same pressure ratio reduces the log mean temperature difference 	 M
j~	 in the stack-gas coolers which transfer energy to the steam turbine feed-
water, thus increasing the cost of electricity for this plant.	 The in-
teraction of gas turbine inlet temperature with stack-gas coolers and
recuperators is as significant as is compressor pressure ratio. Again,
an optimum plant cannot be determined until the interaction of the para-
meters and components of the combustor pressurizing subsystem has been
investigated thoroughly.
8.4.9 Effect of Metal Vapor Turbine Inlet Temperatures
In studying the effect of liquid-metal temperature variation,
a constant 166.7°K (300°F) temperature difference was maintained from
liquid-metal turbine inlet to the condenser-steam generator. The liquid-
metal temperature variations investigated were 1033°K inlet/866°K outlet
(1400°F/1100°F), 1089°K/922°K (1500°F/1200°F), and 1144°K/978°F (1600°F/
1300°F). The effect of this variation on overall energy efficiency was
negligible. The efficiency improved only 0.3% over the entire range
(see Figure 8.21b). The Base Case l liquid-metal temperatures of 1033°K/
866°K (1400/1100°F) were selected for the preliminary optimum case. The
lower temperatures tend to mitigate high-temperature material and develop-
ment problems.
To fully appreciate liquid-metal system temperature variation
effects, the effect of liquid-metal temperature differences should be
8-38
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investigated.	 The liquid-metal turbine preliminary design calculations,
however, indicated that the pressure drop through a moisture separator or
reheater were unacceptable.	 Preliminary studies further indicated that
.	 internal moisture separation was not practical due to the low-turbine
_	 speeds.	 The liquid-metal turbine temperatures were based on these con-
'	 siderations and a maximum 10% moisture. 	 Additional effort in the turbine
design area should rectify these difficulties.
8.4.10	 Effect of Steam Throttle Temperature
The steam throttle temperatures of 811, 866, and 922°K (1000,
1100, and 1200°F) were investigated.	 Unlike the previous parameter vari-
ations, the steam temperature was not varied separately but was varied
A
with the liquid-metal temperature.	 In each case a 55.5°K (100°F) tempera-
tune difference was assumed between the liquid-metal condensing tempera-
ture and the steam turbine throttle temperature.	 The results of the
steam turbine throttle temperature variations are, therefore, not com-
pletely independent.
The steam temperature was varied with steam pressure for both
reheat and nonreheat turbines.	 As the steam temperature increases, the
steam turbine Rankine cycle efficiency increases.
	 Figure 8.12 illustrates
r"r
the increase in overall energy efficiency as the steam temperature in-
creases.
The steam throttle temperature of 811°K (1000°F) was recommended
t
t	 "
for the preliminary optimum case. 	 This decision was based on steam tur-
bine and condenser-steam generator design considerations.
	 Material and
development problems are diminished at the lower temperature, as are com-
ponent costs.
8.4.11	 Effect of Steam Throttle Pressure
Variation of thH steam throttle pressure was limited to one F
subcritical and one supercritical ps_esstire.
	 The values of pressure in-
vestigated were 16.543 and 74.132. MPa (2400 and 3500 psi) gauge.n
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increases for a constant steam temperature,the steam turbine efficiency
improves; and as steam turbine efficiency increases, the overall energy
efficiency increases. In the nonreheat cases the overall efficiency in-
creases better than 1.7% at a given steam temperature when the steam
pressure increases from 16.547 to 24.132 MPa (2400 to 3500 psi) gauge.
In the reheat cases, the improvement in overall energy efficiency is
about 1.4%.
The 24.132 MPa (3500 psi) gauge throttle pressure was selected
on the basis of efficiency. It was also selected because,at 24.132 Mpa
(3500 psi) gauge,DNB and all its uncertainties are avoided in the
condenser-steam generator.
8.4.12 Effect of Nonreheat versus Reheat Steam Turbine
Referring to Figure 8.12 shows the effect on overall efficiency
as a function of pressure and temperature of the steam. For a given
steam temperature, the overall efficiency improvement of reheat versus
nonreheat is approximately a constant 2.5%, 'regardless of the temperature.
The reheat cycle was selected for incorporation in the preliminary opti-
mum.
8.4.13 Effect of Working Fluid
The effect of cesium versus potassium as the working fluid in
the liquid-metal subsystem was studied only for the preliminary optimum
case. It was assumed that cesium would not be competitive with potassium.
The calculation of the preliminary optimum plant, however, resulted in an
overall energy efficiency of 42.9% for the cesium and 42.4% for the
potassium.
The 1.2% efficiency advantage for cesium over potassium demon-
strated that cesium is competitive with potassium. Final conclusions
should not be made at this time due to the preliminary nature of the cal-
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8.4.14 Effect of Power Level
No effort was made at this time to determine the effect on cycle
performance for power variation. The efficiencies were assumed constant
with power level to determine the effect of plant thermal rating on the
cost of electricity.
8.5 Capital and Installation Costs of Plant Components
This section is divided into two segments: the first subsec-
tion presents the method of component sizing; the second outlines the
method of component costing.
Component sizing and economic evaluation were performed by the
various cognizant design groups for the metal vapor Rankine topping cycle
subsystems. Flow schematics of the PFB and PF plant cycles are shown in
Figures 8.13 and 8.14, respectively. The schematics show the cycle sub-
systems as labeled blocks.
The combustor pressurizing subsystem was sized and cost evalu-
ated by the combustor-furnace and low-Btu gasifier design group (see
Section 4). The combustor pressurizing subsystem consisted of coal
handling and processing, compressor turbogenerator, the stack-gas cooler,
the fluidized bed gasifier and boiler and related hot gas piping, and
process air and steam piping. The steam turbine subsystem sizing and
cost evaluation were performed by Westinghouse Large Turbine and Heat
Transfer Divisions. The balance of plant was evaluated by Chas. T. Main,
Inc. (see Section 2). The heat rejection subsystem was included in the
assumptions of Section 2.
The method of sizing and costin^, plant components for the
liquid-metal subsystem and its related subsystems, as shown in
Figure 8.15, are presented in this section.
8.5.1 Method of Component Sizing
8.5.1.1 Pressurized Fluidized Bed
The sizing of the pressurized fluidized bed boiler, PFB, zs
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and sizing of the PFB were the heat required, Q b , as determined in Sub-
section 8.3 by Equation 8.2. The overall heat transfer coefficient was
assumed to be equivalent to the bed-side h pft transfer coefficient
[83.8 W/m2-°K (50 Btu/hr-ft 2-°F)]. she tube-side liquid-metal pressure
drop was assumed to be equal to that of the pressurized furnace, approxi-
mately 6% of the operating pressure. Finally, four PFB modules are
assumed to be required for every 300 MWe of plant capacity.
8.5.1.2 Pressurized Furnace
The pressurized furnace, PF, design was an adaptation of the
recirculating-type boiler proposed by A. P. Fraas (Reference 8.2). To




pump provides the driving force in an external recirculation loop which
headers the subcooled liquid metal into the bottom of the furnace. The
cold feed passes through the headers into tube bundle clusters and rises
up through the combustion chamber to an upper set of headers. The two-
phase mixture leaving the PF enters a liquid-metal vapor drum. The vapor
is separated from the saturated liquid and passed to the liquid-metal
turbine. The saturated liquid passes to a mixing header, where it mixes
with the cold liquid-metal feed coming from the condenser-steam generator.
8.5.1.3 Liquid-Metal Vapor Drum
The liquid-metal vapor drum was sized on the assumption that
under the worst transient surge the drum will never be more than two-
thirds full of Liquid, and that under normal conditions it is approxi-
mately half-filled with liquid. The Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant
(CRBRP) steam drum was sized on these criteria. 	 The transient time of
the saturated water in the CRBRP steam drum was calculated to ba 60 s
(1 min). It was then assumed that the worst transient surge in a liquid-
metal topping cycle would not be as severe as in CRBRP, so the transit
time for the liquid-metal drum was assumed to be half that of CRBRP, or






where RC is the circulation ratio; WL,4 is the total metal vapor mass flow
rate to the turbine; N  is the number of vapor drums; p R is the density
of saturated liquid metal; and t is the transit time.
8.5.1.4° Liquid-Metal Vapor Turbine
The liquid-metal vapor turbine design was limited by available
technology for large disk forgings of superalloys and refractory alloys.
To compensate for the size limitations, the liquid-metal turbines are
assumed to be modularized, double-flow units with built-up rotors. The
rotors are similar to aircraft gas turbines, built up of disks and spacer
rings rather than of a single-solid forging. The material candidates for
the liquid-metal vapor turbine are discussed in Subsection 3.7, as are
the bearing and shaft seal techniques.
i
The potassium turbine was designed (see Figure 8.16) as a
25 Me, four-stage, double-flow, 1800 rpm turbine with a 1.83 m (6 ft)
disk. Each generator is a four-pole, 1800 rpm machine rated at 30 MVA.
The efficiencies assumed for the four stages of the potassium turbine were
82, 81, 79, and 75%, respectively. In the preliminary design the cesium.
turbine was assumed to have only two stages with similar power rating.
Its efficiency was assumed to be 76%.
For the base case plant rating of 1200 MWe there are two
liquid-metal turbines in tandem in each of the four liquid-metal loops,
for a total of eight turbines. Since each turbine is double flow, the
single condenser-steam generator in each loop would have four inlets.
8.5.1.5 Metal Vapor Condenser-Steam Generator
Steam condensers for power plants are not designed in accord-
ante with the ASME Unfired Pressure Vessel code. This is probably be-
cause the design pressure of such units is not over 105.4 kPa (15 psi).
In the case of a potassium condenser, however, the hot potassium vapor is
a lethal and flammable fluid, and liquid potassium reacts violently with
water. For these reasons it is recommended that the potassium condenser











Note: Major aerodynamic design constraint has been
imposed by technical factors related to the pro-
curement of acceptable rough disc forgings.
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The design of power plant steam condensers is based oyou the
use of straight condenser tubing, the most oconm,ical form. The long
straight tubes are supported at intervals by drilled plates. These large|	 ,	 p^`i^ rectangular plates also serve as stays, or braces, for the flat condenser
'	 wall plates. Thus, the uuodeooero are good for full vacuum but very
`
i	 -c	 little internal pressure. The slight differential expansion between the
' 
tubea and shell is taken up by the flexing of a flat steel membrane at
one tubeabeet.
^ In attempting to transpose such u design to a potassium vapor
condenser operating at 811 to 978"K (1000 to 1300 0 F), generating high-
pressure superheated steam within the tubes, many fundamental problems
'
are encountered. The tubeebeut thicknesses become prohibitive if conven-
tional steam condenser tube spacing is used; if compact tube bundles are
! used, however, vapor velocities entering the tube bundle exceed sonic
values.
^ To overcome these problems and at the same time allow for tube
' expansion, "he condenser configuration shown in Figure 8.17 is recom-
mended. The tuba bundle is basically cylindrical, with the core of the
. cylinder large enough to avoid direct vapor impingement from the wet tur-
bine exit vapor, omvio& at around 243.8 m/s (800 ft/a). Metal droplets
'
^ at such velocities would most likely erode the tubes,
^ The tubes in the boodle are closely spaced radially, but are
separated 11.43 to 15.24 cm (4-1/2 to 6 in) axially, 15.24 cm (6 in) for
' the lowest pressure [16.55 keo (2 ' 4 psi) abs] and 11.43 cm (4-1/2 to)
'
for the higher pre000zao. For the 078°K (1300"F) designs the radial
depth of the bundle has been increased because of the nmcb grouter driving
'
head available on the potassium side.e.
..
	
Tba cylindrical tuba bundle is-surrounded by a spherical shell,
^
which is recommended for two reasons: first, it is the only configura-
tion which duaa not require stiffening rings in accordance with the AGMD
code. External stiffening rings are technically uno^,7^optable because of
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stiffening rings would interfere with drainage, complicate the bundle
supports, and decrease usable volume. Second, a sphere is the most eco-
nomical of material, being basically half the thickness of the corres-
ponding cylinder. Another important reason for the use of a spherical
shell is the large inherent reserve on allowable internal pressure.
Thus, to meet full vacuum (as specified in the Code) the wall thickness
required results in an allowable internal pressure of about 0.517 MPa
(75 past,) gauge, which means that there is virtually no possibility of a
condense ,
 rupture due to a potassium-water reaction.
Since the condenser, as a pressure vessel, must be provided
with pressure relief; since this pressure relief must be in the form of
a vacuum-supported rupture disk; and since the rupture disk must operate
below the creep temperature [700°K (800°F)], the rupture disk must be at
the bottom of a liquid potassium pool. In the design shown in Figure 8.17
these conditions are met by providing a stagnant pool of potassium in the
condenser drain line to act as an insulation layer. This pool also
should act as a trap for water should a large water leak occifr. The re-
sulting potassium-water reaction will rupture the disk, but the bulk of
the potassium will be retained in the hot-well storage tank.
The header-type tube bundles will be assembled externally to
the shell, with all welding done on the outside. The completed tube
bundle would be lowered into a hemisphere, a second hemisphere lowered
into place, and the girth seam welded. Repairs to the bundle would be
made by entering the condenser through a manway.
The steam generating tubing is designed in accordance with the
procedures for Unfired Pressure Vessels, Section VIII, Part I, with the
exception of the HA-188 tubing, which is not a Code-recognized material.
The stress values used for the HA-188 tubing, however, are based upon the
same criteria as are Code-allowable stress values (Reference 8.3).
Although the temperature gradient across the tube walls in some
portions of the boiler-condenser was high, with consequent high thermal






Number of Tubes Heat Transfer Area
Sphere
Tubes, Steam Generator Tubes, Reheater
No. Evaporator Superheater Reheater
Steam Reheater Diameter, ft ID OD Material ID OD MaterialGenerator
1 386 642 10,600 27.2 0.625 0.858 800 H
2 372 619 10,230 26.8 0.625 0.858 800 H
3 360 600 9,890 26.3 0.625 0.858 800 H
4 383 638 10,530 27.2 0.625 0.858 800 H
5 383 639 10,560 27.2 0.625 0.858 800 H
6 384 640 10,580 27.2 0.625 0.858 800 H
7 390 650 10,730 27.4 0.625 0.858 800 H
8 390 650 10,730 27.4 0.625 0.858 800 H
9 386 643 10,610 27.3 0.625 0.858 800 H
10 386 643 10,610 27.3 0.625 0.858 800 H
11 386 643 10,600 27.2 0.625 0.858 800 H
12 383 638 10,530 27.1 0.625 0.858 800 H
13 390 650 10,730 27.4 0.625 0.858 800 H
14 374 623 10,292 26.8 0.625 0.858 800 H
15 365 608 10,040 26.5 0.625 0.858 800 H
16 363 605 9,985 26.4 0.625 0.858 800 H
17 379 632 10,434 26.7 0.625 0.858 800 H
18 377 628 10,374 26.7 0.625 0.858 800 H
19 302 503 8,315 24.1 0.625 0.858 800 H
20 179 298 4,926 18.6 0.625 0.858 800 H
21 412 687 119320 28.1 0.625 0.858 800 H
22 399 665 10,970 27.7 0.625 0.858 800 H
23 385 642 10,570 27.2 0.625 0.858 800 H
24 384 639 10,544 27.1 0.625 0.858 800 H
25 388 658 13,085 24.0 0.625 1.06 800 H
26 317 529 10,507 21.0 0.625 0.963 RA-188
27 325 475 200 8,248 5,580 26.7 0.625 0.858 800 H 1.5 1.75 800 H
28 375 625 200 10,114 5,600 25.8 0.53 0.750 800 H 1.5 1.75 800 H
29 250 420 200 8,301 6,445 25.0 0.625 0.963 HA-188 1.5 1.75 800 H
30 360 600 8,473 24.5 0.625 0.788 800 H
31 331 551 9,714 21.0 0.625 0.911 800 H
32 300 500 7,786 20.2 0.625 0.856 HA-188
33 300 500 200 8,200 5,948 26.7 0.625 0.788 800 H 1.5 1.75 800 H
34 276 460 200 8,070 5,650 24.1 0.625 0.911 800 H 1.5 1.75 800 H
35 248 414 200 6,452 6,555 22.6 0.625 0.856 HA-188 1.5 1.75 800 H
36 355 592 9,770 26.1 0.625 0.788 800 H
37 375 625 10,310 26.8 0.625 0.788 800 H
38 379 632 10,430 26.7 0.625 0.858 800 H





Table 8.11 - Tube Bundle Design Summary
t
r•
depend upon the number of such temperature cycles, since thermal stresses
are considered to be transient. Such transient conditions must be con-
sidered in a subsequent study phase.
In calculating the heat transfer, the mass velocity and inside
diameter of the tubes were held constant, not only to simplify the calcu-
lations but also to minimize random variations in results. Also, for the
866°K (1100°F) vapor-condensing temperature, sphere size was considered
to vary as the square root of surface, rather than as the cube root. In
other words, the radial thickness of the tube bundle was held constant.
This was done to'hold condensing vapor pressure drop to a constant value.
For the higher condensing pressures and temperatures, a more compact
bundle was assumed, but space was allowed so that all welding could be
done from outside the bundle. See Table 8.11 for the tube bundle design
summary.
Tubing costs were based on communications with International
Nickel Co., Huntington, West Virginia, for Incoloy 800 H; and Stellite
Division at Kokomo, Indiana, for HA-188. Tubing costs are probably some-
what low, however, as costs were not quoted to a definite specification.
Even if tubing costs were doubled, though, the overall cost of the boiler-
condenser would not be greatly affected, as tubing material was rarely
more than 10% of the calculated overall condenser cost.
The basic heat transfer tube material chosen was Incoloy 800 H,
because it is resistant to chloride and caustic stress-corrosion crack-
ing. For temperatures over 922°K (1200°F), however, the strength of
Incoloy 800 H falls to such a low value that HA-188 material is more
economical for the high-pressure applications.
For the reheaters, where the pressure is low, Incoloy 800 H
can be used for all cases. While Croloy might be considered for reheater
tubing, it is very doubtful that a transition weld could be fabricated
that would withstand the temperature cycles, and the steam-side corrosion






For the spherical shell, Type 316 SS material is the most eco-
nomical, as it results in a greater than 10% wall -thickness saving as
compared to Type 304, thus negating the cost advantage of Type 304.
Incoloy 800 H must be used for the spherical shell, however, as it is the
only material acceptable for external pressure at design temperature
[978°K (1300°F)] under the ASME Pressure Vessel Code.
8.5.1.6 Liquid-Metal Condenser Hot Well
Ordinarily, the hot wells were assumed to be within the con-
denser shell. For the purpose of mitigating liquid metal/water reaction
the liquid-metal condenser hot well was placed outside the condenser
shell, as shown in Figure 8.17. This separation minimizes the possibi-
lity of the bulk of the saturated liquid metal coming into direct contact
with water in the event of a steam-tube leak or rupture, and mitigates the
potential severity of the liquid metal/water reaction. It reduces the
possible damage due to the liquid-metal reaction, reduces the amount of
liquid-metal inventory which must be dumped, and shortens cleanup and re-
commissioning time.
The hot well was sized to hold a minute's worth of liquid metal
at - 60% of the capacity available (see Equation 8.21). This excess
volume allows for thermal expansion of the liquid metal and eliminates
the need for expansion tanks in the liquid-metal loop.
8.5.1,7 Liquid-Metal Dump Tank
The four liquid-metal dump tanks were sized to accommodate the
reaction products of a liquid metal/water reaction in the condenser-steam
generator. This accident was assumed to produce the worst pressure surge
and largest quantity of reaction products to the dump tank. Each dump
tank hold -up volume was evaluated for a minute of normal hot-well mass
flow of saturated liquid at the rupture disk design pressure of 0.207 MPa
(30 psi) gauge.
As mentioned in Subsection 8.5,1.6, the liquid -metal hot well
has been removed from the condenser shell to reduce the surface area of
liquid metal in the event of a steam





condenser drain line in Figure 8.17 shows the stagnant pool of liquid
metal above the rupture disk in the condenser dump line and the smaller
drain line to the hot well which runs off the dump line at a right angle.
In the event of a large tube leak or tube rupture, the water will collect
in the stagnant pool, and the pressure rise due to the liquid metal/
water rea-;tion will rupture the disk. The reaction products will flow to
the dump tank. The bulk of the liquid metal is relatively uncontaminated
while it is drained to the storage tank where it is processed to remove
any impurities.
Each dump tank liquid hold-up is 70% of its capacity. A small-
fraction of the capacity is filled with a matrix of metal rods which acts
as a condensing surface for the entering vapor. The remaining capacity,
i	 ro 30%, is for.expansion.
The dump tank is equipped with a vent line to blow off the hy-
drogen produced by the reaction. A scrubber to remove liquid-metal/water
reaction products and a flame suppressor will be provided in the vent line.
8.5.1.8 Liquid-Metal Pumps
Me liquid-metal feed or condensate pump in each of the four
loops was assumed to be a-free surface centrifugal type, similar to the
intermediate system pumps of the Fast Faux Test Facility (FFTF) and CRBRP.
The pump operates at the temperature of the liquid-„sal condensate. The
pump head was calculated equivalent to the sum of the frictional losses
in the vapor and feed piping; the turbine pressure loss, and the static
head due to the hot well to mixing header elevational difference [10.1 m
(N 30 ft)].
In the once-through liquid-metal subsystem design the feed pump
head had the additional requirement of making up the-single- and two-phase
total pressure losses of the liquid-metal vapor generator.
In the recirculation liquid-metal subsystem design, recircula-
tion pumps were assumed to make certain that sufficient head was available
to provide a 2.5-to-1 circulation ratio in each of the four loops. The
circulation pumps operate at the temperature resulting from the mixture of
.A
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cone and one-half parts saturated liquid from the liquid-metal vapor drum,
which is 167°K (300°F) hotter than the one-part condensate liquid. For
conservatism the entire vapor generator pressure drop was assumed to be
in the two-phase region. Additional conservatism was added by neglecting
static heads. The circulation pump head was calculated as the sum of the
frictional loss from the mixing header to the boiler inlet, and the two-
phase friction (Reference 8.4) and momentum losses of the boiler and ex-
haust piping to the vapor drum.
Table 8.12 lists the ranges of pump capacities and total
developed heads calculated for the various system configurations,
operating parameters, and working fluids. The frictional and momentum
pressure losses of the pressurized fluidized bed vapor generator was
assumed equal to those of the pressurized furnace.
Table 8.12 - Range of Pump Performance Characteristics




Feed Pump K 4,400 to	 5,600 70 to 170 50 to 150
Cs 7,400 80 200
Recirc. Pump K 11,000 to 14,500 12 to	 21 25 to	 50
Cs 19,000 9 60
1	 _
8.5.1.9 Liquid-Metal Piping
The liquid-metal piping was assumed to be welded pipe conform-
ing to Section VIII of the ASME Pressure Vessel Code. Piping material
selection was based on the recommendation of Subsection 3.7 of this report
(see Table 3.39), with the exception that 316 SS was used for all cold-leg
piping.
The cold--leg liquid piping was sized on the basis of a 7.62 m/s










two-phase piping from the furnace to the drum was based on a flow velo-
city of less than 3.05 m/s (10 ft/s), and the vapor piping at 182.9 m/s
(600 ft/s) flow velocity. Smooth pipe friction factors were assumed.
i	 -4
Table 8.15 shows the various sizes and lengths.assumed for the
liquid-metal piping.










Feed Piping 9	 (12)b 4 800
Recirc. Piping 10 (14) b 8 500
Two-Phase
Piping 30 16 400
Vapor Piping 7.2 8 1600
aWall thickness with operating conditions and material
according to Section VIII Unfired Pressure Vessel.
bCesium.
8.5.1.10 Liquid-Metal Storage Tanks
The liquid-metal storage tanks in each loop were sized to hold
the entire liquid-metal inventory plus 20% at the liquid-metal turbine
inlet temperature. The outside diameter and length were limited to 3.65
and 10.67 m (12 and 35 f*_), respectively, to allow for shipment by normal
routing and placement below the condenser-steam generator hot-well. tank.
Four separate tanks were employed to allow for the appropriate
sizing of each tank and to reduce the quantity of potassium in each con-
tainer, thus diminishing the risk of a major spill or leak.
The tanks also act as dump tanks in the event of a sudden in-
crease in oxygen level. The system purity is continuously monitored by
E —57
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oxygen meters. In the event of a liquid metal/water reaction in the con-
denser and rupture of the rupture disk described in Subsections 8.5.1.6
and 8.5.1.7, the condenser exhausts to the dump tank while the rest of 	
r
the loop components drain to the storage tank. This minimizes the con-
tamination of the bulk of the loop liquid metal and permits leak tests
to determine the location and extent of damage. The system is designed
to drain by gravity to the storage tank. Separate lines from the major
loop components are sized to gravity drain in a minimum of time.
These lines and their valving will be designed to eliminate failure due
to thermal shock. The tanks will be maintained at some intermediate tem-
perature to avoid thermal shock damage by a continuous bleed-and-feed 	 y
line. This bleed-and-feed line will be plumbefx to a hot 'rap to purify 	 >,
the liquid metal in the event of an emergency dump.
Since the tank must be located at the lowest elevation in the
system, a lined concrete pit was selected.
8.5.1.11 Liquid Metal Inventory
The liquid-metal inventory was determined as the sum of the
liquid-metal hold-up of the furnace-boiler, the vapor drum, the vapor
ducting, the hot-well tank, the liquid feed piping, and recirculation
piping. For conservatism 20% was added to account for liquid metal in
the vapor turbines, the condenser-steam generator, the impurity monitor- 	 '^
ing system, and the receiving and processing system.
Table 8.14 represents the inventories calculated for the two
liquid metals considered and for once-through and recirculating liquid-
metal systems. Adjustments were made for the liquid-metal inventory re-
quirements of other cases. The inventories were corrected by the ratio
of the liquid-metal flow rate of the case being considered to the liquid-
metal flow rate of the appropriate reference case. The flow ratio cor-
rection was applied only to that 64% of the total inventory which is
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Table 8.14 - Liquid-Metal Inventories, lb
Potassium Cesium
Recirc. Once-through Recirc. Once-through
PF and PFB 80,000 80,000 176,500 176,500
Main Piping 15,500 15,500 51,000 51,000
Recirc. Piping 24,300 --- 65,900 ---
Drum 90,000 --- 476,500 ---
Hot Well 120,000 122,000 381,200 381,200
329,800 217,500 1,151,100 608,700
Miscellaneous
(20X) 66,000 43,500 230,200 121,700
Total Inventory 395,800 261,000 1,381,300 730,400
8.5.1.12 Plant Arrangement and Component Modularization
As discussed in Subsection 8.5.1.10, the liquid-metal storage
tanks were modularized for ease of placement, shipment, and reduction of
liquid-metal volume in the event of a leak or spill. This is true of all
the liquid-metal tanks and drums. The liquid-metal turbines were modu-
larized to compensate for the current technological inability to forge
large disks of superalloys and refractory alloys.
The number of modules of the various components and the plant ar-
rangement were selected to allow for partial plant operation. By proper
component sizing, arrangement, and plumbing, a loop consisting of a com-
bustor pressurizing subsystem and a liquid-metal subsystem can operate
totally independently of other such loops to provide steam to a single
steam turbine subsystem. Such an arrangement provides the flexibility for















































Table 8.15 - Pressurized Fluidized Bed Coat Data 
Parameter Airflow, 
Variation 1b/s 
Base Case 1 716 
Subbituminous 722 
Lignite 741 
£ • 0.7 710 
£ • 0.8 710 
RC • 1:1 716 
GFWHTR 596 
GAS ECON 645 
PR. 5 810 
PR· 10 740 
~ • 2.0 641 
~ • 3.0 712 
TG • 1600'F 680 
TG • 1700'F 690 
TK • 1500'F/1200'F 716 
TK • 1600°F/1300°F 710 
3500 psig/1100oF 700 
3500 psig/1200°F 690 
3500/1000/1000 • 700 
3500/1100/1100· 690 
3500/1200/1200 • 673 
2400 psig/1000°F 722 
2400 pSig/1100°F 716 
2400 psig/1200°F 700 
2400/1000/1000 • 710 
2400/1100/1100· 700 
2400/1200/1200 • 680 
2400/2 in Hg abs 716 
2400/9 in Hg aba 756 
3500/2 in Hg abs 700 
3500/9 in Hg aba 740 
600 MIle 566 
900 MIle 566 
1500 MIle 566 
Cs, 1200 MIle 582 
Cs, 600 MWe 582 
Cs, 1500 MIle 582 










































































































































































For this study four loops were selected as the basis of compo-
nent sizing and arrangement.
8.5.2 Method of Component Cost Evaluation
8.5.2.1 Pressurized Fluidized Bed
The cost evaluation of the pressurized fluidized bed (PFB) is
covered in Section 4. For the liquid-metal vapor Rankine topping cycle
study twelve PFB cases were sized and costed on the basis of the heat
load required by the liquid metal, the gas turbine inlet temperature, the
gas turbine compression ratio, and the air equivalence ratio. Among the
twelve cases were the costs of the PFB for the three different fuels
	
r^'
	 (Points 1, 2, and 3), the variations in compressor pressure ratio
	
i	
(Points 17 <nd 18), the air equivalence ratio (Points 19 and 20), gas
turbine inlet temperature (Point 22), liquid-metal temperatures (Points 23
and 24), and the preliminary optimum plants with potassium (Point 49) and
cesium (Point 46) as the working fluid. For cases where the above vari-
ables were similar, the cost of the PFB was determined by:
(AFR)($)	 (8.22)
where
AFR = (Wa '/Wa ) 0.8	(8.23)
where	 $' - cost of new PFB
$ - cost of reference PFB
Wa = compressor airflow rate of reference PFB (lb/s)
Wa ' = compressor airflow rate of new PFB (lb/s).
Table 8.15 lists the point number, the compressor airflow, the
AFR installed costs per unit PFB, and the number of units per plant.
There are four PFB modules per unit. The cost of materials and the cost
8-61
of installation per unit was determined to be 64 and 36%, respectively,
of the installed cost per unit.
8.5.2.2	 Pressurized Furnace
The pressurized furnace (PF) (Base Case 2, Point 4) was adapted
from the design proposal of A. P. Fraas in 1973.	 The thermal duty per
furnace of Base Case 2 is 20% Higher than the Fraas proposal.	 The header
drums, downcomer pipes, and vapor separator incorporated inside the
Fraas furnace are external to the Base Case 2 PF design.	 Thus, the total
furnace and boiler weight of the Fraas design was 	 considered conservative
for the Base Case 2 PF total weight.
The material cost of the Base Case 2 PF was determined by ap-
plying a $22.05/kg ($10/lb) cost of material.	 This figure is comparable
kto the installed cost of fossil-fired boilers.	 To be conservative, an ad-
ditional 20% was included to the Base Case 2 PF as installation because
of the liquid-metal environment. 	 It is assumed that this estimate is ac-
curate within 25%.
For the other PF cases calculated, the cost of material and
cost of installation were corrected according to the ratio of unit thermal
ratings as in Equation 8.22. 	 The thermal rating ratio (TRR) replaced AFR
in Equation 8.23 and is defined as:
TRR - (Qi /QR)
0.8 	 (8.24)	 t at
	where Qi is the unit thermal rating in Btu/hr and Q  is the reference unit 	
k
thermal rating.
Table 8.16 lists the costs of materials and installation per
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a Table 8.16 - Pressurized Furnace Costing Data 
Unit Material Install Parameter Thermal TRR Cost Cost Variation Rating x (Q /Q )0.8 x 10-3 , $ x 103 , $ 10-9, Btu/hr i 4 
Base Case 2 0.819 1.00 2200 450 
Sub bituminous 0.820 1.00 2200 450 
Lignite 0.822 1.00 2200 450 
E: = 0.7 0.827 1.00 2200 450 
E: '" 0.8 0.827 1.00 2200 450 
RC ::a 1:1 0.819 1.00 2200 450 
GFWHTR 0.676 0.858 1900 390 
Gas 0.740 0.922 2000 415 
Economizer 
600 M\~e 0.756 0.938 2100 420 
900 ~e 0.756 0.938 2100 420 
1500 ~e 0.756 0.938 2100 420 
1200 ~e 0.756 0.938 2100 420 
aReference Costs: Material $2,200,000 
Installation $450,000. 















The combustor pressurizing subsystem cost evaluation is detailed 
in Section 4. This includes recuperators, gas-heated economizers, and 
feedwater heaters, hot gas piping and the pressurizing gas turbine gene-
rators which were cost evaluated by the combustor-furnaces and low-Btu 
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Cast x 10-6 , $
Reference/Actual
Stack-Gas Cooler







Generator x 10-6	 $
Reference/Actual
1 1.08 2.0	 2.2 6.7	 7.2
2 1.088 2.0	 2.0 6.7	 7.29
3 1.11 2.0	 2.2 6.7	 7.44
4 1.061 2.0	 2.0 6.7	 7.1
5 1.049 2.0	 2.0 6.7	 7.03
6 1.0367 2.0	 2.0 6.7	 6.95
7 1.073 1.9	 2.0 2.0	 2.1 6.7	 7.2
8 1.073 3.2	 3.4 2.0	 2.1 6.7	 7.2
9 1.049 2.5	 2.6 2.0	 2.0 6.7	 7.03
10 1.049 4.3	 4.5 2.0	 2.0 6.7	 7.03
11 1.08 2.0	 2.2 6.7	 7.2
12 1.06 2.0	 2.1 6.7	 7.1
13 0.933 1.7	 1.6 2.0	 1.9 6.7	 6.2
14 0.91 1.7	 1.54 2.0	 1.8 6.7	 6.1
15 0.994 1.7	 1.7 2.0	 2.0 6.7	 6.7
16 0.975 1.7	 1.66 2.0	 1.9 6.7	 6.6
17 1.19 5.7	 6.8
18 1.11 5.9	 6.5
19 0.994 6.7	 6.6
20 1.073 6.7	 7.2
21 1.0367 1.8	 1.86 6.5	 6.7
22 1.049 1.9	 2.0 6.6	 6.9
23 1.080 2.0	 2.2 6.7	 7.2
24 1.073 2.0	 2.1 6.7	 7.2
25 1.061 2.0	 2.0 6.7	 7.1
26 1.049 2.0	 2.0 6.7	 7.03
27' 1.061 2.0	 2.0 6.7	 7.1
28 1.049 2.0	 2.0 6.7	 7.03
29 1.0367 2.0	 2.0 6.7	 6.9
30 1.088 2.0	 2.2 6.7	 7.3
31 1.08 2.0	 2.2 6.7	 7.2
32 1.061 2.0	 2.1 6.7	 7.1
33 1.073 2.0	 2.1 6.7	 7.2
34 1.061 2.0	 2.1 6.7	 7.1
35 1.0367 2.0	 2.0 6.7	 6.95
36 1.08 2.0	 2.2 6.7	 7.2
37 1.128 2.0	 2.2 6,7	 7.5
38 1.061 2.0	 2.1 6.7	 7.1
39 1.11 2.0	 2.2 6.7	 7.4
40 0.925 1.5	 1.390 116	 1.6 6.5	 6.0
41 0.925 1.5	 1.390 1.8	 1.6 6.5	 6,0
42 0.925 1.5	 1.390 118	 1.6 6.5	 6.0
43 0.895 1.5	 1.340 1.8	 1.6 6.5	 5.8
44 0.895 1.5	 1.340 1.8	 1.6 6.5	 5.8
45 0.895 1.5	 1.340 1.8	 1.6 6.5	 5.8
46 0.915 1.5	 1.37 1.8	 1.6 6.5	 5.9
47 0.915 1.5	 1.37 J..8	 1.6 6.5	 5.9
48 0.915 1.5	 1.37 1.8	 1.6 6.5	 5.9
49 0.925 1.5	 1.490 1.8	 1.6 6.5	 6.0
50 0.895 1.5	 1.340 1.8	 1.6 6.5	 5.8
m
iflow rating of 294.8 kg/s (650 lb/s). These costs were corrected by
Equation 8.22 with Equation 8.23 replaced by:
AFR = (Wa/650) 0 ' 8
	
(8.25)
Table 8.17 lists appropriate point number, the AFR, the unit
costs of the individual component, and number required. The recuperator
material and installation costs are 75 and 25%, respectively, of the total
unit costs given in Table 8.17. The same is true of the gas-heated eco-
nomizers and feedwater heaters. The total installed cost of the hot gas
piping is list?d. The gas turbine installation cost is assumed constant.
8.5.2.4 Liquid-Metal Subsystem Tanks
The liquid-metal subsystem tanks and vapor drum were cost evalu-
ated on the basis of stainless steel, ASME Class 1, nonreactor develop-
ment technology standards. The vessel cost was $33.07/kg ($15/lb) per
vessel. Insulation cost was $430.60/m 2 ($40/ft 2). Both these installed
costs are adapted from CRBRP costs and include 10% for installation. For
conservatism, the unit cost of material and insulation was assumed to be
90% and installation 10% of the total installed costs. Table 8.18 illus-
trates the various tanks sized and costed for a total plant potassium
flow rate of 0.9072 Mg/s (7 2 x 10 6 lb/hr). The costs evaluated for the
liquid-metal vapor drums are believed accurate to 106; and the costs of
the other liquid-metal tanks are believed to be conservatively high
(approximately 30%).
8.5.2.5 Liquid-Metal Vapor Turbine
The potassium turbine generators were costed from a Westinghouse
Steam Turbine Division catalog price listing for 25,000 kW rating. To
compensate for the use of superalloys and refractory alloys the catalog
price was approximately doubled for a $3 million material cost. The
cesium turbine, which was designed with only two stages instead of the















3x 10- , $ 3x 10-
 , $ Cost.
-3 ,
Quantity CostLength, x 10$
x 10-3 , $
Potassium Storage Tank 10 x 30 1,181 38 1,219 4 4,876
Potassium Hot-well Tank 8 x 25 787 26 813 4 3,252
Potassium Dump Tank 8 x 20 630 11 651 4 2,604









imuch as the potassium turbine, or $2 million. For both turbines the cost
of installation was 9% of the material cost.
The accuracy of 'he liquid-metal turbine cost evaluation is
difficult, at best, to estimate. Even a ± 50% accuracy would represent
approximately a 2% variation in the overall plant cost. If the cost errors
	
t4
were higher than 50%, the integrated system would need to be reoptimized.
The obvious conclusion is that the design, manufacture, and
cost evaluation of liquid-metal vapor turbines requires greater depth and
effort.
8.5.2.6 Liquid-Metal Condenser-Steam Generator
The method of cost evaluation of the liquid-metal condenser-
steam generator is illustrated on Table 8.19 for Base Case 1. Table 8.20
lists the cost summary for Points 1 through 39. The remaining Points
(40 through 50) are comparable to Point 27 in Table 8.20. The cost of
'-	 material was assumed to be 70% of the total cost listed in Table 8.20 and
the installation cost 30% of the total cost.
Table 8.19 - Point 1 Boiler Condenser Cost
Item	 Material, $	 Labor, $





































x 10- , $ )
Heat Transfer
Tubing
x 10'3 , $
1 Condenser
Total Cost
x 10'3 , $
1 471 412 1,285 148 2,317
2 459 398 1,243 144 2,244
3 440 384 1,200 139 2,163
4 471 409 1,280 148 2,308
5 471 410 1,282 148 2,311
6 471 411 1,283 149 2,314
7 479 417 1,303 151 2,350
8 479 417 1,303 151 2,350
9 475 412 1,290 149 2,326
10 475 412 1,290 149 2,326
11 471 412 1,289 149 2,325
12 469 409 1,280 148 2,306
13 --- --- --- -- ---
14 459 400 1,250 145 2,254
15 448 390 1,220 141 2,199
16 445 388 1,211 140 2,184
17 455 406 1,266 146 2,273
18 455 403 1,260 146 2,267
19 329 323 1,010 117 1,779
20 172 191 598 69 1,030
21 561 440 1,375 159 2,535
22 500 426 1,330 154 2,410
23 472 410 1,283 148 2,313
24 470 409 1,280 148 2,307
25 326 509 1,586 315 2,736
26 219 408 1,276 667 2,570
20 116
27 455 536 1,675 87 2,889
20 139
28 423 610 1,910 88 3,190
20 527
29 431 571 1,790 101 3,440
30 381 329 1,030 86 1,826
31 '219 377 1,179 163 1,938
20
32 253 302 945 354 1,874
20 84
33 455 54u 1,725 93 2,925
20 136
94 331 523 1,664 88 2,762
293
35 353 505 1,580 103 2,834
36 433 380 1,186 100 2,099
37 456 401 1,251 105 2,213
38 455 406 1,266 146 2,273






The cost evaluation of the liquid-metal recirculation and feed
q
pumps was based on CRBRP intermediate pump costs and on engineering 1
judgements for the reduced range of topping cycle pump performance char-
_	 acteristics in Table 8.12.	 The cost evaluation reflects pump costs based
on commercial standards rather than on the RDT standards of the CRBRP
pumps.	 The pump costs also include allowances for the shorter pump shaft
lengths than those designed for CRBRP.
8.5.2.8	 Liquid-Metal Pipit
a
The liquid-metal piping was cost evaluated as welded pipe under
ANSI B-31 Specification. 	 Three tables are provided which show in detail
mthe cost breakdown for pipe sizes of interest in the liquid-metal ,subsys- j
tem.	 The tables includes cost of material, fittings, shop fabrication,
and shop support (which gives the manufacturing cost).	 The installation
includes field erection and support costs.
	 Finally, total installed
costs of insulation and trace heating is added on.
	 For simplicity the
material cost, which includes piping material, insulation, and trace heat-
ing was estimated to be 75% of the total installed cost. 	 The installation I
cost was, therefore, 25% of the installed cost for each pipe size.
	
These
cost values are considered to be ± 5% accurate.
M
Table 8.21 lists the costs of stainless steel piping.
Table 8.22 presents the costs of Incoloy 800 piping.
	 The cost of Incoloy
800 pipe was assumed to be twice the cost of stainless, fabrication 1.5
times more costly, and field erection twice as much as for stainless.
Table 8.23 represents the cost evaluation of Haynes 188.	 The Haynes 188
material was assumed to cost six times as much as stainless.
	 The shop
fabrication was assumed to be twice as much, and field erection three
times as expensive, as stainless steel.
	 These cost estimates are assumed
9
to be accurate within 5%. ."
8,5.2.9	 Liquid-Metal Inventory"
Liquid-metal inventory was evaluated on the basis of information




















Table 8.21 - Costs of Stainless Steel Welded Pipe
under ANSI B-31 Specification, $/ft
Pipe Size, in 8 9 10 30 48
Cost	 22.70 24.90 27.00 121.90 1,063.90
Fitting	 26.90 37.50 48.10 426.70 552.10
Fabrication	 36.20 38.80 41.50 181.20 223.70
Support	 120.40 125.90 131.40 274.40 274.40
Total 227.10 248.00 1,017.80 2,114.10
Field Erection	 40.20 57.90 75.60 202.10 316.50
Support	 35.90 35.90 35.90 35.90 35.90
Insulation	 14.20 15.50 16.70 51.00 51.00
Trace	 54.60 59.70 64.80 170.00 170.00
111.10 117.40 256.90
Total Installed 396.10 441.00 1,476.80 2,687.50
M - 75% x Tot. Inst. 300.00 330.00 1,100.00 2,000.00
I e 25% x Tot. Inst. 100.00 110.00 380.00 690.00
vNk
8-70
Table 8.22 - Cost of Incoloy 800 Welded Pipe, $/ft
r^
Pipe Size, in 9 10 30 48
Cost 2 x SS 49.80 54.00 243.80
Fittings 37.50 48.10 426.70
Fabrication
1.5 x SS 58.20 62.25 271.80
Support 125.90 131.40 274.40
271.40 295.75 1,216.70
Field Erection
2 x SS 115.80 151.20 404.20
Support 35.90 35.90 35.90
Insulation 15.50 16.70 51.00
Trace 59.70 64.80 170.00
111.10 117.40 256.90
Total Installed 498.30 564.35 1,877.80 3,411.00
"I = 75% Tot.Inst. 375.00 425.00 1,400.00 2,560.00
I = 25% Tot.Inst. = 125.00 140.00 480.00 850.00





Table 8.23 - Cost of HA-188 Welded Pipe, $/ft
Pipe Size, in 9 10 30 48
Cost = 6 x SS	 149.40 162.00 731.40
Fittings	 37.50 48.10 426.70
Fabrication
2 x SS	 77.60 83.00' 362.40
Support	 125.90 131.40 274.40
Total Shop	 390.40 424.80 1,794.90
Field Erection
3 x SS	 173.70 226.80 606.30
Support	 35.90 35.90 35.90
Insulation	 15.50 16.70 51.00
Trace	 59.70 _64.80 _ 170.00
Total Extras	 111.10 117.40 256.90
Total Installed	 675.20 769.00 2,658.10 4,834.80
M - 75% Tot.Inst.	 500.00 575.00 2,000.00 3,600.00
I - 25% Tot.Inst. = 175.00 190.00 660.00 1,240.00








evaluated at $3.70/kg ($1.68/lb). The cesium inventory was evaluated at
$39.68/kg ($18.00/lb) on the basis of 100,000 lb/31.53 Ms (1 yr). The
potassium costs are considered to be ± 5% and the cesium ± 20%.
8.5.2.10 Liquid-Metal Auxiliary Subsystem
The liquid-metal auxiliary subsystems were evaluated from CRBRP
' auxiliary liquid-metal subsystems. Auxiliary subsystem costs were par-
tially scaled for the Rankine topping cycle based on inventory, piping
length, and component sizes.
Table 8.24 lists the costs evaluated for each auxiliary subsys-
tem.
Table 8.24 - Liquid-Metal Auxiliary Subsystem Costs
Subsystem	 Material	 Installation
x10- , $	 x10-, $
Receiving and Processing	 6,200	 2,000
Impurity Monitoring 	 800	 250
Inert Gas Receiving and
Processing	 1,700	 400
Leak Detection	 250	 200
Trace Heating	 2,500	 2,000
Total	 11,450	 7,100
I	 I
The total material and installation cost is approximately 10% of the
liquid-metal subsystem cost and 5% of the total plant direct costs. The
assumed accuracy of 15% is n.aligible when compared to the liquid-
metal subsystem cost.
8.5.2.11 Summary of Liquid-Metal Subsystem Direct Costs
The direct costs of the liquid-metal components and auxiliary





Table 8.25 - Summary of Liquid-Metal Subsystem
Direct Costs, Preliminary Optimum
Potassium Rankine Topping Cycle
Material Cost	 Installation Cost
x 10 -6 , $	 x 10- 6 , $
Boiler 60.672 34.128
Turbine 24.000 2.160
Condenser-Steam Gen. 6.160 2.640
Hot well 2.700 0.440
Piping 5.063 1.696
Drum 2.360 0.360
Recirculation Pump 0.860 0.069
Feed Pump 1.440 0.115
Inventory 0.640 0.013
Storage Tank 5.200 0.600
Dump Tank 2.280 0.344
Receiving and Processing 6.300 2.000
Impurity Monitor 0.800 0.250
Cover Gas 1.700 0.400
Leak Detection 0.250 0.200
Trace Heating 2.500 2.000
122.925 47.415






potassium Rankine topping cycle (Point 49). Much of the costing data is
based on engineering judgement rather than on actual cost estimates. The
results are of the proper magnitude and are expected to be accurate to
± 30%. Such an error to the total plant capitalization is approximately
7%, which is within the accuracy for similar plant estimates. Such an
ers,or will not change the conclusions of this study, for which the Sys-
tematic cost evaluation should provide reasonable comparisons, regardless
of the absolute validity. The cost difference evaluated in the cases
considered are meaningful.
Improvement in cost estimates for the Rankine topping cycle is
possible only through greater efforts on the part of liquid-metal compo-
nent designers and manufacturers, particularly for the liquid-metal tur-
bine.
8.6 Analvsis of Overall Cost of Electricit
8.6.1 Matrix of Component and Parameter Variations
The work scope of this study required that the liquid-metal
Rankine topping cycle be investigated for a variety of furnace combustor
types, fuels (coal), cycle configurations, major cycle parameters, and
power levels. The matrix of the 50 parametric points for the liquid-
metal vapor Rankine topping cycle is shown on Table 8.6. Base Cased ,
the pressurized fluidized bed, and Base Case 2, the pressurized furnace,
are listed on Table 8.6 as Points 1 and 4, respectively.
The first 39 cases served as a sensitivity study to determine
the effects of component and parameter variation for a constant power
level. This sensitivity study was then used co determine a preliminary
optimum case by combining the components and parameter values which in-
dividually provided the best cycle performance and which. were estimated
to be cost effective. The economic model was not available for a cost
evaluation of the sensitivity study.
This preliminary optimum cycle was used to determine the effect











Total Cost of Electricity 	 31.59 Mills/kW.h 	 35.88 Mills/kWh




Fig. 8. 18 — Performance and cost of electricity for a pressurized fluidized bed boiler




a PF plant (Points 43, 44, 45, and 50). Points 46, 47, and 48 were used
to study the effects of power level variation and cesium as the working
fluid in a PFB plant.
The economic, natural resources requirement, and environmental
intrustion analyses were performed on the 50 points calculated after the
performance analysis was completed. Availability of the economic analysis
at an earlier date would have resulted in a more cost-effective and more
efficient preliminary optimum cycle than that depicted in Points 40 to
50. This is particularly true in the selection of coal, gas-heated eco-
nomizer utilization, and gas turbine inlet temperature.
8.6.2 Effect of Furnace-Cc-lbustor Type
i
In Section 8.2 the plant configurations and operating state
points of the PFB and PF base case plant were shown on Tables 8.7 and 8.9,
respectively. The effect of furnace-combustor type on performance and
cost of electricity for the PFB and PF base cases using Illinois No. 6
coal are illustrated on Figure 8.18. The higher PFB cycle efficiency and
its lower cost of electricity relative to the PF is due to the high cost
and ti 90% efficiency of the gasifier to produce the low-Btu gas from the
coal. The high cost of electricity from the PF gasifier system is due to
the higher capital cost, as shown in the chart on Figure 8.18. The
higher fuel and maintenance costs for the PF indicate the gasifier inef-
ficiency. On the basis of lower cost and higher efficiency the PFB is
the recommended furnace-combustor type for the liquid-metal Rankine topping
cycle.
8.6.3 Effect of Coal Type on PFB
Three types of coal were evaluated for the liquid-metal Rankine
topping cycle. The three coals and their effect on the performance and
cost of a PFB plant are illustrated on Figure 8.19. Illinois No. 6
bituminous coal produces a higher cycle efficiency and lower fuel cost,
as shown in the chart, due to its higher heating value. For this reason
the Illinois No. 6 was selected for the preliminary optimum cycle prior
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Total Cost of Electricity 	 3L 59 Mills/kWh 28.86 Mills/kWh 29.82 Mills/kWh
Overall Energy Efficiency	 35.9% 35.876 34.876
Point 1 Point 2 Point 3
Fig. 8. 19 — Effect of coal type on pressurized fluidized bed boiler plant performance and cost of electricity
3r
lindicates that the Montana subbituminous produces the lowest cost of
electricity, 8.6% less than Illinois No.6, with only a 0.3% loss in cycle
efficiency.	 The high cost of using the Illinois No. 6 is due to its r
high sulfur content (ti 4.9 times higher than the Montana or North Dakota). rr
The high sulfur content requires much more dolomite for sulfur removal, as
f;
indicated by the operating and maintenance costs, which are almost double
those of the other two coals.	 The higher sulfur content is also reflected
in the capital cost for larger fuel handling and process sytems and for
waste disposal.
a
Thus, the recommended fuel for the liquid-metal Rankine topping
cycle is Montana subbituminous, not Illinois No. 6 bituminous, as shown
in Table 8.6 for the preliminary optimum cycle.
8>6.4
	 Effect of Component and Parameter Variation on PFB
The matrix of points investigated in this study included varia-
tions of components and parameters in the combustor pressurizing subsys-
tem, the steam subsystem,and type of heat rejection for both PFB and PF
plants.	 These points are listed and numbered in Table 8.6.	 The perfor-
mance and state point values for all cases are included in Appendix A 8.1
on computer printout sheets. 	 The optimum point of each component or
parameter variation is plotted against the base case cycle efficiency and
cost of electricity for the 1200 We PFB plant burning Illinois No. 6 *^
coal in Figure 8.20.	 Reference to the matrix of parametric points on
'i
Table 8.6 shows the range of values investigated for each of the compo-
nents and parameters listed on the bottom of the bar chart of Figure 8.20.
t
Notice that most of the optimum points are the same as the base
case.	 Had the points been run with the optimum coal, Montana subbitumi-
nous, all the optimum points would show improvement over Base Case 1.
The use of a recuperator to preheat air in the combustor pres-
i
surizing subsystem resulted in an increase in cycle efficiency of
i	 1.4% over cycles with no recuperation for recuperator effectiveness of ?-)oth
g
e = 0.70 and e = 0.80. Thus,recuperation was found to be unjustified for a^
15 to 1 pressure ratio.	 The optimum point was Base Case 1 with no ^*
Recuperator	 Gas	 Gas Compressor Air	 Steam Type of	 Steam
EffeOl?veness	 Heated	 Heated Pressure Equivalence	 Reheat Heat	 Pressure
Pokit 1	 Feedwater Economizer Ratio Ratio	 Point 27 Rejection	 Point 1
Heater	 Point 15 Point 1 Point 1 Point 1
Point 13
Fig. 8, 20—Effect of optimum components and optimum parameters on pressur»??d fluidized bed




























recuperation. Similar results were obtained for recuperation with a PF
plant.
Although not shown on Figure 8.20, a once-through liquid-metal
subsystem was investigated for PFB and PF plants. The cycle efficiencies
were the same as those of the base cases, with a slight cost advantage
for a once-through system. On the basis of ease.of control, and avoidance
of DNB with all its problems and uncertainties, the recirculation system
was selected as optimum.
In the case of a gas-heated feedwater heater, the variation was
no feedwater heater or incorporation of a gas feedwater heater in parallel
with the steam turbine extraction feedwater string. As, shown on
Figure 8.20, the incorporation of the feedwater had a significant effect
on the performance and cost of electricity. The cycle efficiency in-
creased 21%, and the cost decreased 9.7%, in comparison with Base Case 1.
For a PF plant the improvement was comparable. Incorporation of a gas-
heated feedwater heater, therefore, was selected.
The next variation shown on Figure 8.20 is a gas-heated econo-
mizer. Again, the options were either inclusion or omission of the eco-
nomizer installed between the condenser-steam generator and the final
feedwater heater. The cycle efficiency increased 10%, with a 4% reduc-
tion in the cost of electricity for a PFB plant.
In the initial design of the liquid-metal vapor turbine, extrac-
tion feedheating was determined to be inappropriate. Moisture separation
was also ruled out because of the low pressure available and the inability
to take the momentum losses. Hence, liquid-metal feedheating was not con-
sidered in this study.
One of the combustor pressurizing subsystem parameters investi-
gated was the combustor pressure level. Values of [0.506, 1.013, and
1.519 MPa (5, 10, and 15 a m)] were used [1.519 MPa (15 atm) being the
base ease]. As illustrated by the appropriate bar chart in Figure 8.20,
a 15:1 compressor pressure ratio was the optimum of the values studied.
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The results showed that cycle performance increased, while the cost of
electricity decreased, with increasing pressure ratio.
The final combustor pressurizing subsystem parameter studied
was the air equivalence ratio, fair. In addition to the minimum value of
1.2 (base case) for fluidized bed combustion of solid fuels, values of
Oair equal to 2.0 and 3.0 were used. The investigation showed that values
significantly higher than 1.2 have disastrous effects on the liquid-metal
topping cycles. For 
flair 
of 2.0 and 3.0 the cycle efficiency compared to
the base case 
flair 
of 1.2 decreased 46 and 69%, respectively; while the
cost of electricity increased 40 and 110%, respectively. The base case
Oair of 1.2 was selected as optimum.
With regard to the steam subsystem, the effect of one stage of
steam reheat was compared to a nonreheat cycle. The plot shown on
Figure 8.20 is the optimum point for a 24.136 MPa (3500 psi) gauge,
811°K/811°K (1000°F/1000°F) reheat steam cycle. It was selected as opti-
mum from among single reheat and nonreheat cycles at 24 and 16 Mpa (3500
and 2400 psi) gauge with temperatures at 811, 866, and 922°K (1000, 1100,
and 1200°F). For both nonreheat and reheat cycles, and for both pres-
sures considered, the 866 and 922°K (1100 and 1200°F) temperatures showed
increasing improvement in efficiently but also increasing costs. At the
two higher temperatures there are materials problems-to contend with.
For the selection of steam pressure, the base case value of
24.132 MPa (3500 psi) gauge showed an advantage over 16.547 MPa (2400 psi)
gauge for both performance and cost of electricity at till°K (1000°F)
steam temperature, as expected. Additionally, the steam pressure of
24.132 MPa (3500 psi) gauge was selected as optimum because at supercriti-
cal pressure DNB and its associated problems and uncertainties are avoided.
The base case heat rejection was a wet cooling tower. Once-
through and dry coaling tower heat rejection systems were also investi-
gated. Even though the once-through has a 2% advantage in both cycle
efficiency and cost of electricity, the wet cooling tower system was
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efficiency and cost, the wet cooling towers were selected over dry cooling 
tower heat rejection. Figure B.20 shows the bar chart for the optimum 
heat rejection selection. 
B.6.5 Effect of System Temperatures on PFB 
The study also included the variation of the major cycle tem-
peratures. Figure B.2l shows the effects of varying the inlet tempera-
tures of the three turbines on the cycle efficiency and cost of a PFB 
plant at 1200 Hive. 
The IJppermost curve demonstrates the results of lowering the 
gas turbine inlet temperBture from the l255°K (lBOO°F) maximum allowable 
fluidized bed temperat'ure to 1144°K (1600°F). Note the 6% increase in 
,cycle efficiency as the gas turbine inlet temperature decreases to l144°K 
,(l60DOF). Due to the delay in. the availability of the costing model, the 
i.ncreased cycle efficien.cy was the basis for selecting the gas turbine 
tempel7ature for the preliminary optimum plant. It was assumed that the 
increased heat transfer area and, hence, increased cost of the furnace-
cClmb'llstor due to the reduced gas-side temperature, would not increase the 
pl,ant Cl'l.pital cost significantly; that the lower temperature would miti-
gate cost increases by allowing the use of less exotic materials; and 
that the improved efficiency would reduce the increase in the cost of 
electricity. As indicated on Figure B.21a the capital cost at l144°K 
(l60QoF) gas inlet temperature dE.ICreased below the l255°K (lBOO°F) capi-
tal cost. Although not shown, the cost of electriCity decreased 2.0 and 
0",41. f.or 1144 and 1200 0 K (1600 and l700°F), respectively, whp.n compared 
tiC) t.he base case gas turbine inlet temperature of 1255°K (lBOO°F). The 
r€lcClmmended gas tl,rbine inlet temp,erature of 1144 OK (1600°F) was selected, 
\7Uh 12~i5°K (1800<F) as an alternate. 
The se,cond set of curves, Figure 8. 2lb, shows the effects of 
variations in liquid-metal turbine :i.nlet temperatures. A constant tem-
pe'rature diffElrential of 166. 7°K (3CWOF) was assumed from turbine inlet 
to the liquid-metal condenser-stearn generator. The liquid-metal system 
WetS invesi;.igatl~d at: three conditions lu33°K inlet/B66°K condenser 
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	 Point 28	 Point 29
Fig. 8.210 — Steam Throttle Temperature, OF
Fig. 8.21 —Effect of system temperatures on performance and cost^


























(1400°F/1100°F), 1089°K/922°K (1500°.F/1200°F), and 1144°K/978°F (1600°F/
1300°F).	 The gas turbine inlet temperature and steam turbine inlet tem-
peratures were held constant at 1255 and 811°K (1800 and 1000°F), respec-
tively.	 As Figure 8.21b demonstrates, the capital cost increased as much
as 4% with increasing liquid-metal temperatures over the 1033°K (1400°F)
base case.	 This was caused by the increased heat transfer area and the
cost of construction materials in the liquid-metal subsystem.
	
The cycle
efficiency increase is negligible, considering the uncertainties of this
study.	 With a definite economic incentive to minimize the liquid-metal
temperatures, the 1033°K/866°K (1400°F/1100°F) liquid-metal temperatures
were selected for investigation in Task II.
	 The lower liquid-metal tem-
peratures mitigate materials and development problems, particularly in
the condenser-steam generator.
Up to this point 311 the parameter variations have been indi-
vidual variations.	 Figure 8.21c shows the effect of steam throttle tem-
perature variations; but for the steam temperatures the liquid-metal
turbine temperature also varied (see Table 8.6, cases 23 through 35).
For the steam temperatures listed in Figure 8.21c, the corresponding
liquid-metal turbine inlet temperature is found directly above in
Figure 8.21b.	 The gas turbine inlet temperature was held constant at
1255°K (1800°F).	 The values plotted in Figure 8.21c were the results for
a 24.132 MPa (3500 psi) gauge single reheat steam cycle.
	 The figure
shows that both cycle efficiency and capital cost increase as the steam
temperature increases: 	 but when compared to the 811°K (1000"F) steam
temperature case, the increase in capital cost is more than twice
the increase in cycle efficiency for the 922°K (1200°F) case.
The cost of electricity is 3.2 and 9.2% higher than 811°K (1000°F) steam
for 866 and 922°K1100 and 1200°Frespectively.
	 A	 n	 is thegai ,(	 )	
	
this
result of higher costs for high-temperature materials to meet the tem-
peicature requirements in the steam turbine and the liquid-metal subsys-
tem.
To ease the high cost and reduce the material and development
problem, a steam throttle temperature of 811°K (1000°F) was recommended.
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Total Cost of Electricity 	 29.60 Mills/kWh	 31.25 Mills/kWh
Overall Energy Efficiency 42.4%
	
42.9
Point 49	 Point 46
Fig. 8.22 — Performance and cost of electricity of a potassium and a cesium topping cycle



















The parametric analysis described above concluded with the
selection of the preliminary optimum plant configuration and operating
parameters, as shown in Point 49 of Table 8.6.
8.6.6 Effect of Working Fluld on Preliminary Optimum Plant
As described in Section 8.2, an initial assumption in the para-
metric analysis was that cesium would not be competitive with potassium
as the working fluid for the liquid-metal Rankine topping cycle. The
basis for this assumption was the limited supply of cesium available and
the initially high cost estimates. The initial cesium inventory require-
ment was approximately 635 Mg (1,400,000 lb). The availability of cesium
data was also limited. Thus, the parametric analysis of the metal vapor
Rankine topping cycle concentrated on potassium as the working fluid.
The results of that analysis were assumed to pertain to cesium within a
reasonable degree of accuracy for preliminary evaluation:.
Points 46, 47, and 48 of Table 8.6 define the cesium topping
cycle and power level variation. Points 40, 41, 42, and 49 define the
potassium topping cycle. Except for the working fluid these cases are
similar. The results of Point 49 and 46 are shown on Figure 8.22 for
potassium and cesium, respectively.
Due to the preliminary nature of the cesium turbine design and
the lack of cesium data available, the large uncertainties of the cesium
cycle tend to reduce the feasibility of application when compared with
potassium. The results definitely demonstrated that cesium is competi--
tive with potassium as the working fluid in a metal vapor topping cycle.
These results, however, contain too many uncertainties to make a final
selection at this time. Further effort, particularly in the design of
the cesium turbine, is required.
8.6.,7 Effect of Nominal Power Variation
The final variation analyzed in this study was nominal power
level. Figure 8.23 shows the effect of various power applications on



























600	 900	 1200	 1500
Nominal Power, MWe
Fig. 8.23 —Effect of nominal power on performance and cost






working fluids. The dashed curves show the relatively constant cycle
efficiency over the range of power applications selected. The solid
curves demonstrate the reduction in the cost of electricity as the
	 i
nominal plant rating increases.
8.6.8 Summary Sheets
The natural resource requirements and environmental intrusion
for Base Cases 1 and 2 are shown on the summary sheets in Tables 8.26 and
8.27, respectively. The sizes, weights, and costs of the major liquid
metal subsystem components and cooling towers are also included on the
summary sheets.
Although they are not recommended points for Task II, the sum-
mary sheets for the prcl minary optimum plants with potassium and cesium
are included as Tables 8.28 and 8.29. 	 They are a close approximation of t
the final results and improvements expected for the further optimization
of the liquid-metal vapor Rankine topping cycle.
8.6.9	 Additional Considerations
The overall costs and efficiencies of the 50 parametric points are
included in Appendix A 8.2.	 Figure 8.24 is a plot of the overall efficiency
versus capital cost for several of the cases considered. 	 Figure 8.25 is a
plot of the capital cost versus cost of electricity for the same cases.
In analyzing the overall cost of electricity, a new optimum
s
cycle parameter and component configuration may be extrapolated.	 The k
plant will be similar to the preliminary optimum plant except for a 1255°K
(1800°F) gas turbine inlet temperature and the burning of Montana subbi-
tuminous coal.	 A line AC has been drawn through Base Case 1 and the gas
feedwater heater Point 13 in both Figures 8.24 and 8.25.	 Drawing the
line A'C'parallel to AC through the subbituminous coal (Point 2) determines r
the locus of subbituminous coal, gas feedwater heater plants with a non-
reheat steam plant.
On both figures line EG is drawn through the bituminous coal
plant (Point 1) and the subbituminous coal plant (Point 2). 	 Parallel line
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Parameter Values Performance and Cost Natural Resources
Net Power (MWe) 1133.6 -
-	 Combustor Pressurizing. Subsystem. Power Plant Efficiency, X 35.9 Coal, lb/kWh
Combustor type PFB overall Energy Efficiency, 2 35.9 Sorbent, lb/kWh
Fuel Illinois No. 6 Capital Cost, 106 $ 776.1 Total Water,. gal/k'Wh
Gas turbine inlet temp., °F 1800 Capital Cost, $/kWe 684.6 Cooling water
Compressor pressure ratio 15 Cost of Electricity, mills/kWh 31.58 Gasifier process
Air equivalence ratio 1.2 Condensate makeup
(b) Waste-handling slurry
Liquid-Metal Subsystem Scrubber waste
-	 Fluid K NO	 suppression
Turbineiniz t temperature, °F 1400 xTotal Land, acres/100 H
Condensing temperature., °F 1100 Main plant
Circulation ratio 2.5:1 Disposal land
'	 Steam Turbine.Snbsystem Access railroad
Turbine inlet temperature, .F	 1000
Turbine inlet pressure, psig	 3500
Reheat temperature, °F	 NA
Condensing pressure, in Hg abs 1 3.5
b
O
































Particulates 0.0365 3.45 x 10 4
Btu/kWh
Heat to Water 2904
Heat, Total Rejected 5239
lb/kWh lb/day
Wastes
Ash 0.084 2.36 x 106
















PFB 13.6 x 121 700 5,820 4.98 16 93,160
L-M Turbine 3,000 2.56. 8 24,000
Condenser-Steam
Generator 27.2 155 2,300 1.97 4 9,200
Cooling Tower 43 x 40 x 70 230 0.20 13 2,990
(d)
Table 8.27 - Summary Sheet Liquid-Metal Rankine Topping Cycle Base Case No. 2, Point 4
Parameter Values	 Performance and Cost Natural Resources
Net Power (HWe)	 1144.4	
4 8	 Coal lb/kWh	 O 904Combustor Pressurizing Subsystem Power Plant Efficiency, 7• 3	 .
Combustor type PFB Overall Energy Efficiency, I 35.0	 Sorbent, lb/kWh 0.478
Fuel Illinois ;to. 6 Capital Cost, 106 $ 926.1	 Total water, gal/kWh 0.813
Gas turbine inlet . temp., °F 1800 Capital Cost, $/klle 809.2	 Cooling water 0.601
Compressor pressure ratio 15 Cost of Electricity, mills /kWh 35.88	 Gasifier process 0.052
Air equivalence ratio 1.2 Condensate makeupP .006
(b) Waste-handling slurry 01099
' Liquid-Metal Subsystem
j Scrubber waste 0.954
Fluid K
NO	 suppression 0.000
Turbine inlet temperature, °F 1400
Total Land, acres/100 MWe 113.9
Condensing temperature, °F 1100
Hain plant 17.3 
Circulation ratio 2.5:1
Disposal land 75.98
Steam Turbine Subsystem - Access railroad 20.65
Turbine inlet temperature, ° F 1000




.^o	 Condensing pressure, in Hg abs
r
3.5
Heat Rejection Wet towers
(a) Environmental Intrusion.






Size, ft We ght, Co
FOB
 FOB Units Total Cost,
HC 0 (>
Component (W x L (or D) x H) 103 lb gg Required 101 $ CO 0 0pa t $/kWe^
Particulates
PFB 14.5 x 25 220 2,200 1.95 8 17,600 Btu/kWh
L-X Turbine 3,000 2.66 8 24,000 Heat to Water 2990
Condenser-Steam Heat, Total Rejected 5730
Generator .27..2 (sphere) 155 2,300 2.04 4 9,200
Cooling Tower 43 x 40 x 70 230 0..20 13 2,990 lb/kWh lb/day
Wastes
(d) Ash 0.090 2.44 x 106























Turbine inlet temperature, °F
Turbine inlet pressure, psig
Reheat temperature, °F
m	 Condensing pressure, in Hg abs
N
Heat Rejection
Table 8.28 - Summary Sheet Liquid-Metal Rankine Topping Cycle, Point 49
Performance and Cost
1.0
Power Plant Efficiency, 7. 	 42.4
Overall Energy Efficiency, x 	 42..4
nois.No. 6	 Capital Cost, 106 $	 760.3
GaDltal Cost, $/kWe 	 666.9



































Particulates 0.043 3.46 x 10-
4
Btu/kWh
Heat to Water 3156
Heat, Total Rejected 3934
lb kWh lb /day
Wastes
Ash 0.072 2.01 x 106

























PFB 16.6 x 100 840 5,910 5.05 16 94,612
L-M. Turbine 3,000 2.56 8 24,000
Condenser-Steam
Generator 26.7 (sphere) 196 2,300 1.96 4 9,200
















10 3  $.
PFB 16 x 100 770 5,590 4.78 16 89,430
L-H Turbine 2.,000 1.71 8 16,000
Condenser-Steam
Generator 26.7 (sphere) 196 2,300 1.96 4 9,200





Table 8.29 - Summary Sheet Liquid-Metal Rankine Topping Cycle, Point 46
Performance and Cost
1139.9
Power Plant Efficiency, X 42.9
PFB	 - Overall Energy Efficiency, ti 42.9
Illinois No.. 6 Capital Cost, 106 $ 823.2
1600 Capital Cost, $/kWe 722.2.












































Turbine inlet temperature, °F
Turbine inlet pressure, psig
Reheat temperature, °F








Particulates 0.0418 3.10 x 107-4
Btu/kWn
Heat to Water 3214
Heat, Total Rejected 3929
lb/kWh lb/day
ties tes
Ash 0.066 2.36 x 106
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E'G' is drawn through the bituminous coal plant with a gas feedwater
j heater and intersects	 line	 A'C' at Point B' to account for the reduced
s
overall efficiency due to subbituminous coal. 	 Point B 	 on Figures 8.24
and 8.25 determines a new plant burning subbituminous coal with 1255°K
(1800°F) gas turbine inlet temperature, a gas-heated feedwater heater, a
nonreheat 24.132 MPa (3500 psi) gauge steam turbine.	 Point B' on
i
Figure 8.24 has an efficiency of 44 .0% and a $583/kWe capital cost.
p The line HK has been drawn through Point 1 [a 24.132 14Pa
a (3500 psi) gauge nonreheat steam turbine cycle] and Point 27 [a 24.132 MPa
(3500 psi) gauge reheat steam turbine] in Figures 8.24 and 8.25 to define
the rate of change of energy efficiency versus capital cost for reheat
P^.s versus nonreheat steam cycles.	 Parallel line H'K' was drawn through the
?.	 ) new subbituminous burning plant with a gas feedwater heater point B' on
both figures.	 Assuming the same 0.8 percentage point efficiency improve-
ment of reheat (Point 27) over nonreheat (Point 1), a subbituminous coal
plant F' with reheat steam is determined along line H'K' for 44.0% overall
energy efficiency on Figure 8.24. 	 The new optimum plant F', with a a
24.132 MPa (3500 psi) gauge steam turbine, 1255'K (1800°F) gas turbine
inlet temperature, burning subbituminous coal, has a capital cost of $583/
kWe at 44.0% overall energy efficiency on Figure 8.24.
If we follow the same procedure on Figure 8.25,_ the new optimum
plant F' with a capital cost of $583/kWe along line H'K' has a cost of
electricity of 7.17 mills/IV (25.8 mills/kWh).	 Optimum plant F' has a 3.8%
improvement in overall energy efficiency and an approximately 13% reduc-
tion in the cost of electricity over the preliminary optimum plant esti-
mates.
On the basis of conventional power plant data, an additional N.
cost reduction is possible. 	 Redesign of the pressurized fluidized bed
units to allow for greater utilization of shop fabrication instead of
3
field erection could reduce construction time by three to six months,












Component modulariz,tion not only reduces construction time,
but also facilitates and lends itself to the concept of partial plant
operation. With the independent loop arrangement described briefly in
Subsection 8.5.1.11 the availability of the liquid-metal vapor Rankine
topping cycle plant can be significantly improved. Aside from loss of
feedwater flow in the single steam turbine or loss of fuel from .:he coal-
handling system, each of the four loops may operate independently of the
other three.
The concept of power unit modules also provides for extension
of the capital investment period. 	 Rather than build a 1200 MWe plant all
at once and tie up investing capital, one 300 MWe basic power unit is in-
,I
stalled with full-size fuel handling and part-load operating steam tur-
bine.
	
When the first basic power unit begins producing power, additional
power units can be added as load demand increases.	 In this way invest-
ment capital is available for other uses.
Appendix A 8.3 contains a listing of the economic model of the
direct cost accounts and the cost of electricity for the preliminary op-
timum plant cycle with potassium (Point 49) and Points 1 and 4.
8.7	 Conclusions and Recommendations
t	 ,
The results of this study indicate that a liquid-metal vapor
Rankine topping cycle plant offers desirable plant performance.	 Develop-
ment of the full potential of a direct coal-fired liquid-metal vapor w
Rankine topping cycle requires the development of high-temperature mate-
rials, the liquid-metal turbine, and the fluidized bed boiler.	 Power
plant efficiencies of 40 to 44%.are obtainable, based on current liquid-
A
metal vapor turbine technology.
The economic potential of the system is limited by high costs
for power conversion and liquid-metal heat transfer and piping equipment.
The lowest electrical costs determined were about 8.05 mills/MJ (29 mills/
kWh).	 Fu q ;."Aer optimization studies could improve the plant design perfor-









in Section 8.6, for example, imply costs more in the area of 7.17 mills/
MJ (25.8 mills/kWh).
These results are adequate for a preliminary design and assess-
went of the relative effects of components and parameters on the system
performance and costs. Further studies are required to optimize the
plant configuration and parameters. Final conclusive performance and
cost values can only be forthcoming upon completion of those studies.
Of all the systems considered, the costing factors of the metal
vapor turbine are the most uncertain, due to the preliminary nature of
the design, particularly at the high temperatures studied. The costing
1 E
	 factors of the pressurized combustors are also uncertain, and are lacking
1?	 for liquid-metal subsystems of both'the combustor subsystems and liquid-
metal subsystems. Extensive liquid-metal power system technology being
developed will provide considerable data on the further development of
the liquid-metal topping cycle.
The major limiting factors are suitable high-temperature mate-
rials and the uncertainties of high-temperature liquid-metal technology.
Improved design and high-temperature metal technology would probably
reduce the heat transfer and power conversion equipment costs, improving
the attractiveness of the cycle.
The performance analysis of the 50 cases demonstrated that the
combination of individually optimized components and parameters does not
t,,ecessarily yield an optimum plant. The resulting cycle efficiencies
could have been significantly improved by optimization of the combination
of components and parameters investigated, without assuming advancement
;.	 in the state of the art of the technologies involved. The analysis, how-	
^f
ever, did provide direction in selecting a new base case for further op-
timization. It also demonstrated that cycle efficiencies higher than	
y.^
conventional fossil-fired plants are attainable.
The economic analysis of the 50 cases demonstrated that high
capital costs are generally required to obtain high cycles efficiencies;







; operating parameters, and, in particular, fuel for a new base from which
to continue plant optimization. 	 For example, the extrapolations of Sub-
section 8.6.9 indicate N 4% improvement in overall efficiency to 44.0%
and a reduction in the cost of electricity of 13% to 7.17 mills/MJ
(25.8 mills/kWh) over the preliminary optimum estimates. 	 These improve-
ments are the result of using Montana subbiti^minous coal instead of
Illinois No. 6 and of raising the gas turbine inlet temperature to 1255°K
(1800°F).	 The conclusions of Section 8.4 indicate that additional im-
provements in overall cycle efficiency may be obtained by combining the
gas-heated feedwater heaters and economizers with recuperators at a com-
pressor pressure ratio of 10 to 1 rather than 15 to 1.
	 Further conclu-
sions from Subsection 8.6.9 indicate significant reduction in the
interest during construction by reducing construction time.
	 Modulariza-
tion of the pressurized fluidized beds could potentially reduce the con-
struction period by threw to six months.
	 The utilization of modularized
basic power units for part-load operation significantly improves the
plant availability over the value assumed for this study.
	 Modularized
rc basic power units also provide for extension of the capital investment
period, another potential cost reduction.
a
The recommended system configuration and parameters for Task II
are listed in Table 8 . 30.	 The plant described is the recommended base
	
d
case from which to continue the further optimization of the liquid-metal
topping cycle.	 The values listed are the result of the economic and per-
formance analysis described above.
3
n alternate liquid-metal vapor topping cycle is also 'recom-
mended on Table 8.30. The final choice of working fluid cannot be made
without further analysis. The performance and cost of electricity of the
	 1
cesium topping cycle of Task I are suspect due to the uncertainties in
the cesium property and thermodynamic data and to the preliminary nature
of the.cesiwn turbine design and performance. A more detailed study of
cesium and, in particular, the cesium turbine is a prerequisite before







Working Fluid Potassium Cesium
Recuperator Effectiveness 0.7
Gas-Heated Feedwater, Heater Yes
Gas-Heated Economizer Yes
Compressor Pressure Ratio 10
Air Equivalence Ratio 1.2
j'.
Table 8.30 - Recommended System Configuration and Parameters
Gas Turbine Inlet Temp., OF	 1800
L.-M. Turbine Inlet*Temp., OF	 1400
'L.-M. Condenser-Steam Generator
Temperature, OF	 1100
Steam Throttle Temperature, OF	 1000
Reheat Temperature, O F	 1000
Steam Throttle Pressure, psig
	 3500
Condenser Back Pressure, in Hg abs
	
3.5
Additional conclusions of the Task I parametric analysis are
listed in Table 8.31. A list of recommendations applicable to Task II
are found in Table 8.32.
}	 The preliminary optimum cycle demonstrated a cycle overall ef-
ficiency of 42.4% for potassium and 42.9% for cesium at a cost of elec-t.
tricity of about 8.21 and 8.67 mills/M.7 (29.6 and 31.2 mills/kWh),
respectively. These are preliminary results. Additional optimization
studies will show a significant increase in cycle efficiency and greatly
improve the attractiveness of the cost of electricity. Final conclusions
and judgements on the liquid-metal vapor topping cycle cannot be made












Table 8.31 - Preliminary Conclusions
k
1. Pressurized fluidized bed plant is more efficient and more cost ef-
fective than pressurized furnace plant.
2. Subbituminous coal is the most cost effective in a pressurized
fluidized bed..
3. A gas-heated feedwater provides the most significant improvement ,in
plant efficiency.
4. A gas-heated economizer is cost effective.
5. Efficiency decreases as the air equivalence ratio increases above a
minimum value of 1.2.
6. Increasing the liquid-metal vapor turbine inlet temperature beyond
1033°K (1400°F) is not economically justifiable.
7. Increasing steam temperature above 811°K (1000°F) is not cost ef-
fective for either reheat or nonreheat steam cycles.
8. A supercritical steam pressure of 24.132 MPa (3500 psi) gauge is
more efficient and cost effective than is the subcritical steam of
16.547 MPa (2400 psi) gauge.
9. Variation of system parameters separately does not provide the opti-
mum cycle when individual optimums are combined.
10. Cesium is almost competitive with potassium as the selection of the
liquid-metal working fluid.
11. Varied separately and individually, plant efficiency improves for
increased compressor pressure ratio in the range 5 to 15 to 1 and
C d	 i	 t bi	 4-1 t	 i h
	 1255°or ­ 1_"Q ng gas ur ne n e t mperature	 L.t e range	 K
(1800°F) to 1144°K (1600°F). Recupt:.ation_in the combustor
pressurizing subsystem is not economically justifiable. In proper
combinations together, however, and with stack-gas regeneration,
potential plant efficiencies are higher at the maximum gas turbine
inlet temperature [1255"K (1800°F)] and at a compressor pressure
	 r









Table 8.32 - Preliminary Recommendations
1. Provide a potassium boiler design with nucleation site promoters to
r ; protect the boiler tubes by reducing the high wall-temperature dif-
ferences which occur during the vaporization of potassium.
2. Provide an ejector system on the condenser-steam generator to remove. r
r 1 noncondensitles.
3. Provide liquid-metal vapor line sized to 40% full power vapor flow to
by-pass the turbine and pass vapor directly to the condenser in the
r
event of a loss of turbine event.
f" 4. Provide a saturated liquid-metal by-pass line from the dzum to tha
G
condenser as a means of reducing dissolute corrosion (10% flow).
5. Provide a liquid-metal hot trap in the above mentioned saturated k
liquid 10% flow by-pass line to remove oxygen in order to reduce cor-
5 rosion.
6. Perform a feasibility study of jet pump or natural circulation to re-
place the recirculation pump.





8. Study the liquid-metal component relative elevations to reduce pump- a
ing requirements. t
9. Reevaluate recuperator effE.ctiveness as a function of the compressor
pressure ratio and the gas turbine inlet temperature,
10, Evaluate the gas turbine intercooling when recuperation is not feasi-
ble.
A. Reevaluate the gas feedwater heater and gas economizer effect on
cycle.
12. Evaluate in detail the condenser-steam generator duplex-tube design








13. Evaluate the thermal stress on the water inlet side'of the condenser-
steam generator.
14. Perform a transient analysis study to determine the saturated liquidt
hold-up requirements of the liquid-metal drum.
15. Perform a transient analysis study to determine the dump-tank, vent-
line, and rupture-disk criteria in the event of a liquid-metal/water
reaction.
g
16. Perform a transient analysis of the boiler in liquid-metal/water
3
reaction transient. A "a
f, 17. Analyze the liquid-metal turbine and condenser to mitigate damage
in the event of steam tube rupture.
18. Perform detailed design studies of potassium and cesium turbines.
19. Provide protective partitions separating liquid-metal turbine gene-
rators and condensers in the event of a liquid-metal/water reaction. J
20. Provide a scrubber system and flame suppressor on liquid-metal,/
water reaction vent lines.
21. Evaluate the use of 300 MWe basic power modules to extend the
capital investment period and provide better availability.










g 8.1 J. D. Mangus, "Steam Generator and Turbine-Generator Cycle Selection
,• for the Westinghouse Demonstration Plant," WARD-217, October 1971.
r
8.2 A. P. Fraas, "A Potassium-Steam Binary Vapor Cycle for Better Fuel
Economy and Reduced Thermal Pollution," Journal of Engineering for
Power, Trans. ASME, Vol., January 1973, pp. 53-62.
8.3 Private communication with J. Tackett of Stellite Division, Cabot =
Corporation.
8.4 L. R. Smith, M. R. Tek, and R. E. Balzhiser, "Pressure Drops and
Void Fractions in Horizontal Two-Phase Flows of Potassium," AIChE
Journal	 12	 Vol. 12 	 January 1966 	 pp. 50-58. i!
8.5 R. J. Rossbach, E. Schnetzer, H. E. Nichols, and S. E. Eckard,
s.
T
"Performance of a Two-Stage, 200 HP Turbine in Wet Potassium Vapor,"























* * • • +	 EFFICIENCIES * + + * +
PCMER OUTPUT(M R E)	 1200 GAS TUR3INE INLET
FURNACE	 P"^.FLG.3EO TEMPERATURE
	 (DEG-F) 1600.0	 L.M.SYSTEM .097
COAL 3IT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM
	 .267
MORKIhG FLUID K GAS FEEDWATEF HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .420
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS •3.0 L.M . CIRCULATION RATIO 2.5 1
	
GROSS PLANT .380
CGMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 15 L.M.FEEOHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .370
B
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1 . 2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 0	 !JET POWER OUTPUT ( MWE)	 1169.57
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD POWER OUTPUT
1
+}*f STATE POINTS ++++ 10E0o LBM/HR	 CiEG-F PSIA	 10E09 BTU/HR MWE
-, 1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 7.32	 1400.000 15.200 188.000
2 L.M.CONOENSER 110G.000 2.400	 5.856
'qq 3 L.M.FEEO PUMP 5277.000 GPM
	 1100.000 33.900 .363
I
L L.M.R£CIRC PUMP 13574..000 GPM	 1280.000 20.610 .173
i
1 5 L.M.BOILER INLET
co
1280.000 6.600
o	 E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 6.774
	
1000.000 3515.000 720.600
7 STEAM REHEAT 0.000 0.000
8 ST.COND.BACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 3.396
9 FINAL FEEDWATER 560.000
s
16 COND/SG WATER INLET 560.000
r 11 COMPRESSOR INLET 10.320	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 11.216	 1800.000 291.500 0
r-t
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000 E
14 G-AS FWH GAS INLET 0.000 0.000 ^	 mt
15 STACK GAS EXHAUST 344.000 c








• '	 * ^` :F EFFICIENCIES + • + + •
POWER OUTPUT(M W E) 1200 GAS TUR3INE INLET
FURNACE	 PR.FL0.9EO TEMPERATURE ADEG-F1 1F00.0	 L.M.SYSTEM .097
COAL
	
SUB3IT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .280	 f
WORKING FLUID K GAS FEEDWATEF HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .42R	 k
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS G.0 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.9 1	 GROSS PLANT .374
COMPRESSOR PRESSUR E RATIO 15 L. M. FEE DHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .365
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 0	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.34
t
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD
	
POWER OUTPUT
+^{• STATE POINTS + •tom 10E06 LBM/HR	 OEG-F PSIA	 10E09 BTU/HR "WE
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 7.113	 1400.000 15.200 181.000
1
2 L.M.CONDENSEP 1100.600 2.400	 5.643 u
3 L.M.FEED PUMP 3085.000 GPM	 1100.000 31.720 .324
4 L.M.RECIRC PUMP 13080.000 GPM	 1280.000 20.230 .155
co	
5 L.M.t3OILER INLET 1280.000 6.360
0
E STEAM TURBINE THKOTTLE 6.527	 1000.000 3515.000 694.400
7 STEAM REHEAT 0.000 0.000
8 ST.COND.BACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 3.27.3
9 FINAL FEEDWATER 560.000
16 COND/SG WATER INLET 560.000
li COMPRESSOR INLET 	 10.427	 59.000	 14.690	 r
s
12 GAS TURBINE INLET	 13.318	 1e00.000	 324.400 t
k	 13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET,
	 0.000	 0.000
I L GAS FNH GAS INLET
	 0.000	 0.000
lE STACK GAS EXHAUST	 851.000
It AS RECEIVED COAL





:^...:..	 ...	 -..^	 '*it;. ,^.^...._a... ":.
	...-.u^
	
.S	 .-...ter	 . sws'ii:1.x...w	 ..^.	 .. ^	 a	 _ .......	 ..........	 ...	 _..	 ..-	 .... ,._.._,.	 _	 ....	 ._.. ......	 _	 .. ..
CASE NO.	 3
+ + s • + + EFFICIENCIES • s s s •
PCWER OUTPUT(HWE)
	
1200 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE	 PR.FLi..9EO TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 1b00.0	 L.M.SYSTEM .097
CGAL
	
LIG GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .285
#j	 WCRKING FLUID
	
K GAS FEEDWATEF HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .420
3	 RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS	 0.0 L-M-CIRCULATION RATIO 2.5 1	 GROSS PLANT .366
COMPRESSOk PRESSURE RATIO	 15 L-M.FEEDHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .356
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 	 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 0	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.48
E
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
1
'^	 '•^•	 STATE POINTS	 10E06 LBM/HR	 DEG-F PSIA	 IOE09 BTU/NR MWE
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 6.872	 1400.000 15.200 175.000
4
j
2 L.M.CONDENiER 1100.000 2.400	 5.52
3 L.M.FEED PUMP 4913.000 GPM	 1100.000 29.770 .293
i
L.M-RECIRC PUMP 12637.000 GPM	 1260.000 19.690 .140
0'	 5 L.M.BOIL£R'INLET 1280.000 6.1440
E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 6.306	 1000.000 3515.000 670.900
7 STEAM REHEAT 0.000 0.000
i
8 ST.COND.EACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 3.162
19 FINAL FEEDWATER 560.000 -
10 COND/SG WATER INLET 560.000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 10.676	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 12.056	 1800.000 354.000
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET• 0.000 0.000
1L GAS FWH GAS INLET 0.000 0.000
15 STACK GAS EXHAUST 855.000




Li vrsua^r...^ a ,^, <. 	 Y	 .v'^ ^.^La.v^i
1i
CASE NO.
+ • • + + + EFFICIENCIES • s s s •
PCNER OUTPUT(MW£) 1200 GAS TUR3INE INLET
FURNACE	 PR.FU?NACE TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 1600.7
	
L.M.SYSTEM .097
CCAL BIT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 P+ESSUPIZING SUBSYSTEM .263
WCRKING FLUID K GAS FEEDWATEF HE ATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .420
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS 0.0 L.M.CIRCULAT20N RATIO 2.-'	 1	 GROSS PLANT .365
CCMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 15 L.M.FEEDHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .356
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 0	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.88




•fs" STATE POINTS •'*• IDE06 LBM/HR	 DEG-F PSIA	 IGE09 BTU/HR MWE
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 7.327	 1400.000 15.200 186.500
Z L.M.CONDENSEK 1100.600 2.400	 5.813
3 L.M.FEED PUMP 5245.000 GPM	 1100.000 33-F90 .356
4 L.M-RECI6C PUMP 13491.000 GPM	 1260.000 20.550 .170
m	 5 L.M.BOILER INLET 1280.000 6.551
F,
r
°	 E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 6.724	 1000.000 3515.000 715.300
7 STEAM REHEAT 0-G00 0.000
8 ST.COND.BACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 3.372
9 FINAL FEEOWATER 560.000
1G CONO/SG WATER INLET 560.600
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 10.056	 59.000 14.69.0
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 10.9b0	 1800.000 298.600
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000
1 L GAS FWH GAS INLET 0.000 0.000
1!5 STACK GAS EXHAUST 857.G00














+ + + + + + EFFICIENCIES • s a • s
POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1200	 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE
	
PR.FURNACE TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 1t00.0	 L.H.SYSTEM .097
COAL	 SU88IT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .276
WORKING FLUID K	 GAS FEEDWATER NEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .420
a ?RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS 0.0	 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.: 1
	 GROSS PLANT .378
COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 15	 L.M.FEEDHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .3E9
k
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2	 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 0	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.39
r





+;++ STATE POINTS •+*+ IDE06 LBM/HR	 DEG-F PSIA	 IDE09 BTU/HR MME
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 7.337
	 1400.000 15.200 18E.800
2 L.M.CONDENSER 1100.000 2.400	 5.821
:a
3 L.M.FEED PUMP 3245.000 GPM	 1100.000 33.590 .356
' 4 L.M.RECIRC PUMP 13491.000 GPM	 1280.000 20.550 .ITOt
co
L.M.BOILER INLET 1280.000 6.560
r
r	
E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 6.733
	 1000.000 3515.000 71E..'S,q
!'+ 7 STEAM REHEAT 0.000 0.000
8 ST.CONO.BACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 3.376
5 FINAL FEEOWATER t60.000
I  CONO/SG WATER INLF_T 560.000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 9.950
	
59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 10.855	 1600.000 ?_96.800
i^
s
33 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000
y	 1
14 GAS FWN GAS. INLET














• s s s s s EFFICIENCIES •+••
POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1200 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE	 P;c.FU4NACE TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 1600.0	 L.M.SYSTEM .097
COAL LIG GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .281
WORKING FLUID K GAS FEEOWATER HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .420
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS 0.0 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.^. i
	 GROSS PLANT .383
COMPRESSOR PRESSURE R-TIO 15 L.M.FEEDHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .373
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2- STAGES CF STEAM REHEAT 0	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.39
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD
	
POWER OUTPUT
++" STATE POINTS •*•' IOE06 LBM/Hk	 DEG-F PSIA	 SOEOy BTU/HR MWE
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 7.353	 1"00.000 15.200 187.300
2 L.M.CONOENSER 1100.000 2.400	 5.633
3 L. M .FEEO PUMP 3245.000 GPM	 1100.000 33.590 .356
4 L.M.RECIRC PUMP 13491.000 GPM
	 1280.000 20.550 .172
co	
'_	 L.M.BOILER INLET 1280.000 6.575
E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 6.747
	 1000.000 3515.000 717.800
7 STEAM REHEAT 0.000 0.000
8 ST.CONO.BACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 3.383
5 FINAL FEEDWATER 560.000
i0 CONO/SG WATER INLET .60.000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 9.826
	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 10.809
	
1600.000 294.800
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000
14 GAS FWH GAS INLET 0.000 0.000
1T_ STACK 6AS EXHAUST 858.000





+ + + a { + EFFICIENCIES 4 ' • + •
POWER OUTPUT(HWE) 1200 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE	 FR.FLO.3ED TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) ic00.0	 L.M.SYSTEM .097
COAL BIT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .272
SiORKINfa FLUID K GAS'FEEDWATER HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .420
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS .7 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.° 1
	
GROSS PLANT .385
COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 15 L.M.FEEDHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .375
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 0	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.36
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE
	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUTf •f+	 STATE POI.N.TS F ' +• ICE06 L8M/MR.	 .DEG-F PSIA	 IGE09 BTU/HR MME
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 7.463	 1400.000 15.200 190.000
2 L.M.CONDENSER 1100.000 2.400	 5.920
3 L.M.FEED PUMP 3337.000 GPM	 1100.000 34.700 .375
L L.M.RECIRC PUMP 13730.000 GPM	 1280.000 20.740 .179
5 L.M.BOILER INLET 1280.000 6.673
r
w
E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 6.848	 1000.000 3515.0007 728.600
7 STEAM REHEAT 0.000 0.00
6 ST.COND.BACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 3.434
5 FINAL FEEDWATER 560.000
10 CONO/SG WATER INLET 560.000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 10.197	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 11.082	 1800.000 281.300
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000
14 GAS FWH GAS INLET 0.000 0.000
15 STACK GAS EXHAUST 601.000







• t + { s t EFFICIENCIES * • + • •,'
POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1200 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE	 Pz.FLD.3EO TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 1E00.0	 L.M.SYSTEM 04.
COAL 3IT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .274
WORKING FLUID K GAS FEEDWATER HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .420
RECUPERATOR EFFEC T IVENESS .8 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.5 1
	 GROSS PLANT .365
CCMPRESSOF% PRESSURE R^'TIO 15 L.M.FEEDHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .376
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 0	 NET PCWER OUTP.:T[MWE) 1169.35
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
$	 STATE POINTS + * w• l0 E]6 LBM/HR	 DEG-F PSIA	 10E09 BTU/HR MME
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 7.469
	
100.000 15.200 190.200
2 L.M.CONDENSER 1100.000 2.400
	 5.925
3 L.M.FEED PUMP i337.000 GPM
	 1100.000 34.700 .375
L L-M.RECIRC PUMP 13730.000 GPM
	 1280.000 20.740 .179
E	 L.M.BOILER INLET 1280.000 6.678
r
r	
E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 6.854
	
1000.600 3515.000 729.100
7 STEAM REHEAT 0.000 0.000
8 ST.COND.BACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 3.437
9 FINAL FEEDWATER y60.000
10 COND/SG WATER INLET X60.000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 10.172	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 11.0ti4
	
1800.000 280.600
'	 13 GAS ECON.GAS
	 INLET, 0.000 0.000
14 GAS FWH GAS INLET 0.000 0.000
IF STACK GAS EXHAUST 794.000





' + +	 + " * EFFICIENCIES + + + + •
POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1200 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE	 P .FURNACE TEMPERATURE (CEGe-F) 1tG0.0	 L.M.SYSTEM .097
CGAL BIT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSUPIZING SUBSYSTEM .2a5
WORKING FLUID K GAS FEEOWATER HEATER ND	 STEAM CYCLE .420
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVE14ESS .7 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2-"-	 1	 GROSS	 PLANT .368
COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 15 L.M.FEEDHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .359
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 0	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.38
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
++'• STATE POINTS ++;• iDEJ6 L6M/HR	 GEG-F PSIA	 1DE09 BTU/HR MWE
i L.M.TURBINE INLET 7.3(i5	 1400.000 15.200 188.400
2 L.M.CONDENSER 1100.000 2.490	 5.669
3 L.M.FEED PUMP 5291.000 GPM
	 1100.000 34.iv0 .365
L L.M-RECIRC PUMP 13610.000 GPM	 1280.000 20.640 .175
°ir°	 5 L.M.BOILER INLET 1280.000 6.515
r
1A	 E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 6.789	 1000.000 3515.000 722.300
7 STEAM REHEAT 0.000 0.000
8 ST.CONO.BACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 3.404
9 FINAL FEEDWATER Fi60.000
iG CONO/SG WATER INLET 360.000
1.1 COMPRESSOR INLET 9.973
	 59.G00 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET iD.870	 1800.000 289.200
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET• 0.000 0.000
i t- GAS FWH GAS INLET 0.000 0.000
15 STACK GAS EXHAUST 327.000











• * v	 * * * EFFICIENCIES
POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1200 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE	 PR. FUmNACE TEMPERATURE (CEG-F) 1b00.0	 L-M.SYSTEm .097
CCAL BIT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSUPIZING SUBSYSTEM .267
WGRKING FLUID K GAS FEEDWATER HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .420
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVEN FESS .8 L-M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.	 1	 GROSS PLANT .369
CCMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 15 L. M.FEE DHEAT ER NO	 NET PLANT .360
AIR EQUIVALE!4CE RATIO 1-2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 0	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.38
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
STATE POINTS IOE06 LBM/HR	 DEG-F PSIA	 IOE09 BTU/HR MWE
I L.M.TURBINE INLET 7.403	 1400.000 15.200 188.500
2 L-M.CONDENSER 11G0 .000 2.400	 5.873
3 L.M.FEEO PUMP 3291.000 GPM	 1100.000 34.140 .365
4 L.M.RECIRC Pum p 13610.000 GPM	 1280.000 20.640 .175
co 5 L.M.BOILER INLET 1280.000 6.,619
01	 E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 6.793
	 1000.009 3515.000 722.700
7 STEAM REHEAT 0.000 0.000
rc) M
8 ST.COND.BACK PRESS. 3.5001N.HG	 3.436
9 FINAL FEEDWATER 560.000 t4
•
10 GOND/SG WATER INLET -160.000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 9.9x3	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 10.848	 1800.000 288.700
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000
IL GAS FWH GAS INLET 0.000 0.000
IF STACK GAS EXHAUST 821.000
r C1
IE AS RECEIVED COAL 514.20OT/HR 11.094
CASE NO. ii
EFFICIENCIES
POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1200 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE	 PP..FLO-BED TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) lboo-il	 L.M.SYSTEm -097
CCAL 3IT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .267
WORKING FLUID K GAS FEEDWATER HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE -420
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS 0.0 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO I I	 GROSS PLANT -380
COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 15 L.M.FEEDHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .370
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 0	 NET POWER OUTPUT (MME) 1169.68
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
STATE POINTS I0E06 LBM/HR	 DEG-F PSIA	 I0E09 BTU/HR MME
I L.M.TURBINE INLET 7.382
	
1400.000 15.200 188.000
2 L.M.CONDENSEP 1100.000 2.400	 5.856
3 L.1.FEED PUMP 5277.000 GPM	 1100.000 31.240 .331
14
L L.M.RECIFC PUMP
-0.000 GPM	 1100.000 -0.000 -0.000
co
E L.M.BOILER INLET 1100.000 6.680
E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 6.774
	 1000.000 3515.000 720.700
7 STEAM REHEAT 0.000 0.000
8 ST.COND.EACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 3.396
9 FINAL FEEDWATER 560.000
iC CONO/SG WATER INLET 560.000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 10.321	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 11.217	 1800.000 291.300
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000
14 GAS FWH GAS INLET 0.080 0.000
iF STACK GAS EXHAUST 4644.09f,
IC AS RECEIVED COAL -+S9.20()T/HR 10.775
-,I
CASE NO.	 12
• + * 4 • • EFFICIENCIES •	 +
POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1200 GAS TUR BINE INLET
FURNACE	 PQ.FURNACE TEMPERATURE	 (DEG-F) 1E.00.0*	 L.M.SYSTEM .097
COAL BIT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .263
WORKING FLUID K GAS FEEDWATER HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .420
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS 0.0 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO i i	 GROSS PLANT .365
COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 15 L.M.FEEDHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .356
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 0	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.58
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
*+• STATE POINTS •+•* IDE06 LBM/ H R	 DEG-F PSIA	 iOE09 BTU/HR MME
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 7.323	 1400.000 15.200 18E.-500
2 L.M.CONDENSE^- 1100.000 2.400	 5.809
3 L.M.FEED PUMP 5235.000	 GPM	 1100.000 31.049 .327
4 L.M.RECIRC PUMP -0.000 GPM	 1100.000 -0.000 -0.000.
co
5 L.M.BOILER INLET 1100.000 6.543
m
E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 6.720	 1000.000 3515.000 714.900
7 STEAM REHEAT 0.000 0.000
8 ST.COND.BACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG
	 3.369 -
9 FINAL FEEDWATER 560.000
10 CONO/SG WATER INLET 260.000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 10.0:2	 59.000 14.'90
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 10.956	 1800.000 298.500
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET. 0.000 0.000
1L GAS FWH GAS INLET 0.000 0.000
IE STACK GAS EXHAUST 857.000










• fi f ' EFFICIENCIES ' f• s f
POWER OUTPUT(4WE) 1200 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE
	
PR.FL0.3ED TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) ib00.0	 L.41-SYSTEM .097
COAL BIT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .205
WORKING FLUID K GAS FEEDNATER HEATER YES	 STEAM CYCLE •440
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS 0.0 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.5 1	 GROSS PLANT .457
COMPRESSORt PRESSURE RATIO 15 L.M.FEEDHEATEK NO	 NET PLANT .445
AIR EQUIVALENCE RAT13 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 0	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.70
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
•+* STATE POINTS IOE06 LBM/HR	 DEG-F PSIA	 IOE09 BTU/HR MWE
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 6.140
	 1=+00.000 15.200 156.400
2 L.M.CONOENSE2 1100.000 2.400
	
5.671
3 L.H.FEEO PUMP +389.000 GPM	 1100.000 24.250 .209
L L.M.RECIhC PUMP 11290.000	 GPM	 1 .280.000 18.950 .100
F L.M.BOILER INLET 1280.000 5.490
r
^o	 E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 5.214
	 1000.000 3515.000 .802.800
t STEAM REHEAT 0.000 0.000
E ST.CONO.3ACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 3.487
5 FINAL FEEDNATER 492.000
10 COND/SG WATER INLET 492.000
Ii COMPRESSOR INLET 8.584	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 9.329
	 1800.000 240.800
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000
1 L GAS FWH GAS INLET 352.000 1.355
IF STACK GAS EXHAUST 290.000





+ + + + s + EFFICIENCIES s « s « •
POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1200 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE	 PR.FUKNACE TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 1600.0	 L.M.SYSTEM .097
CCAL BIT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .263
WORKING FLUID K GAS FEEOWATEF HEATER YES	 STEAM CYCLE .440
RECUPERATCR EFFECTIVENESS 0.0 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.= 1	 GROSS PLANT .425
COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 15 L.M.FEEOHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .415
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 0	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.71
a
E
' TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
^
' r «'+• STATE POINTS ++•+ ICEJ6 LBM/HR	 DEG -F PSIA	 10E09 BTU/HR MME
i L.M.TURBINE INLET 6.053	 1400.000 15.200 1:4.100j
i
2 L.M.CONDENSER 1100.000 2.00	 5.802
'f 3 L.M.FEED PUMP .327.000 GPM	 1100.000 23.E30 .200
f
i 4 L.M.RECIRC PUMP 11130.000 GPM	 1280.000 18.840 .096
N	 5 L.M.BOILER INLET 1280.000 5.4110
E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 5.194	 1000.,000 3515.000 799.600
7 STEAM REHEAT 0.000 0.000
A ST.COND.3ACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 3.47+
C)
9 FINAL FEEDWATER 492.000
10 COND/SG WATER INLET 492.000
14.690!11 COMPRESSOR INLET 8.307	 59.000
w12 GAS TURBINE INLET 9.054	 1800.000 246.300 ;
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000
14 GAS FWH GAS INLET 865.000 1.401
tom, ty
l
15 STACK G:'.S EXHAUST 290 000"






s + s • s + EFFICIENCIES + + + + +
POWER OUTPUTIAME) 1200 GAS TUR3INE INLET
FURNACE
	 PR,.FLD.3ED TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 1°00.0	 L.M.SYSTEM .097
COAL BIT GAS ECONOMIZER YES	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .265
WORKING FLUID K GAS FEEDWATER HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .432
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS 0.0 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.!	 1	 GROSS PLANT .419
COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 15 L.M.FEEOHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .408
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 0	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MNE) 1168.93
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
+•+* STATE POINTS +++• 10EJ6 LBM/HR 	 DEG-F PSIA	 IDE09 BTU/HR MWE
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 6.697	 1400.000 15.200 170.500
2 L.M.CONDENSER 1100.000 2.400
	 5.313
3 L.M.FEED PUMP nG39.000 GPM
	 1100.000 28.400 .271.
4 L.M.RECIRC PUMP 12315.000 GPM	 1280.000 19.660 .129
ao
t.	 1 L.M.BOILER INLETN 1280.000• 5.987Y
C STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 6.417	 1000.000 3515.000 766.100
7 STEAM REHEAT 0.000 0.000
6 ST.CUND.BACK PRESS. 3.500IN.MG	 3.466
9 FINAL FEEOWATER 492.000
10 COND/SG WATER INLET 160.000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 9.363	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 10.176	 1800.000 262.700
13 GAS ECON..GAS INLET. 852.000 .739
14 GAS FWH GAS INLET 0.000 0.000
1E STACK GAS EXHAUST 290.000
It AS RECEIVED COAL 453.106T/HR 9.776
CASE NO.	 16
* * * * * * EFFICIENCIES
POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1200 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE	 P:;! .FU=NACE TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) Sr- 00.3	 L.M.SYSTEM .097
COAL BIT GAS ECON04IZER YES	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .263
WORKING FLUID K GAS FEEDWATER HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .432
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS 3.0 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.:  I	 GROSS PLANT .404
CCMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 15 L.M.FEEOHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .394
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT a	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.62
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
STATE POINTS IDE35 LBM/HR	 CEG-F PSIA	 IOE09 BTU/HR "WE
I L.M.TURBINE INLET 6.622	 1400. 000 15 . 200 168.600
2 L.M.GONDENSEP, 1100.000 2.400	 5.251 4
3 L.M.FEED PUMP 4734.000 GPM	 1100.000 27.810 .262
L.M.RECIRC PUMP 12177.000 GPM	 1280.000' 19.560 .125
L.M.BOILER INLET 1280.000 5.921
00	 E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 6.576	 1000 . 000 3515 . 000 762.000
7 STEAM REHEAT 0.000 0.000
E ST.COND.BACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 3.419
S FINAL FEEDWATER 492.000
16 CONO/SG WATER INLET 560.000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 9.090	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 9.907	 1800.000 269.440
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET. 865.000 .766
14 GAS FWH GAS INLET 0.000 0.000
15 STACK GAS EXHAUST 290.000








	 a..r '^-	 9	 1_
si
CASE NO.	 17
* * * * * * EFFICIENCIES * * '
PCWER OuTPUT(mWE) 1200 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE
	
P-.FLi.3ED TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 1t00.0 L.M.SYSTEM .047
COAL 3IT 6wS ECONOMIZER NO PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .201
WCRKING FLUID K GAS FEEDWATER HEATER NO STEAM CYCLE .420
RECUPERATOR EFFECT.IVEAESS 0.0 L.M.ClkCULATION RATIO 2.5	 1 GROSS PLANT .336
COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 5 L.M.FEEDHEATER NO NET PLANT .327
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGE:. OF STEAM REHEAT 0 NET POWER OUT r-UT(MWE) 1169.50
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE THERMAL LOAD	 POWER CUTPUT
****	 STATE POINTS **** 10E06 LBM/HR	 OEG-F PSIA 10E09 BTU/HR MWE
1 L.M.TUR51NE INLET 7.265	 1400.000 15.200 185.000
2 L.M.CONOENSER 1100.000 2.400
3 L.M.FEED PUMP 5194.000 GPM	 1100.000 32.980
4 L.M.RECIFC PUMP 1336:05.000
	
GPM	 1200.000 20.-:40
w	 5 L.M.BOILER INLET 1280.008i
r
w	 E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 6.657	 1000.000 3515.000
7 STEAM REHEAT 0.0.00 0.000
E ST.COND.EACK PRESS.
9 FINAL FEEDWATER
SG GONG/SG WATER INLET
11 COMPRESSOR INLET
12 GAS TURBINE INLET
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET,
i4 GAS FWH GAS INLET
15 STACK GAS EXHAUST




























PGWEP rjUTPUT(MWE) 1200 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE	 P::-FL-;)-3EO TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 1e00.0	 L.M.SYSTEl .097
COAL B IT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .2S-2
WORKING FLUID K GAS FEEDWATER HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .420
RECUPERATOR EF F ECTIVENE35 9.0 L.M.CI-CULATION RATIO 2.= 1	 GROSS PLANT .368
COMPRESSOR PRESSUPE R^TiO 10 L-M.FEEDmEATE;i NO	 NET PLANT .359
AIR EQUIVALENCE PATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT a	 NET POWER OUTPUT( MWE) 1169.50
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
STATE POINTS IGE06 LBM/HR
	 DEG-F PSIA	 IOE09 BTU/HR MWE
I L.M.TURBINE INLET 7.224
	 1400.000 15.200 184.000
2 L-M.CONDENSE? 1100.000 2.400	 3.731
3 L.m.FEED PUMP 5150- 000 GPM	 1100.000 32.930 .346
4 L.M.RECIRC PUMP 13360.000 GPM	 1280.000 20.440 .165
E L-M.BOILER INLET 1280.008 6.459
L STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 6.629	 1000.000 3515.000 705.300
7 STEAM REHEAT 0.000 0.000




10 COND /SG WATER INLET 560.000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 10.662	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 11.588	 1800 . 000 310.700
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000
1L GAS FWH GAS INLET 0.000 0.000
15 STACK GAS EXHAUST 949.000
IE AS RECEIVE)- COAL 515.90OT/HR 11.131
CASE NO. 1y
11
*••*+ t EFFICIENCIES s s s s a	 f
PCWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1200 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE
	 Pi.FLC.3ED TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 120o.o	 L.M.SYSTEM .097
COAL 63 T GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .125
WCRKIRG FLUID K GAS FEEDWATER HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .420
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS J.0 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.5 1	 GROSS PLANT .212
COMPRESSOR PRESSURE R-711 0 15 L.M.FEEDHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .207
AIc,EOUIVALEIC£ RATIO 2.0 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 0	 NET POWER OUTPUY(MWE) 1169.01
4





s ***	 STATE POINTS •+** 10E36 LBM/HR
	
DEG-F PSIA	 IGE09 BTU/HR MME
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 5.789	 lkoo.00o 15.200 147.400
2 L.M.CONOENSER 1306.000 2.409	 4.593 j
3 L.10-FEED PUMP 4138.000 GPM	 1100.000 21.x10 .175
{
4 L.M.RECIRC PUMP 10645.000 GPM	 1280.000 20.350 .129
5 L.M.BOILER INLET 1280.000 5.176
co
N	 6 STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 5.313	 1000.000 3515.000 565.200
7 STEAM REHEAT 0.000 0.000
6 ST.CONO.BACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 2.664
9 FINAL FEEOWATER 560.000
10 CONO/SG WATER INLET 560.000
it COMPRESSOR INLET 18.485	 59.000 14.E90
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 20.089	 1800.000 467.300 {
i	 13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET.	 0.000	 0.000
1L GAS FNH GAS INLET	 0.000	 0.000
15 STACK GAS EXHAUST	 617.000	 j





+ • • • + + EFFICIENCIES • s s s a
FCWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1207 GAS TUR3INE INLET
FURNACE	 P:.FLC.3c3 TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 10;;O.o	 L.M.SYSTEM .097
CGAL RIT GAS ECONO M IZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .096
MCRKING FLUID K GAS FEEOWATEF HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .420
RECUPERATOR EFFECT PIE'.E3S 3.0 L.M.Clk6ULAT ION RATIO 2.= 1	 GROSS PLANT .127
CCMPRESSOR PRESSURE RaT.o 1. L.M.FEEDHEATER NJ	 NET PLANT .*24
AIR EOUIVALENCF RATIO 3.G STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 0	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.77
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
• 'F• STATE POINTS 1GE13 LBM/HR	 DEG-F PSIA	 JOE09 BTU/HR MW`
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 3.421	 1400.000 15.200 87.400
2 L.M.CONOENSER 1100.000 2.400	 2.722 - 1
3 L.M.FEED PUMP 2446.000 GPM	 1100.000 32.440 .160
4 L.M.RECFRC PUMP 0290.000 GPM	 1280.000 20.350 .076
E L.M.BOILER INLET 1280.000 3.068
m
,, E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 3.148	 1000.000 3515.000 334.900
N
O
7 STEAM REHEAT 0.000 0.000
8 ST'.CON0.3ACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 1.579
5 FINAL FEEDNATER 560.000
10 COND/SG WATER INLET 560.000
_. 11 COMPRESSOR INLET 30.770	 59.000 14.690
.r..
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 33.441	 1800.000 777.700
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000
if 14 GAS FAH GAS INLET 0.000 0.000
^;. 15 STACK GAS EXHAUST 805.000
Ea'








E	 j;	 ^ 4 !	 ^	 ^	 a
CASE N0. 21
+ + • + + EFFICIENCIES + + + + +
POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1200 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE	 PR.FLC.3ED TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) it00.0	 L.M.SYSTEM .097
COAL 3IT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSUPIZING SU3SYSTEM .291
WORKING FLUID K GAS FEECWATER HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .420
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENE33 ri.0 L.M.CIRCULATIGN RATIO 2.:	 1	 GROSS P LANT .403
CCMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 15 L.M.FEEDHEATEaR NO	 NET PLANT .393
AIR EQUIVALENCE RAT10 1.2 STASES OF STEAM REHEAT 0	 NET PCWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.27
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE' PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
+^*•	 STATE POINTS +"+* 10E35	 LBM/HR	 CEG-F PSIA	 IDE09 BTU/HR MWE
I L.M.TURBINE	 INLET 7.883	 1400.000 15.290 200.700
2 L.M.CONOEMSE=, 1100.000 2.400	 6.253
3 L.M.FEEO PUMP 3635.000 GPM	 1100.000 38.410 .442
L L.M.-RECIRC PUMP 1+496.000 GPM	 1280.000 21.370 .211
m	 5 L.M.30ILER INLET 1780.000 7.048!
E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 7.234	 1000.000 3515.000 769.500
7 STEA4 REHEAT 0.000 0.000
6 ST.COND.BACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 3.627
9 FINAL FEEOWATER 960.000
10 COND/SG WATER INLET 560.000
Ii COMPRESSOR INLET 9.737	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 10.583	 1600.000 229.700
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000
14 GAS FWH GAS INLET 0.000 0.000
IF STACK GAS EXHAUST 726.000





s ♦ + s a a EFFICIENCIES + • + + +
POWER OUTPUT(`iWE) 1200 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE	 Pic.FL0.3EO TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 1700.0	 L.M.SYSTEH .097
CCAL 3IT GAS ECON04IZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .284
WORKING FLUID K GAS FEEOWATER HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE
.420
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS 0.0 L.M.CIRCULATICN RATIO 2.5 1	 GROSS PLANT .394
COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 15 L.M.FEEDHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .355
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT a	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.32
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
+•++ STATE POINTS + ++ F IOE36 LBM/MR
	 DEG-F PSIA	 10E09 BTU/HR MME
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 7.639
	 1490.000 15.200 194.500
2 L.M.CONDENSER 1100.600 2.409	 6.0E-3
3 L.M.FEED PUMP 5460.000 GPM
	 1100.000 36.220 .402
L L.M.kECIFC PUMP 14047..000 GPM	 1280.000 21.000 .192
o,	 5 L.M.BOILER INLET
i 1260.000 6.830
r
m	 E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 7.010	 1000.000 3515.000 745.600
i STEAM REHEAT 0.000 0.000
E ST-CON0.5ACK PRESS. 3.5001N.HG	 3.515
5 FINAL FEEOWATER 560.000
iG COND/SG WATER INLET 560.000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 9.941	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 10.804	 1700.000 259.600
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET. 0.000 0.000
14 GAS FWH GAS INLET 0.000 0.000
if STACK GAS EXHAUST	 790.000





+ + + + a s EFFICIENCIES + • s s s
PCWER OUTPUT('(WE) 1200 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE
	
PR.FLO.3EO TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 1rs00.0	 L.M.SYSTEM .098
COAL 3IT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PPESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .267
WORKING FLUID K GAS FEEDWATER HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .420
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS 0.0 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.5 1	 GROSS PLANT .361
CCMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 15 L.M.FEEDHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .371
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 0	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MNE) 1169.42
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD
	
POWER OUTPUT
+++* STATE POINTS •*+* IOE36 LBM/HR 	DEG -F PSIA	 ICE09 BTU/HR MME
1 L.H.TURBINE INLET 7.436	 1n00.000 24.700 190.600
2 L.M.CONDENSE P 1200.600 4.800
	 5.846
3 L.M.FEEO PUMP 5444.;100 GPM	 1200.000 43.600 .460
L.M.RECIRC PUMP 1-028.000 GPM	 1380.000 29.330 .141
Q,	 f L.M. BOILER INLET 1380.000 6.593
r
6 STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 6.755
	
1000.000 3515.000 718.600
7 STEAM REHEAT 0.600 0.000
8 ST.COND.3ACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 3.387
5 fINAL FEEDWATER fi0.000
1C COND/SG HATER INLET :60.000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 10.310	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 11.265	 1800.000 290.800
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000
1)- GAS FWH GAS INLET 0.000 0.000
15 STACK GAS EXHAUST 844.600







+ + " +	 f EFFICIENCIES • + + + +
POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1200 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE
	
PR.FLO.3ED TEMPERATURE (OEG-F) 1800.0	 L.M'.SYSTEM .10;
COAL BIT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .267
WORKING FLUID K GAS FEEDWATER HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .420
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS 3.0 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.5 1	 GROSS PLANT .381
CGMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 15 L.M.FEEDMEATER NO	 NET PLANT .372
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 0	 YET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.27
TOT A L FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THEPMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
STATE POINTS + ++ IGE06 LBM/HR	 DEG-F PSIA	 IOE09 BTU/HR NNE
1 L.H.TURBINE INLET 7.563	 160C.000 38.200 193.100
2 L.M.CONOENSE ;- 1300.600 8.800	 5.824
3 L.M.FEED PUMP 5608.000 GPM	 1300.000 58.880 .611
4 L.M.RECIRC PUMP 1K446.000 GPM	 1480.000 42.590 .138
co	 5 L.M.BOILER INLET 1480.000 6.577
r
w
E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 6.737
	 1000.000 3515.000 716.700
7 STEAM REHEAT 0.000 0.000
E ST.CONO.EACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 3.378
5 FINAL FEEDWATER 560.000
10 CONO/SG WATER INLET 560.000
f 11 COMPRESSOR INLET 1.0.285	 59.000 14.6Q0
E 12 GAS TURBINE INLET 11.178	 1800.000 290.200
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000
IL GAS FWH GAS INLET 0.000 0.000









* * * * * * EFFICIENCIES + * * + +
POWER OUTPUT(MWE)
	 12GO GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE	 P=.FLO.BED TEMPERATURE
	
(DEG-F) 1b00.0	 L.M.SYSTEM .098
CCAL	 BIT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .267
WCRKING FLUID	 K GAS FEEDWATER HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .430
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS 	 0.0 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.5 1	 GROSS PLANT .366
COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO	 1 L.M.FEEDHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .376
AIR EQUIV A LENCE RATIO	 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 0	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.73
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
**** STATE POINTS *•** 	 1GE06 L8M/HR	 OEG-F PSIA	 10E09 BTU/HR MWE
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 7.381	 1506.000 24.7G0 188.000
2 L.H.CONOENSER 1200.000 4.800	 5.756
I
3 L.M.FEED PUMP 5368.000	 GPM	 1200.000 42.520 .440
L L.M.RECIRC PUMP 13831.000 GPM	 1380.000 29.200 .135
E
^ ao	
c L.M.BOILER INLET 1380.000 6.500
r	
E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 6.140	 1100.000 3515.000 725.400
7 STEAM REHEAT 0.000 0.000
E ST.COND.3ACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 3.282
9 FINAL FEEDNATER 560.000
10 CONA/SG HATER INLET 560.000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 10.165	 59.000 14.E90
r
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 11.047	 1800.000 286.900
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0. 00; 1
14 GAS FNH GAS INLET 0.000 0.000
y1P STACK GAS EXHAUST d4L.000











• + •	 • EFFICIENCIES s • s s •
PCWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1200 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE	 PR. F LL. BED TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 1F00.0	 L.M.SYSTEM .100
CCAL -IT GAS ECONOHIZEk NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .267
WCRKING FLUID K GAS FEEDW=TER HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .443
RECUPERAT-OR EFFECTIVENELS 0.0 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.rl	 i	 GROSS PLANT .394
CLMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 15 L.M.FEEDHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .384
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGE, CF STEAM REHEAT J	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.34
i
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE
	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
*•'+ STATE POINTS 1OE36 LBM/HR	 DEG-F PSIA	 10E09 BTU/HR MME
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 7..3-r3	 1600.000 38.200 187.000
2 L.M.CONOENSE;^ 1300.000 8.800	 5.640
4
3 L.M.FEED PUMP 5431.000 GPM
	 1300.000 55.770 .555
4 L.M.RECIRC PUMP 13988.000 GPM	 1480.000 42„320 .125 3
a
5 L.M.EOILER INLET 1480 . 000 6.369
E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 5.607	 1200 . 000 3515 . 000 732.000
N
7 STEAM REHEAT 0.000 0.000
E ST.CONO.BACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 3.141
9 FINAL FEEDWATER 560.000
1
10 CONO/SG WATER INLET 560.000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 9.959
	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 10.823	 1800.000 281.000
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET. 0.000 0. 00.
1L GAS FWH GAS INLET 0.000 0.000
15 STACK GAS EXHAUST 844.000








s s• s s s EFFICIENCIES +++
PCWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1200 GAS TUR3SNE INLET
FURNACE
	 P:.FL0.9=0 TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 1t06.0	 L.M.SYSTEM .097
COAL SIT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .267
WORKING FLUID K GAS FEEOWATER NEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .435
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS 0.0 L.M.CIRCULATICN PATIO 2.c 1	 GROSS PLANT 0388
CCMPRESSOk PRESSURE RATIO 15 L,M.FEECHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .378
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 1	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.41
TOTAL FLOW
	
TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
{ *• STATE POINTS + t F 10Ea6 LBM/HR
	
OEG-F PSIA	 10E09 BTU/HR MWE
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 7.227	 1400.000 15.200 184.000
2 L.M.CONDENSER 1100.000 2.400	 3.733
3 L.M.FEED PUMP 3166.000 GPM	 1100.000 32.660 .340
L.M.RECIRC PUMP 13290.000 GPM	 1280.000 20.390 .163
co	 5 L.M.BOILER INLET 1280.000 6.461i
r
w	 E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLEw 5.269	 1000.000 3515.000 730.700
7 STEAM REREAT 1000.000 600.000
8 ST.CONO.BACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 3.239
S FINAL FEEDWATEC 360.000
10 COND/SG WATER INLET 560.000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 10.104	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 10.981	 1800.000 285.200
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000
14 GAS FWH GAS INLET 0.000 0.000
15 STACK GAS EXHAUST 844.000











+ + + + + + EFFICIENCIES + + + + +
PCWER OUTPUT(MNE) 12%0 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE	 PR. FLO.3F0 TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 1800.0	 L.M.SYSTEM .098
COAL BIT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .267
WORKING FLUID K GAS FEEDWATEF HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .449
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS 0.0 L.M.CIRCULATICN RATIO 2.^	 1	 GROSS PLANT .396
COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 15 L.M. FEED HEATER NO	 NET PLANT .366
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 1	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) . 1169.48
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
++++ STATE POINTS •+++ 1OE06 LBMA R	 DEG-F PSIA	 SOE09 BTU/HR MWE
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 7.194
	 1500.000 24.700 1E3.000
2 L.M.CONOENSER 1200.000 4.800	 5.512
3 L.M.FEED PUMP 9236.000 GPM
	
1200.000 40.E30 .408
L L.M.RECIRC PUMP 13492.000 GPM
	 13GO.000 28.960 .125
co	 5 L.M.BOILER INLET 1380.000 6.336
r
F	 E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 4.607
	 1100.000 3515.000 737.400
7 STEAM REHEAT 1100.000 600.000
8 ST.COND.BACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 3.095
9 FINAL FEEDWATER 560.600
10 CONO/SG WATER INLET 560.000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 9.907	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 10.767	 1800.000 279.600
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000
r
e . 14 GAS FWH GAS INLET 0.00E 0.000
C IF STACK GAS EXHAUST 844.000












} f * +	 '^ EFFICIENCIES • * • • ;
POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1200 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE
	
P{.FLD.BED TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 1E00.0 L.M.SVSTEM .100
COAL BIT GAS ECONOMIZER NO PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .257
WORKING FLUID K GAS FEEDW4TER HEATER NO STEAM CYCLE .462
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS 0.0 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.1	 1 GROSS PLANT .404
.'	
COMPRESSOR FRESSUME RATIO 15 L.M.FEEDHEATER NO NET PLANT .394
AIR EQUIVALENCE PATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT i NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.39





cz 5 L.M.BOILER INLET
i
N




10 COND/SG WATER INLET
11 COMPRESSOR INLET
12 GAS TURBINE INLET
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET,
14 GAS FWH GAS INLET
15 STACK GAS EXHAUST


















PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD POWER OUTPUT




















• • • + + + EFFICIENCIES + + • + +
POWER OUTPUT(MWE)	 1200 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE
	
Ph.FLO.BED TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) ib0O.0	 L.M.SYSTEM .097
COAL	 BIT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .290
WORKING FLUID	 K GAS FEEDWATER HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE -410
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS	 0.0 L-H.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.5 1	 GROSS PLANT .374
COMPRESSOR PRESSURE R4TIO	 15 L.M.FEEDHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .365
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO	 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 0	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.45
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
+'++ STATE POINTS `f++'	 IOE06 LBM/HR	 DEG-F PSIA	 I&E09 BTU/HR MWE
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 7.490	 1'(00.000 15.200 190.700
2 L.M.CONDENSER 1100.000 2.400	 5.942
3 L-M.FEED PUMP 5354,030 GPM	 1100.000 34.910 .379
4 L.M.REC T_RC PUMP 13773.000 GPM	 1280.000 20.770 .181
5 L.M.BOILER INLET 1280.000 6.69F-
6 STEAM TURBINE_ THROTTLE 6.338	 1000.000 2415.000 713.800
7 STEAM REHEAT 0.000 0.000
8 ST.CONO.BACK PRESS. 3.500IH.HG	 3.506
9 FINAL FEEDWATER 530.000
10 CONO/SG HATER INLET 530.000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 10.471	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS Z RBINE INLET 11.380	 1800.000 295.500 !
r'
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLETv, 0.000 0.000
14 GAS FWH GAS INLET 0.000 0.000
15 STACK GAS EXHAUST 844.000
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COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO	 15
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO	 1.2





m 5 L.M.BOILER INLET
r




10 CONO/SG WATER INLET
11 COMPRESSOR INLET
12 GAS TURBINE INLET
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET,
14 GAS FWH GAS INLET
_ IE STACK GAS EXHAUST
16 AS RECEIVED COAL
+ s • • * * EFFICIENCIES 4 4 • t +
1600.0	 L.M.SYSTEM
	 .098






NO	 NET PLANT	 .371
0	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE)
	 1169.60
PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD POWER OUTPUT






























* * * * * * EFFICIENCIES
PCWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1200	 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE
	
P-.FLD.BED	 TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 180..0	 L.M.SYSTEM .100
COAL BIT	 GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .267
WCRKING FLUID K	 GAS FEEDWATER HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .430
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS 0.0	 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.5 1	 GROSS PLANT .387
CCMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 15	 L.M.FEEDHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .377
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2	 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT J	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.,+0
TOTAL FLOW
	
TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
**** STATE POINTS **** LOE05 LBM/HR	 DEG-F PSIA	 10EO4 BTU/HR MNE
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 7.476	 1600.000 38.200 190.400
t	 2 L.M.CON.DENSER 1300.G00 8.800	 5.740
3 L.M.FEEO PUMP **+******+ GPM
	 1300.000 X7.490 .586
j	 L L.M.RECIRC PUMP
r
1+242.000 GPM	 1480.000 42.470 .132
f	 5 L.M.BOILER INLET
3	 ^
1480.000 6.485
w	 E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 5.389	 1200.000 2415.000 723.500
oo
7 STEAM REHEAT 0.000 0.000
E ST.COND.B.ACK PRESS. 3.FOOIN.HG	 3.273
S FINAL FEEDWATER 530.000
IE CONO/SG WATER INLET 530.000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 10.1:,1	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 11..021	 1800.000 286.200
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000
14 GAS FWH GAS INLET 0.000 0.000
15 STACK GAS EXHAUST 844.000




a s s s s s EFFICIENCIES +++•• i
PCWER OUTPUT(MWE)	 1200	 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE	 P=.FLC.3ED	 TEMPERATURE (DEG-F)	 1600.0	 L.M.SYSTEM	 .097
COAL	 BIT	 GAS ECONOMIZEk	 NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM	 .267	 }
WORKING FLUID	 K	 GAS FEEDWATEF HEATER	 NO	 STEAM CYCLE	 .426
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS J. 	 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO	 2.: 1	 GROSS PLANT	 .383
CCMPRES_Ok PRESSU R E R-tTIO	 15	 L.M.FEEDHEATER	 NO	 NET PLANT	 .374
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 	 1.2	 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT	 1	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MME) 	 1169.49
9.
3
TOT4L FLOW	 TEMPERATURE	 PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
++"' STATE POINTS t }' •	 10E7o LBM/HR	 DEG -F	 PSIA	 10E09 BTU/HR	 MME
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET	 7.320	 100.000	 15.200	 186.400
2 L.M.CONDENSEt	 1.100.L00	 2.490	 5.607
3 L.M.FEED PUMP	 5233.000 GPM	 1100.000	 33."SO	 .3-34
4 L.M.RECIRC PUMP	 13460.000 GPM	 1280.000	 20.520	 .169
co 5 L.M.80ILE4 INL€T	 1280.000	 5.544
o E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 	 5.238	 1000.000	 2415.000	 724.800
7 STEAM REHEAT	 1000.000	 600.000
8 ST.COND.SACK PRESS. 	 3.500IN.HG	 3.333
9 FINAL FEEDWATER	 530.000
10 COND/SG WATER INLET	 530.000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET	 10.23-	 59.000	 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET	 11.122	 1800.000	 288.800	 j!
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET,	 0.000	 0.000
I L GAS FWH GAS INLET	 0.000	 0.000
15 STACK GAS EXHAUST	 b4L.000	 fs
a







+ + + + + + EFFICIENCIES + + + + +
POWER OUTPUTCIWE) 1200 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE	 P;.FLC.BED TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 1600-A	 L.M.SYSTEM .098
COAL 3IT GAS ECONOMIZEP, NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .267
W ORKING FLUID K GAS FEE7WATEF HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .436
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS J.0 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.5 1	 GROSS PLANT .389
CCMPRESSOR PRESSURE RAT-O 1: L. M.FEEDHEAT ER NO	 NET PLANT .380
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 1	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.75
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
+^* STATE POINTS cats 10E06 LBM/HR	 DEG-F PSIA	 10E09 BTU/HR MME
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 7.316	 1500.000 24,700 186.300
2 L.M.CONDENSEF. 1200.00D 4.800
	
5.707
3 L-M.FEED PUMP 3320.000 GPM	 1200.000 ~1.850 .429
L L.M.RECIP,C PUMP 13709.000 GPM	 1380.000 29.120 .131
5 L.M.BOILER INLET 1380.000 E.444co
r
STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 4.840	 1100.000 2,#15.000 729.600C)
7 STEAM REHEAT 1100.000 660.000
N ST.COND.BACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 3.219
9 FINAL FEEDWATER 530.000
1C COND/SG WATER INLET 530.000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 10.076	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 10.9:0	 1800.000 284.400
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000
14 GAS FWH GAS INLET 0.00f, 0.000
15 STACK GAS EXHAUST 644.000
LE AS RECEIVED COAL. 487.500T/HR 10.518
Ir
CASE NC.	 35
++ • 4 • + EFFICIENCIES • ; • + •
POWER OUTPUT(4WE) 120E GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE
	
PR.FL0.3EO TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) ib00.0	 L.M.SYSTEM .100
COAL 3IT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .267
WORKING FLUID K GAS FEEDWATER HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .452
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENE33 0.0 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.	 -1	 GROSS	 PLANT .399
COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 13 L.Y.FEEOHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .369
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 1	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.36
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
+'*+ STATE POINTS + *' 10ED6 LBM/HR	 DEG-F PSIA	 LOE09 BTU/HR MME
i L.H.TURBINE INLET 7.253	 ibOD.000 38.200 184.700
2 L.H.CONDENSEk 1300.000 8.800	 5.570 f
3 L.H.FEED PUMP 5365.000 GPM	 1300.000 54.630 .535	 }
4 L.M.RECIRC PUMP 13817.000 GPM	 1480.000 32.220 .121
00	 5 L.M.BOILER INLET 1480.000 6.291
r
r	 E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 4.466	 1200.000 2415.000 737.700
7 STEAM REHEAT 1200.000 6GO.000
8 ST.COND.EACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 3.052
S FINAL FEEOWATER 530.000
iG CONO/SG WATER INLET 530.000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 9.837	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 10.691	 1800.000 277.600
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000
14 GAS FWH GAS INLET 0.000 0.000
If STACK GAS EXHAUST 844.000






s s s s s a EFFICIENCIES •+•++
POWER OUTPUT('1NE) 12G0 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE
	
P?.;:LC.3=D TEMPERATURE (OEG-F) 1E00,0	 L.H.SYSTEM .097
COAL 3IT GAS EC014041ZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUESYSTEM .267
WORKING FLUID K GAS FEECWATER HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .421
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS 0.0 L.M.Cl2CULATION RATIO 2.; 1	 GROSS PLANT .390
COMPRESSOR PPESSUPE R=TIO 15 L.M.FEEDHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .371
AIR EUUIVALEVCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT ;	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.38
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSUPE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
+;*	 STATE POINTS ++•' IOE06 LBM/HR	 DEG-F PSIA	 10E09 BTU/HR MWE
1 L.M.TURDINE INLET 7.371
	 1400.600 15.200 187.700
' 2 L.M.CONOENSER 1100.000 2.400
	 5.647
si 3 L.M.FEEO PUMP 3269.000 GPM	 1100.000 33.880 .361
L L.M.RECIRC PUMP 13554.000 GPM	 1280.000 20.603 .173
co	 5 L.M.BOILER INLET 1280.000 6.591
r	 E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLEN 6.237	 1000.COU 2415.000 721.300
7 STEAM REHEAT 0.000 0.000
E ST.COND.BACK PP.ESS. 2.000IN.HG	 3.385
5 FINAL FEEOWATER 530.000
10 CONO/SG WATER INLET 530.000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 10.306	 59.000 14.590
' i 12 GAS TURBINE INLET 11.201	 1800.000 290.900
r.., 13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000
14 GAS FWH GAS INLET 0.000 0.000
tT	 ¢,, f 15 STACK GAS EXHAUST 844.000
Ca.








• • • ' • EFFICIENCIES • + + +	 +
POWER OUTPUT(`lWE) 1200 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE	 P .FLC.3ED TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 1600.0	 L.M.SYSTEM .097
COAL BIT GAS ECONOMIZE, NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .267
WORKING FLUID K GAS FEEOWAT!R HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .383
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS 0.0 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.5 1	 GROSS PLANT .360
CGMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 15 L.M. FEED HI'ATER NO	 NET PLANT .351
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STATE.> Or STEAM REHEAT 0	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1168.70
TOTAL FLOVi	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
•' * STATE POINTS IOE06 LBMlHR
	
DEG-F P$IA	 10E09 BTU/HR MWE
i L.H.TURBINE INLET 7.790	 1.00.[00 15.200 198.400
2 L.M.CONDEN3ER 1100.000 2.400	 6.1b0
3 L.M.FEED PUMP 5569.000 GPM
	 1100.000 37.5£10 .426
4 L.M.RECIFC PUMP 14325.000 GPM
	
1280.000 21.230 .204
co	 5 L.M'.BOILER INLET 1280.000 6.9EE
N
w	 6 STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 6.591	 1000.000 2415.000 693.500
7 STEAM REHEAT 0.000 0.000
E ST.CONO.BACK PRESS. 9.000IN.HG	 3.813
9 FINAL FEEDWATER 530.000
10 COND/SG WATER INLET 530.000
it COMPRESSOR INLET 10.692	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 11.837	 1800.000 307.400
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000
14 GAS FWH GAS INLET 0.000 0.000
1: STACK GAS EXHAUST 844.000









' • ' F • • EFFICIENCIES s s s • •
POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1200 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE	 P= .FLO.3ED TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 1E30.0	 L.M.SYSTEM .037
COAL eIT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SU3EYSTEM .207
WORKING FLUID K GAS FEEDWATER HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .432
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVEkESS 0.0 L.M.CIRCULATICN RATIO 2.. 1	 GROSS PLANT .336
COMPRESiO z P4ESSUEE RATIO 15 L.M.FEEOHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .377
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT J	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.50
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD
	
POWER OUTPUT
•s "^ STATE POINTS 10E06 LBM/HR
	 DEG-F PSIA	 10E09 =BTU/HR MWE
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 7.258	 1400.000 15.200 184.800
2 L.M.CONDENSEn 1100.000 2.400	 5.75.
3 L.M.FEED PUMP i188.000 GPM	 1100.003 32.930 .345
4 L.M.RECIRC PUMP 13346.000 GPM	 1280.000 20.430 .165
c L.M.BOILER INLET 1280.000 6.489
co E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 6.660
	 .1000.000 3515.000 728.8004-r
r 7 STEAM REHEAT 0.000 0.000
8 ST.CONO.3ACK PRESS. 2.000IN.HG	 3.271
9 FINAL FEEDWATER 560.000
10 COND/SG WATER INLET 560.000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 10.147	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 11.028	 1800.000 286.400
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000
14 GAS FWH GAS INLET 0.000 0.000
iC STACK GAS EXHAUST 844.000






+ + + + + • EFFICIENCIES + • + • +
PCHER OUTPUT(MWE) 1200 GAS TUR3INE INLET
FURNACE	 PR. FLG.3ED TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 180Q.0	 L.M.SYSTEM .097
COAL BIT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .267
WORKING FLUID K GAS FEEDWATER HEATER NO	 STEAM CYCLE .392
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS 0.0 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.5 1	 GROSS PLANT .365
COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 15 L.M.FEEDHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .356
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 0	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.41
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
44 ** STATE POINTS ++++ IGE06 LBM/HR	 DEG-F PSIA	 LOE09 BTU/HR MWE
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 7.691	 1100.000 15.200 155.800
2 L.M.CONOENSER 1100.000 2.400	 6.101
3 L.M.FEED PUMP 5498.000 GPM	 1100.000 36.660 .410
4 L.M.RECIRC PUMP 14143.000 GPM	 1280.000 21.090 .196
5 L.M.BOILER INLET 1280.000 6.876
m
V-	 E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 7.07	 1000.000 3515.000 700.700
Ln
7 STEAM REHEAT 0.000 0.000
6 ST-CONO.BACK PRESS. 9.000IN.HG	 3.709
9 FINAL FEEDWATER 560.000
10 COND/SG WATER INLET 560.000
Ii COMPRESSOR INLET 10.752	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 11.685
	 1800.000 303.500
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET. 0.000 0.000
1 4 GAS FWH GAS INLET 0.000 0.000
15 STACK GAS EXHAUST 644.000







+ + + • * * EFFICIENCIES * + + + +
POWER OUTPUT(AWE) ^00 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE
	
P;2.FLC.BED TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) ir00.0	 L.M.SYSTEM .097
COAL BIT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .256
WORKING FLUID K GAS FEEDWATER HEATER YES	 STEAM CYCLE .433
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS 0.3 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.5 1	 GROSS PLANT .446
COMPRESSOP PRESSURE RATIO 15 L.M.FEEDHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .435
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT i	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 584.80
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUTff+t STATE POINTS +**• 1.OE06 LBM/HR	 DEG-F PSIA	 10E09 BTU/HR MWE
S L.M.TURBINE INLET 3.441	 1400.000 15.200 87.630
2 L.M.GONOEN3EP 1100.000 2.400	 2.730
3 L.H.FEED PUMP +920.000 GPM	 1100.000 29.850 .147




E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 2.685	 1000.000 3515.000 413.330
am
7 STEAM REHEAT 1000.000 600.000
E ST.CONO.BACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 1.847
9 FINAL FEEDWATER 492.000
10 COND/SG HATER INLET 492.000
11 COMPRESSI-	 INLET 4.250	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 4.632	 1600.000 99.050
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000
ik GAS FWH GAS INLET 852.000 .527
IE STACK GAS EXHAUST 290.000








1 CASE NO. 41
+ * + * * EFFICIENCIES + + s + +
POWER OUTFUT(MWE)	 :00 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE
	
PR. FLO.BE0 TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 180G.0	 L.M.SYSTEM .097
CCAL	 3IT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .256
WORKING FLUI9	 K GAS FEEDWATER HEATER YES	 STEAM CYCLE .433
RECUPERATOF. EFFECTIVENESS 	 0.0 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.°	 1	 GROSS PLANT .446
COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO
	 15 L.M.FEEDHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .435
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO	 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 1	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 877.21
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
'*+* STATE POINTS +*** 	 10E06 LBM/HR	 DEG-F PSIA	 10E09 BTU/HR MWE
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 5.163	 1400.000„ 15.200 131.450
2 L.M.CONUENSE^; 1100.000 2.400
	 4.09r
3 L.M.FEED PJMP +920.000 GPM	 1100.000 29.850 .220
w




r	 E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLEv
4.027	 1000.000 3515.000 620.000
r STEAM REHEAT 1000.000 600.000
E ST.CONO.BACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 2.771
9 FINAL FEEDWATEP, 492.000
10 CONO/S5 WATER INLET 492.000
it COMPRESSOR INLET 6.375	 59.000 14.590
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 6.9'-8	 1600.000 148.580
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET. 0.000 0.000 y!
1 L GAS FNH GAS INLET 852.000 .792
1
15 STACK GAS EXHAUST 290.000














s s s s s• EFFICIENCIES s s a• a
PCNEP, OUTPUT(MWE) 1:00 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE
	 P:,..FL =.3=0 TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 1E00.0	 L.M.SYSTEN .097
COAL 3IT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SU3SYSTEM .256
WORKING FLUID K GAS FEEDWATER HEATER YES	 STEAM CYCLE .433
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS 0.0 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.5 1	 GROSS PLANT .446
CCMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 15 L.M.FEEOHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .435
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STE AM REHEAT 1	 NET POWER OUTPUTIA WE) 1462.01 m
`I
j
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
++++ STATE POINTS +•f• 1GEJ6 LBM/H,R	 DEG-F PSIA	 IOE09 BTU/HR "WE
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 8.604	 1400.000 15.200 219.090
2 L.M.CONDENSER 1100.000 2.400	 6.82-
3 L.M.FEEO PUMP
-#920.000 GPM	 1100.000 29.850 .367
4 L.M.RECIRC PUMP 12657.000	 GPM	 1280.000 19.910 .176
9 L.M.BOILER INLET 1280.000 7.692
E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 6.711	 1000.000 3515.000 1033.330OD
J-1	 7 STEAM REHEAT
m
1000.000 600.000
6 ST.COND.BACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG
	
4.61:1
9 FINAL FEEDWATER 492.000
1C COND/SG WATER. INLET "92.000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 10.625	 59.000 14.690
°c 12 GAS TURBINE INLET 11.579	 1600.000 247.625
w	 ^
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 9.000
` 14 GAS FWH GAS INLET 852.000 1.320 tt
1° STACK GAS EXHAUST 290.000
IE AS RECEIVED COAL 531.88OT/H4 11.475
u
CASE NO. 43
+ a s s s + EFFICIENCIES + • + • +
PCWER OUTPUT(HWE) =u0 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE
	
P=.FU=NACE TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 1600.0	 L.M.SYSTEM .097
COAL 3IT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .262
WCRKING FLUID K GAS FEEDWATER'HEATER YES	 STEAM CYCLE .433
RECUPERATOR E FFECTIV-ENESS d.0 L.M.CIRCULATICN RATIO 2.5 1	 GROSS PLANT .416
COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 15 L. M.FEEDHEAT ER NO	 NET PLANT .406
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT i	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE! 584.61
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD
	
POWER OUTPUT
•++" STATE POINTS •+t• IOEJ6 LSM/HR	 OEG-F PSIA	 10E09 BTU/HR MWE
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 3.384	 1400.000 15.200 86.160
2'L.M.CONOENSER 1100.000 2.400	 2.664
3 L.M.FEEO PUMP +337.000 GPM
	 !100.000 28.930 .140
4 L.M.RECIRC PUMP 12444.000 GPM	 1280.000 19.750 .067
co	 5 L.M.BOILER INLET 1280.000 3.025
N
E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 2.666	 1000.000 3515.000 410..400
7 STEAM REHEAT 1000.000 600.000
E ST.COND.BACK PRESS. 3.500IN.N6
	 1.834
9 FINAL FEEDWATER 492.000
10 CONO/SG WATER INLET 492.000
It COMPRESSOR INLET 4.079	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 4.4558	 1600.000 103.450
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET. 0.000 0.000
14 GAS FWH GAS INLET 865.000 .550
15 STACK GAS EXHAUST 290.000





• ' • • + + EFFICIENCIES + • • +
POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 700 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE	 Pz.FUKNACE TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 1°_00.0	 L.M.SYSTEM .097
CCAL 31T GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .262
WORKING FLUID K GAS FEEOW4TER HEATER YES
	 STEAM CYCLE .433
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS C.0 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.5 1	 GROSS PLANT .416
COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 15 L.M.FEEOHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .406
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 1	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 877.22
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
+sxs STATE POINTS
	 Fes• IOE06 L8M/HR	 DEG-F PSIA	 10E09 BTU/HR MME
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 5.075	 1400.000 15.200 129.240
2 L.M.CONOENSER 1100.000 2.400	 4.C2b
3 L.M.FEED PUMP
-+837.000 GPM	 1100.000 28.930 .210
L L.M.RECIRC PUMP 12444.000 GPM	 1280.000 19.750 .130
co	 5 L.M.BOILER INLET 1280.000 4.538
r
0	 6 STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 3.998	 1000.000 3515.000 615.600
7 STEAM REHEAT 1000.000 600.000
8 ST.COND.BACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 2.751
5 FINAL FEEOWATER 492.000
10 CONO/SG WATER INLET 492.000
li COMPRESSOR INLET 6.119	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 6.687
	 1600.000 155.150
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000
14 GAS FWH GAS INLET 665.000 .826
15 STACK GAS EXHAUST 290.000





j + • + * + • EFFICIENCIES + + • + +
f	 POWER OUTPUT(MNE) 1:009 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE
	
PR. FUENiCE TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 1E00.0 L.M.SYSTEM .097
CCAL BIT GAS ECONOMIZERR NO PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .262
a	 WORKING FLUID K GAS FEEDWATER HEATER YES STEAM CYCLE .433
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS 0.0 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.^	 1 GROSS PLANT .416
COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 15 L.M.FEEOHEATER NO NET PLANT .406
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 1 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 162.03
''A





co	 5 L.M.BOILER INLETi




16 CONO/SG HATER INLET
ii COMPRESSOR INLET
12 GAS TURBINE INLET
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET,
14 GAS FWH GAS INLET
15 STACK GAS EXHAUST
IE AS RECEIVED COAL





















































* * * * * * EFFICIENCIES • + • ' }
PCWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1200 GAS TUR3INE INLET
FURNACE
	 P;.FU^NACE TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) ic00.0	 L.M.SYSTEM .136
COAL BIT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .256
WCRKING FLUID CS GAS FEEDWATER HEATER f'lz	 STEAM CYCLE .433
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS 0.0 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.? 1
	 GROSS PLANT .452
COMPRESSOR, PRESSURE R-TIO 15 L.M.FEEDHEATER NO	 NET P LANT .441
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 1	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1165.92
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LCAO
	
POWER OUTPUT
'•**	 STATE POINTS •*** 10E05 LBM/HR	 DEG-F PSIA	 10E05 BTU/HR MWE
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 27.263	 1400.000 15.200 194.11
2 L.M.CONDENSER 1100.000 2.400	 5.349
3 L.M.FEED PUMP 8786.000 GFM	 1103.000 56.570 1.108
4 L.M.RECIRC PUMP 22707.000 GPM	 1280.000 21.130 .400
c L.M.BOILER INLET 1280.000 6.066
m
r	 6 STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 5.265	 1000.000 3515.000 810.64
N
7 STEAM REHEAT 1000.000 600.000
P ST.CONO.BACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG
	
3.623
-	 S FINAL FEEDWATER 492.000
'	 10 CONO/SG HATER INLET 492.000
it COMPRESSOR INLET 8.378	 59.000 14.•590
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 9.130	 1600.000 195.25
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000
1L GAS FNH GAS INLET 852.000 1.040
If STACK GAS EXHAUST 290.000










+ + + + + + EFFICIENCIES + + + + +
POWER OUTPUT(MWE) ^00 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE
	
PR.FURNAZE TEMPERATURE (DEG-F1 1E00.0	 L.M.SYSTEm .106
COAL BIT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .256
WCRKING FLUID CS GAS FEEOWATER HEATER YES	 STEAM CYCLE .433
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS 3.0 L.M.CIRCULATICN RATIO 2.5 1	 GROSS PLANT
.452
COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 15 L.M.FEEDHEATER NO	 NET PLANT
.441
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 1	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 584.47
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
++++ STATE , POINTS ++t+ LOE06 LBM/HR
	
DEG-F PSIA	 10E09 BTU/HR MWE
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 13.632	 1400.000 15.200 97.06
2 L.M.CONOENSER 1100.000 2.400
	 2.674
3 L.M.FEED PUMP 8786.000 GPM	 1100.000 56.570 .554
4 L.M.RECIKC PUMP 22707.000 GPM	 1280.000 21.130 .200
L.M.BOILER INLET 1280.000 3.033
co	 E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 2.633	 LOGO-G00 3515.000 420.790
ILLn
w	 7 STEAM REHEAT 1000.000 600.000
6 ST.CONO.3ACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG
	
1.812
9 FINAL FEEOWATER 492.000
10 COND/SG WATER INLET 492.000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 4.189	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 4.551
	
1600.000 97.63
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000
1L GAS FWH GAS INLET 852.000 .520
lE S ACK GAS EXHAUST 290.000







* * * * • * EFFICIENCIES * * a * *
PCWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1c00 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE	 PP..FURNACE TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 1E00.13	 L.M.SYSTEM .176
CCAL SIT GAS Ei3ONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .256
WORKING FLUID CS GAS FEEOWATEF HEATER YES	 STEAM CYCLE .433
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS 0.0 L.M.CIRCULATION RATIO 2.	 1	 GROSS PLANT .452
CGMPRES!)Ok PRESSURE RATIO 15 L.M.FEEDHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .441




	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
*+**	 STATE POINTS **** iGEJ6 LBM/HR	 DEG-F PSIA	 10E09.BTU/HR MME
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 34.080	 1400.000 15.200 242.640
2 L.M.GONDENSEk 1100.000 2.400	 6.686
3 L.H.FEEO PUMP 8786.000 GPM
	
1100.004 56.570 1.385
4 L.M.RECIRC PUMP 22707.000 GPM
	 1280.000 21.130 .500
co 5 L.M.BOILER INLET 1280.000 7.583
r
E STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 6.581	 1000.000 3515.000 1013.300
7 STEAM REHEAT 1000.000 600.000
6 ST.GONO.BACK PRESS. . 3.500IN.HG	 4.529
j.
9 F INAL FEEOWATER 492.000
10 CONO/SG HATER INLET 492.000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 10.473	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS T.URBINE INLET 11.379
	
1600.000 244.060
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000
14 GAS FWH GAS INLET 852.000 1.301
1^ STACK GAS EXHAUST 290.000•







' * * * ' * EFFICIENCIES • • + * +
POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1200 GAS TURBINE INLET
FURNACE
	
P{.FL0.9EO TEMPERATURE (EEG-F) 1E00.0	 L.M.SYSTEM .097
COAL 3IT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SUBSYSTEM .2=6
WCRKING FLUID K GAS FEEDWATER HEATER YES	 STEAM CYCLE .433
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVEAESS J.0 L.M.CIRCULATICN RATIO 2.:	 1	 GROSS PLANT .446
COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 15 L.M.FEEDHEATER NO	 MET PLANT .435
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 1	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.61
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
++++ STATE POINTS	 *** 1GE06 LBM/HR	 DEG-F PSIA	 SGE09 BTU/HR MWE
1 L.M.TURBINE INLET 6.863	 1400.000 15.200 175.270
2 Z.M.CONDENSEP, 1100.000 2.400	 5-E0
3 L.M.FEEO PUMP +920.000 GPM	 110D.000 29.850 .294
4 L.M.RECIRC PUMP 12657.000 GPM	 1280.00G 19.910 .141
oc	 F L.M.BOILER INLET 1280.000 '6.154
r
L	 6 STEAM TURBINE THROTTLE 5.369
	
1000.000 3515.000 826.660
7 STEAM REHEAT 1000.000 600.000
r
6	 T, COND.BACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 .',.694
+ S FINAL FEEDWATER 892.000
1G CONO/SG WATER INLET 92-000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 8.500	 59.900 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 9.263	 1600.080 198.180
7
I 13 GAS ECON•GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000
14 GAS FWH GAS INLET 852.000 1.GES
ig STACK GAS EXHAUST 290.000
.t
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CAz.E	 NO.	 50
* • * + • • EFFICIENCIES • • + • +
POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1200 GAS TUR3INE INLET
FURNACE	 PP. FUR NACE TEMPERATURE (DEG-F) 1600.0	 L.M.SYSTIEM .097
COAL BIT GAS ECONOMIZER NO	 PRESSURIZING SU 13SYSTEM .262
WORKING FLUID K GAS FEEJWATER HEATER YES	 STEAM CYCLE .433
RECUPERATOR EFFECTIVENESS 0.0 L.M.CIP,CULATICN RATIO 2.= 1	 GROSS PLANT .416
COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO 15 L.M.FEEOHEATER NO	 NET PLANT .406
AIR EQUIVALENCE RATIO 1.2 STAGES OF STEAM REHEAT 1	 NET POWER OUTPUT(MWE) 1169.62
TOTAL FLOW	 TEMPERATURE PRESSURE	 THERMAL LOAD	 POWER OUTPUT
*"^*	 STATE POINTS LOE36 LBM/MR	 DEG-F PSIA	 1AE09 BTU/HR MME
1 L.M.(URBINE INLET 6.767
	
1400.000 15.200 172.320
2 L.M.CONDENSE, 1100.000 2."00	 5.368
3 L.M.FEED PUMP +337.000	 GPM	 1100.000 26.930 .279
L L.M.RECIRC PUMP 12444.000 GPM	 1280.000 19.7:0 .133
co	 L.M•BOILER INLET 1280.000 6.0501
UE STEAM TURBINE TH;;OTTLE 5.331	 1000.000 3515.000 820.800
i STEAM REHEAT 1000.000 600.006
6 ST.CONO.3ACK PRESS. 3.500IN.HG	 3.668
S FINAL FEEDWATER 492.000
10 COND/SG WATER INLET 492.000
11 COMPRESSOR INLET 8.1:8	 59.000 14.690
12 GAS TURBINE INLET 8.91E	 1600.000 206.900
13 GAS ECON.GAS INLET, 0.000 0.000
IL GA_ FWH GAS INLET $65.000 1.101
1E STACK GAS EXHAUST 290.000








LIQUID-METAL RANKINE TOPPING CYCLE
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Table A 8.2.1
RANKINE METAL VAPOR 'TOPPINGS-TEAK-'CYCLE SUMMARY PLANT-R ULESTS _
PARAMETRIC POINT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3
THERMODYNAMIC EFF .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .00O .QCC .COO
--
POWER PLANT EFF .353 .358 .348 .348 .367 371 .364 .364
OVERALL -ENERGY EFF _-	 .359 ---.358 - .3k8 ?50 .381 '-	 .'$$ .304 .36.4.
CAP COST MILLION $ 776.1279 721.355 741.256 926.075 872.115 831.7C8 790.658 811.147
CAPITAL COST.$/KWE 684.626 527.370 649.436 SG9.23C 748.654 75?.3C7 697.187 715.261
COE CAPITAL 21.643 19.833 20.530 25.582 23.667 23.972 22.040 22.611
` ZOE -FUEL 6.081 8.095 8.328' 8.334 7.9C5 7.817 7:'973 7.973
COE OP & MAIN 1.863 .930 .SS8 1.964 .981 .998 1.847 1.847
COST OF ELECTRIC 31.585 28.858 22.823. 35.875 32.552 32.786 31.852 32.430
_EST TIME - OF . CONST_ ..	 6.500 . _ _ 6.500 6.560 5.500 ,6.500 6_._S0a_ _ 6.5130 . 5.500
PARAMETRIC POINT 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
-	 THERMODYNAMIC EFF .DOC .COO .000 .DOC .GDC
.
.OGO .00O .OGO
POWER PLANT EFF .351 .352 .359 .343 .434 .407 .397 .386
OVERALL ENERGY EFF .353 .354 .359 .35C .434 .4C9 .397 .388
CO5T_}1ILLION 3._.94.4.610_OAP 520- 955. L67.408 °-17..654 7.30.Q96 °s6Z4.36 76.2.699 900.675
CAPITAL COST.$/KWE 825'.290 835.250 676.977 801.866 639.964 757.021 67C.457 784.8 0^5
COE CAPITAL 26.089 26.499 ?1.401 25.349 20.231 23.931 21.195 24.812
COE FUEL 3.264 8.241 3.081 8.334 6.677 7.13C 7.383 7.5C9
COE OP & MAIN 1.953 1.949 1.363 1.963 1.647 1. 770 1.744 1.33C
----CO-5T-OF ELECTRIC 	 - ` - 36.306 - 36.699 - 31.345 35.646 28.584 32.831 3 0.242 34.151
EST TIME OF CONST 5.500 6.500 6.500 6.SOD 6.500 6.500 6.500 6.500
PARAMETRIC POINT 17 13 i9 20 21 22 23 24
THERMODYNAMIC EFF .OGC .CGO .COE .000 .000 .000 .GCO .COO
POWER PLANT EFF .31G .347 .194 .111 .381 .373_.360 .360
---'UVER-XLL -ENERGY EFF - -- :310' -	 .34 -r :194 -	 .111 .351 ''	 -.S73'- -- :360__ .360
CAP COST MILLION S 859.552 787.353 915.6641178.917 775.139 784.569 781.671 823.214
CAPITAL COSTs4/KWE 762.292 695.367 933.C571126.112 682.735 691.433 689.465 726.089
-
COE CAPITAL 24,098 21.982
-"
26.335 35.599 21.583 - 21.858	 21.736, - 22.953_ Q
m ^0E-FD^L 9.188" B 351 -3T.-533 -:26182 7..608 7:Tu6^ 8 Q54 6.054. -
COE OP 8 MAIN 2.034 1.904 2.316 4.644 1.793 1.219 1.859 1„853 t
N	 COST OF ELECTRIC
m
35.320 32.240 44.130 66.425 30.984 31.463
'S.500
31.713 32.871 lEST _TIME _OF - CONST _ _ 6.5,00 6.509_ _	 6.500 5.500_ 6.500 6.1100 9.F?
PARAMETRIC POINT _^ .- _25 _ ,26- 2.7 28 29 __ 30._^T.]^__32__
^Fff72t70^^TNAMG EFF .GOD .GOAL-^
_.
.Cii^ :^i70 .000 .CGO .COG .O GC
POWER PLANT EFF .365 .373 .367 .375 .383 .353 .359 .366 6''
OVERALL ENERGY EFF ,.365 .373 .367 .375 .383 .353 .359 .366
-CAP COST MILLI ON S



















COE FUEL 7.949 T.778 7.906 7.737 7.575 8.219 8.081 7.927COE OP_ $ MAIN	 _	 -_ 1.841_ 1.812 __1.833_ 1.805____ 2.778 1.:882._- le85a_ 1_._	 -83A,.
R;si	 F ^LEC7RIC 32.[`55 33.410 31.387 32.375 34.267 31.6 4 32.122 33.435 L'
EST TIME OF CONST 6.500 6.500 6.100 6.5G9 6.560 6.500 6.E0O 6.500;
Ci
PARAMETRIC POINT 33 34 35 36 37 33 39 40 ra
THERMODYNAMIC EFF .CDC .000 .00C .COO .COE .000* .000 .OGO `	 w
POWER PLANT EFF _.362 .368 .378 .360 .336 .366 .341 _.923.-
^7VL"fZALL--ENEF?CY'EFF_ .362__
 .341 .42 3CAP COST MILLION S 733.820 917.674 893.109 769.340 513.396 767.740 311.559 390.500
CAPITAL COST.$/KWE 691.168 720.565 785.939 675.854 725.225 673.957 722.?I2 E8S.501
^0	 CAPITAt- 7 .88fi
_21.84° 22.779_ -_24.342_ 21.365 _ 22.926 2i, -305_22. 8=-1
8:k5gi 21.673COE FUEL 8.014- 7:676 '8.CA7 8.62:1 :437 6.852
COE OP & Y.AIN 1.844 1.828 1.792 1-805 1.894 1.788 1.878 1.677
COST OF ELECTRIC 31.712 32.493 34.310 31.218 33.4P2 31.010 33.226 3C.20Z
_ S7_1I.HE-DF..._CONST.- - - 6.5Q0 _ . 6.. 531)0 _ .6.329 62500-_6.500 -- -.6.-500-. . 6-5-UD-- 5..757.
r
f:
Table A 8.2.1 Continued
-_
RA%KINE METALYAPDR TOP?ING -S7cAM CYCLE SUMHARY PLANT RESULTS
PARAMETRIC POINT	 41	 42	 43	 44	 45	 46	 47	 Na
T.H=RMODYNAMIC EFF
	










	 .429	 .429	 .42S
CAP COST MILLION S 533.661 965.793 443.079 654.363110'o.02S 823.205 421.3211044.248




21,x228,_-21.442- 24.414_ 24.C39 24.378 22.829 2 .3.368 _23.IG6^flEL__ _,__- - G.$Ta2 6 52 - 7:293 ?:'L ' -- 7:293 --x.756 - 6.75€- 6.756
COE OP & MAIN	 1.678	 1.678	 1.800	 1.800 1.800 1.661 1.661 	 1.661
COST OF ELECTRIC	 29.758 29.972 33.506 33.132 33.471 31.246 31.785 31.583EST TIME QE CQ.NST	 6,^8']- 6.759 5=757_.._. 181_-_6 7 9_-G. ASL_. 5.T51_ 6.753_
PARAMETRIC POINT	 49	 50 _	 5:.	 52	 53	 54	 55 _	 5.6
	
`-ThMOU"AMIC" EFF -- - -:DOC--- - DODO _-.L 	
.
	
Otf	 .CCU .000 .OHO ^ -.ODD	 .UCQ
POWER PLANT EFF	 .424	 .398	 .000	 .000	 .000	 .000	 .000	 .000
OVERALL ENERGY EFF	 .424	 .400	 .000	 .000	 .000	 .000	 000	 .D00CAP COST_Mj LION_ S 760.,293 892.804._ .00C_ __ -- .QUQ__ -.092._ - X440_ _ ^^40_.. __.000
	
-_ CArfTAL COS .47KGE 666.942 f69. g6G --.600
	




	 .000	 .000	 .000
	 .000	 .0013	 .0130
COE FUEL
	 F.847	 7.293	 .000	 .000	 .000	 .CO11	 .CGO	 .OGO




.COQ	 .0110	 Doc- --.DOD .-.000i CST OF" ELECTRIC
	
29.602 33.413 - -.000'	 .OTia_	 .m	 ."000
	 ."00-0	 .D00








^_-.. Y___:.R.ANKYNE NATAL VAPOR TCPPIN^-S'fc7CM CYCLE SUt1MARY PLAkT RESULTS
PARAMETRIC POINT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8
TOTAL CAPITAL COST	 Vk'S	 776.G8 721.36 741.96 929.07 872.11 881.71 790.66__-811.15
--P-` -LIfl'ME^POR OEN^RA70RT '- :„S - 53848 "53:504 ST.34a i7:6iJ^ i^-6co - 17.so0 5x.648 x2.208
___
L	 I,IQ MET TURET^NE	 sMi 24.CCC 24.000 24.000 24.000 24.000 24.000 24.00C 24.000
A	 STEAM TURa-G_N & FEED STG VMS 21.200 21.160 21.11C 21.200 21.200 21.200 21.23S 21.235
_ N	 MET YAP COND-STEAM GEN	 VMS	 9.34C	 8.960_ 8.86C	 9.340	 9.340	 9.340	 9.340	 9.340
MET CIRC 8 PROCESS
_
 SYS V„3 27:178__ 27.063 26.448 26=048 --26:048 '26.048' 27.183 27.183
GAS TURB PUY.PUP-REC-PIPING VMS 37.600 37.160 38.560 36.400 36+120 35 .800 36 .800 36.800
LIQ MET AUX ELEC EQUIP.	 VMS	 2.750. 2.750	 2.750	 2.750 2.750	 2.750	 2.750
	 2.750
-R TOT-fiAJ7772 COi?T oKfr:.17T-C6ST^_:t^s`- 783:756 ITA:39T IT' :CT2" i3T:33F" - M.-Un •136:732 F3G:95b 18S:T^ib
	E TOT MAJOR COMPONENT COSTVS/KWE 	 160.303 151.849 156.742 120.010 117.655 117.601 159.564 161.822
S BALANCE OF PLANT COST	 .SIKWE	 77.552 69.030 71.515 158.247 142.430 145.577 82.649 86.357
U SITE LABOR
	
rS/KWE __ 86.652 77.398 _80.392104.470 94.797 96.202--. 88.275__ 3â .731.IT_ L
	
_
- -Lo 6 REf-i, COST	 rS/KWE	 324.547 - 298.276 308.650 3 2:727 if54:882 359.379 330.488 #38.960
T NDIRECT COSTS	 VR/KWE	 44.193 39.473 41.000 53.280 48.346 49+063 45:020 46.298
PROF 8 OWNER COSTS	 sS/KWE	 25.964 23.862 24.692 30.618 28.391 28.750 26.439 27.117
8 CONTINGENCY COST 	 ___v$/KWE _	 30.832 _ 28.336  29.322,__36.359 33.734_ 34_.1'a- 31 336_ . _ 3Z_.ZQ1__
E3CALATIOH COST	 rS7k'W-	 137.13 107.354 121.230 138+474 128.208 125.760 119.301 122.394
	
E INT DURING CONSTRUCTION VS/KWE	 141.939 130.068 134.643 167.772 155.213 157.215 144.543 148.290
A TOTAL CAPITALIZATION 	 VS/KWE	 684.Sa6 627.370 642.436 9C9.230 748.654 75P.307 697.187 715.261
	K COST OF ELEC-CAPITALVMILLS/KWE 	 21.643 19.833 20.530 25..582 23.667 2?.972 22.040 22.611
--T3-COSTIIF`ECEC-= FUEL -- iMILCSZKVE - 8.082 - 8.095 --8.325 - " -_5.334 "7.905_ 7.817	 7.7973 -7.973"
	
0 COST OF ELEC-OP&MAINVMILLS/KWE 	 1.863	 .930	 .968	 1.964	 .981	 .998	 1.847 1.847
	W TOTAL COST OF ELEC rMILLS/KWE 	 31.586 28.858 29.823 35.879 32.552 32.786 31.859 32.430
N COgg O.S CAP.. FACTOR_ MILLS/KWE - 38.191 34.919 36.094 - _ . 43.665 39.764 40.089 38.582___39.32 _
II:B- CIC^: -FAZ?OA sMICLSTKk^E -27.45T+--2T^.063" 25:899 31.ZrOLs X8:0415- 2_F:227 27.652 X8.11
	
COE 1.2XCAP. COST rMILLS/KWE	 35.915 32.824 33.929 40.995 37.286 37.581 36.267 36.953
COE 1.2XFUEL COST	 VMILLS/KWE	 33.203 30.477 31.488 37.54E 34.134 34.350 33.454 34.025
	
COE (CONTINGENCY=D) rMILLS/KWE	 30.018 27.417 _ 28.332 34.030 30.338..-_ 31.050 . 30.262 30.793 _.
c	 7'oIIE- ESCACATION=O) 7gICCSlK17E" --2T:G5^"'24.706 23.T^ 27 -30;526 --27:600 27.770 27.247 27.639irrn^
 -PAitKlIETRTC'^FOZI^T_-^.^...__..-------•-.-g• --^_. . _ __1^...._.-1_2..^.-- •.^- • . , i4---- IS- •--- . _ I^. _ ^..
TOTAL CAPITAL COST	 VHS	 344.61 959.52 767.41 917.65 730.10 8199.67 762.69 900.68
P	 LIO MET VAPOR GENERATORS	 sMS 17.600 17.600 59.648 17.600 51.456 17.600. 
2
54784 17.600
TCIS'NE]URBINE------- iMS -3-4.00D -24 OOIT _24^OD0^4:QOD -3^.OQD '_Z4:000 4 _ORD 24:000
A. STEAM TURB-GEN 8 FEED STS VMS 21.210 . 21.210 21.200 21.200 26.180 26.000 26.405 26.285
MET VA; 	GEN	 •MS 9.340	 9.340	 9 .340	 9.340 8.86D	 9.34¢
	
8 . 860	 9.040
LIQ HE CIRC & PROCESS SYS VMS 26.153 26 15a 23.320_ 2Z.300 26.163 _25.14_3
'-
 26.433 _2 s .4C8_
G S -,.
	
U}^=SEC=TrrPr G- iW#	 .720.' 3b^13G --3T.660 -36.4-ff0-C OQ"` X2:800 39.900' 33.380
LIQ MET AUX ELEC EQUIP	 VMS	 2.750	 2.750	 2.750	 2.750	 2.750	 2.750	 2.750	 2.750
'.	 R TOT MAJOR COMPONENT COST	 VMS	 137.173 137.178 177.858 1 .33.590 171.809 137.633 183.132 144.463
E 101 KA j`9R` 7ffW TIENTZCOSTi37KAF- ^IZ9:-A^ti6 ITB.-543 156.899-i1b►73 tF S5II:S9^3" If9.^tl5 f60:98ff 125.892_ '-
S BALANCE OF PLANT COST	 VS/KWE 164.261 168.962 77.593 158.243 71.915 141.640 71.892 144.662
U SITE LABOR	 rS/KWE 106.315 107.821 86.204 104.041 80.903 96.935 84.926 100.862
L TOTAL DIRECT C OST _• _ ss/KW^E390.422_ 396.624 320.696379.0 18 303.417 X58±38Q 337.^Q7 _3]y,451 __
N	 C CO	 VS/KWE:^E14; 89 -47:96$ 33.061 41.261 49.37 43.312 51.440
PROF & OWNER COSTS	 rS/KWE	 31.2_34 31.730 25.656 30.321 24.273 28.670 25.425 29.713





-E-I SNT pURIW CDffSTRUCTIDN ^/KWE`-171:262 143.439 115.843 266:245_ f32.S 255:94 08 339: 63 162.725
ro A TOTAL CAPITALIZATION	 VS/KWE	 825.290 838.250 676.977 801.866 639.964 757.021 670.467 784.885
	
K COST OF ELEC-CAPITALVMILLS/KWE	 26.089 26.499 21.401 25.349 20.231 23.931 21.195 24.8121) COST OF E.1	 1. *2(ILLS/KYE__ 8.264 8.24,1 8.08 .__9. 3+x_ 6.6 L7 7_ 13A __ 7._31]3-- 7.SD9
	
OST-OF ELEC-UPSMAINVMILLS/KRE	 1.86	 1 963 1.647 1.770 1.744 1.830
	
W TOTAL COST OF ELEC VMILLS/KWE 	 36.306 36.689 31.345 35646  28.554 32.831 30.242 34.151
	N COE 0.5 CAP. FACTOR .MILLS/KWE	 44.245 44.750 37.876 43.362 34.735 4C.121 36.;712 41.70E
E
0O j CAP. FACTOR rMILLS^WS^ _ 31.34C 31.646__27.257_ 30.818 24.68 ,28.269,•.
 2x-193	 9. 29.24
G L 2XCAP. COST sMILLS/KWr x:524 1- 9 35.625 40.716 32.600 3T.617 34.481 39.113
	
COE 1.2XFUEL COST •MILLS/KWE	 37.959 38.338 32.961 37.313 29.890 34.257 31.702 35.653
	COE (CONTINGENCY=O! VMILLS/KWE 	 34.420 34.773 29.795 33.815 27.088 31.099 28.706 32.350





iTable A 6.2.2 Continued
RANKING K[TAL VAPOR TOPPING-STEAK CYCLE SUHMARY -FLANT er_ U TS
PARAMETRIC POINT	 17	 28	 -19	 20	 21	 22	 23	 24
TOTAL CAPITAL, COST _ 	 •MS_ 859.55 787.35 _915.66_ . I Jj3078.92 775. 11L _  78 11.57_.-. 7.5-1 *El 8Z3 Z1_
-P `LIB -WET VA-POR & Nc^ATOR^ -rho ^2 32 `64:066` b3:4S8	 6- 60.544 82.336 61.184 72.192
L	 L G MET TURBINE	 VMS 24 .00C 24.000 24.OGD 12.COD 24.000 24.CGO 24.600 74.CC0
A	 5 EAM TURB-GEN a FEED STG VMS 21:190 21.190 20.890 20.405 21.310 21.260 21.2CO 211.20
N	 MET VAP CONC-STEAM GEN_	 VMS_._ 5.34C_ 9.341_ 7.320 -- 4.160 _1C.CCIO	 °.620- 9.340	 9.340
-T-- L__Q ME CIRC & PROCESS SYS_;NS ^7:(168 '27.068 2'6.-OZ3 25:0'8$ 27.606 27 .1148 27.448 29.348
GAS TURB PUMPUP -REC-PIPING VMS 36260 34 .8GQ 68 .8CC 110 .400 34.240 35.666 37.600 37.200
LIG MET AUX ELEC EQUIP	 CMS 2.750• 2.750 2.750 	 2.750 2.750 2.750 2.750 2.750
TOT f?7LJ61T-CaAPONENT 'EOST rT;$"-ZQZ^Ti"Q-183:248' ^i3:271- 26C:ff19 380:1132'"253:014 183:522-196:630
E TOT MAJOR COMPONENT CO5TVS/KWE 179.835 161.751 194.031 249.137 158.940 161.288 161.874 172.962
S BALANCE OF PLANT COST	 VS/KWE	 60.444 78.213 96.833 132.697 77.462 77.778 77.520 77.507
U SITE LABOR
	
rS/KWE	 99.692 89.172 104.468 -149.134 86.995 88.346 87.392 93.221_
___U - TAL - DIRECT-COST	 -' V37KNE ` 359.972 ' 329:136 -3'35:332 530 ._968. 323-.398 327.413 326.786 343.630
T INDIRECT COSTS	 VS/KWE	 50.843 45. 1178 53.279 76.058 44.368 45.057 44.570 47.543
PROF & OWNER COSTS	 VS/KWE	 28.798 26.331 31.627 42.477 25.872 26.293 26.143 27.490
B CONTINGENC7_ , _
 COST 	 rS /KWE 	 34.197 _ 31.268 	 50.442,_ 30.72-3-- 31.1.04 31.P Q15 •. 32.645.
-R-ESCALAf16N'CO3T	 rS^KL	 136.442 118.930 142.551 192.698 116.826 118.316 117.980 124.247
	E INT DURING CONSTRUCTION VS/KWE 	 158.041 144 . 166 172.712 233 . 469 141 . 547 143 .350 142.942 150.535
A TOTAL CAPITALIZATION	 VS/KYE 762.292 695.367 833.0571126.112 682.735 691.433 589.465 726.089
	
K COST OF ELEC-CAPITALVMILLSI KWE 	 24.099 21 . 982 26.335 35 . 599 21.583 21 . 858 . 21 .796 2 .95
--U -COST OF -E	 IL
	
CEC-FUEL sK S/KAE	 9.188 8.354' 14.939 26.282 7:609- T.786 t-059 8.059
	0 OST OF ELEC-OP&MAINrMILLS/KWE	 2 . 034 1.904	 2 . 916	 4 .644 1 .793 1 .819 1.859 1.859
	
W TOTAL COST OF ELEC ►MILLS/KWE	 35 .320 32 .240 44.190 66 .425 30 .984 31 .463 31 .713 32.871
	
N COE 0.5 CAP. FACTOR .MILLS/KWE	 42. 660 .38 . 946 52 .201 77.216 37.570 . 38.132 38 . 363 -39.8.68.
DOE -0:8-CAPS FACTOR :NILLS/KAE" - 30.727 - 26:644 -3°:I77^ 59.675 -20.863 27.256 27.352 28.492
COE I.ZXCAP. COST	 ► MILLS/KWE	 40.139 36.5337 49.457 73.545 35.301 35.83S 36.073 37.462
COE 1.2XFUEL COST	 ►MILLS/KWE	 37.157 33,911 47.177 71.661 32.506 33.020 33.325 34.483
COE (CONTINGENCY =O) •MILLS/KWE_ 33 . 580 30.650 42.280 _63 . 859 29.422 . 29.881 30.135 31.211
i
	
""--COE `LESCALATION=O } -` .MILCS/KWTE 	 30F.277	 27.541 38.679 58 76 -' 26.468 26.889 27.153 28.068
r
rn	 ,
POINT ' ... . _ . _.. - 	 ._ _2.5. -= -2E	 -'2T ._.^-^8	 - - 2a - -- F.Q	 31 -	 32
TOTAL CAPITAL COST	 VMS	 799.08 855.86 777.11 820.63 895.42 772.85 795.45 851.52
P LIG MET VAPOR GENERATORS VMS 60.C32 70.656 58.624 59.35 69.376 60.058-
 61.184 71.421
=r6 HET TURBINE- -	 'vKf_ _24-.000'24:000 24.00D -24.01Y 24:000 24.000 24.000 24.01)0
A STEAM TURB-GEN & FEED STG VMS 26.400 31.500 21.230 31.550 41.860 21.600 26 	
0
.7C0 31.08
N MET VAP COND-STEAM GEN
	
VMS 10.460 10.180 11.020 11.860 12.420 7.940 8.220 8.22
_7 _Q METIRC, & PROCESS SrS^)(SS 27,}38_ .29.1532 7.068 _2T.z^8 _22 ..048 _ _ZTag_8 -_27.368 ..29.268._G8S-TUR^PUYPUP-R-EC-PIPING CR 36 . 406 36.120 36 . 4CO 36 . 120 35 . 600 38 .000 37.600 36.800
LIG MET AUX ELEC EQUIP	 VMS	 2.750	 2.750	 2.750 2.750	 2.750 2.75C 2.750	 Z.75C
R TOT MAJOR COMPONENT COST 	 VMS	 187.480204.359 181.092 . 192.920 215.C5M 181.536 197.822.204.362
--r-TOT HMok 'COMPONENT Z`OSTVS7KVE - 165.252_ 179:915 159.579 i63.$Dl 3$9..066 160.299 165.685 18C.1118
	
S BALANCE OF PLANT COST rS/KWE	 80.359 81.709 77.968 82.742 85.661 76.832 78.984 80.258
U SITE LABOR	 VS/KWE	 88.544 95.306 86.955 90.329 94.178 86.378 88.225 95.266L TQTAL 6IRECT COST
	
•f/.K1lE 	 $R„154 357.129_.314503 112.822 -47 *81.^23..5Q9_332.89.4-355.E32__
T INDIRECT COSTS 	 rs/KEE	 45.158 448.708 44.347 46.068 50.581 44.053 44.995 48.585
PROF & OWNER COSTS	 VS/KYE	 26.732 28.570 25.960 27.430 29.908 25.881 26.631 28.45;
B CONTINGENCY COST	 VS/KWE	 31.745 33.927 30.82 88 ^^32.573 354.51557 130.733 31.625 33.78,
-E INTADURINppGII' CONSTRUCTION wMWE 
120.525
1-. - 256.215 141.97314° 76^ 1 390 191.585 145.578 1555.587
K COSTLOFAECEC^CAPITALVMILLS/KY 722.266 723.8 619 21.648 722.633 724.913 622.57 73 22.182 723.724
3 D _06	
O F E
57 OF. ELEC-FUEL_ _- sMILL5^KWE _ 7..949,,_ -,7.778
	
Z._90G___ _7.73^._].5Z5_ _. 8.219_. _8.681.... 7.927_0 COSt	 LEC-OP&MAZBrMILLS KWE	 1.841
	 1.812 1.633 1.805 1.778 1.882 1.859 1.834
	
W TOTAL COST OF ELEC rMILLS/KWE 	 32.055 33.410 31.387 32.375 34.267 31.674 32.122 33.485
	
N COE 0.5 CAP. FACTOR ►MILLS/KWE	 38.846 40.667 37.993 32.336 41.852 38.258 33.888 110.713
_ CCplE Q.8 ,CAP. FACTUK..•MZLLS/KWE... 27.806 29.363 27.25: _28.013..29.5.21 27.555 .27.889 23.962
- `C OE '1.;itAP. COST	 VdI:L5/KWE	 36.508 38.174
	
^i.717 36.942 39.249 35.969 36.559 38.229
COE 1.2XFUEL COST	 rMILLSj?('ji-	 332645 3:.965 32.963 33.923 35.782 33.318 33.738 35.070
	
COE (CONTINGENCY=C) rMILLS/KWE 	 30.441 31.684 29.819 30.719 -32.460 30.111 3C.514 31.766








Table A 8.2.2 Continued
RANKINE META). VAPOR TOPPING-ST EAM CYCLE SUVMARY PLANT RESULTS
PARAMETRIC POINT	 33	 34	 35	 36	 37	 38	 39	 40
TOTAL CAPITAL COST	 Ems	 783.32 817.67 893.17 769.34 813.4e 767.74 811.56 390.50LI
6--KE-T _V`A1156 RF 0 =NRArD R-S	 30 .336L	 LTG MET TURBINE
	
VHS 24.COG 24.06q 24.000 24:13CO 211.Prq 2';.000 7 ?^.000 12.013D
A	 STEAM TURB-GEN a FEED STG VMS 21.60q 31.920 42.256 22.2CO 24.350 22.535 Z3: 970 12.805N	 MET VAP COND-STEAM GEN	 VMS 11.020 10.740 IC.74C	 8.76C	 9.160	 9.340	 9.620	 5.242
__T T-n -MET CIRC 9-- PROCESS -SYS - 00 27:083 - 27.263 29.049- 27.TT7-9 _27 -. _558­ 27.Cr,8 2'1;45S_ i'7.r-211GAS TUR B
 PUMPUP-REC-PIPING VMS 37:200 36.800 36.000 37.60C 38.800 36.Poc 38.400 15.20p
LIG MET AUX ELEC EQUIP	 VMS	 2.750 2.750	 2.750	 2.750 2.750	 2.750	 2.7510	 1:37
_R_T6_T_ K_A_J6R__60P_V0KTNT_'b6ST___ 	 133.-531	 _f6_r.3T7
	E TOT MAJOR COMPONENT COSTvS/KWE	 IG2.582 170.547 133.879 160.549 168.393 ',,58.993 166-910 166:057
S BALANCE OF PLANT COST	 9S/KWE	 76.966 81.147 84.3S9 74.258 87.558 7E.183 88.245 84.968U SITLABOR	 9S/KWE	 87.312 90.287 99.314 85.570 89.03-,_ 85.311
T.0 -rL-
 DIRECT COST___	 rtNWS_ 327.4-61 341.481 3-72.-592	 319;486 7143.894 3814.566INDIRECT COSTS	 vS/KWE	 44 . 835 46.046 50.650 43.64 1 45. 409 43 .508 45.257 47.706PROF 9 OWNER COSTS	 v$/KWE	 26.197 27.358 29.807 25.E30 27.599 25.559 27.512 27.565
L CONTjNrzEt.LP)C_ CD57________vSjKWE_ _'3_j"_Q2
R ESCALATION COST	 vS1KWE	 118.271 123.301 134.471 115.651 124.099 115.326 123.703 1C7.987
	
E INT DURING CONSTRUCTION vS/KWE	 143.295 149.390 I62.922 149.120 150.356 139.727 149.876 127.602
A TOTAL CAPITALIZATION
	
vS/KWE	 691.168 7ZC.565 785.839 675.854 725.225 673.957 722.912 685.601K COST OF ELEC-CAPITALeMILLS/KWE21.849 22.773 24.842 21.3r.5 22.226 21.3Q5 22053_22^673
	
ELEC-FUEL ;MY_ae1kwt7 --	 7 .980Gligs 6.852
	0 COST OF ELEC-OP&MAINvMILLS/KWE	 1 . 848 1 : 828	 1 .792	 1.805 1 : 894	 1 : 788	 1 . 878 1.677
	
W TOTAL COST OF ELEC PMILLSIKWE	 31.712 32.493 34.310 31.218 33.442 31.010 33.226 30.202
N COE D.5 CAP _ E.ACTU _wHILLS/ E^^K)L__38.319_ 39.438 _41* 83A__,	 3	 -.3.6x816_
	COE 0.8 CAP. FACTOR vMILLS/KWE
	
27.541 
	 29.577 27.137 29.056 26.941 28.867 26.064COE 1.2XCAP. COST	 YMILLS/KWE	 36.082 37.048 39.273 35.491 39.027 35.271 37.737 34.537COE I.ZXFUEL COST	 wMILLS/KWE	 33.315 34.070 35.845 32.227 35.166 32.594 34.925 31.573
	
E (CONTINGENCY= q) PMTLLS/ WE	 30.130 . 3Oo840-. 3JI S^09 2.9.670	 1.775 j %_4J7 .31-.565 .2-8.74S.-




TOTAL CAPITAL COST	 P"	 573.GG 365.79 443.C8 954.36 1106.02 823.20 421.32 1044.25P	 LIQ MET VAPOR GENERATORS 	 VMS 45 .504 75.840	 8.8CC 13.2CO 22.000 6r, E21 30. 10 -75.776
	
12.6D7__0.0U0 "TO -C-9 0- -16.00 0   -  	 NOO 20.000A STEAM TURK-GEN & FEED STO :MS 19.228 31.973 12.730 19.115 31.785 25.530 11. 905
 
31.898M MET VAP COND-STEAM BEN
	
VMS 7.863 13.105 5 .186	 7.773 12. 965 10 . 644	 5 .322 13.305T (.I9 MET CIRC	 PROCESS SYS *ft$--?2.QBZ 31.009_• 11.21Z 21.312GAS TORY-	 _ REC-*P1_Pr_NG_.Hi_ Z2.80038._bdU 14.32q 22.200 37.000 30.000 15.000 37.500LIQ MET AUX ELEC EQUIP	 VMS	 2.CG3	 3 .437	 1.375
	 2.663	 3. 61 64	 2.750	 1.375	 3.437
R TOT MAJOR COMPONENT COST	 VMS	 137.540 223.363 72.122 ._ 103.669_166.938 , .00 5. 57 8
__1.07.819 - 2"54..732     E TOT- 178.797S BALANCE OF PLANT COST
	 • S/KWE
	 76.856 71.542 155 :378 148 . 142 142 .712 71 .702 84.581 71.080
U
ETE LABOR	 9S/KWE	 88.333 85 .729 105. 837 lqU.544 97.876 90 .601 98 .700 90.460
L DTAL.DjRECTCO5;T
T INDIRECT COSTS	 YS/KWE	 45.CSD 43.722 53.977 51.278 49.917 46.207 5C.337 46.135PROF 8 OWNER COSTS	 wS/KWE	 26.095 25.132 31-034 29.533 28.559 27-415 29.736 27.227B CONTINGENCY COST	 vS/KWE	 29.947 30.657 33.972 33.892 34.837 32.555 32.617 33.213S A AT N COST	 lj'jmQ85. 4_0_.jZ_5,_
	 115.430 12-8.659
-'cof	 -udTTdN _,S/KWE - _ T33.149 3.45.5-Iff 143.735 150. 80 1GS.474 149.720 137.579 257.246NTf if Nr	 KTR	 3.^3A TOTAL CAPITALIZATION
	 VS/KWE	 671.515 678o235 772.283 760.438 771.160 722.160 739.208 732.816
	
K COST OF ELEC-CAPITALPMTLLS/KWE	 21 .228 21.442 24 .414 24o039 24.378 22 .829 23 .368 23.I66
	
^ ­D-COST PE ELE FPKL --:@K-ILLq-/JSWE	 6.852	 6.852 _7.293 7.293 7,293;	 8-156	 r. .0-5-E_ - 6.756-0 COST OF ELEC-OP& HAYN .MILLS/KWt7--l.-.678 1.678 1.80C 1.800 1.806 1. 6 61 1.651	 661
	
W TOTAL COST OF ELEC •MILLS/KWE	 29.758 29.972 33.SU6 33:132 33:471 31 : '2;45 31:785	 1 3 :583
	
h COE 0.5 CAP. FACTOR PMILLS/KWE
	




• MILLS/KWE	 31 : 128 31 . 342 34.964 34.591 34.929 32 .598 33,.136 32.934
COE RN
	
ZRP46LEKCY=O) PKILLS/KWE	 28 .270 28 . 383 31 .870 31 .448 31 .965 29 .591 30 .214 29.861
C E.SE C9LA72OH=_42 __tHILLSLKJiE__ 28.q1 I 2%L317






Table A 8.2.2 Continued


















































PARAMETRIC POINT	 49	 so
TOTAL CAPITAL COST_ .
	VMS__- 760.29 882.86
P -LIO MET TtAPOR^ENERATORS rM3 50.E 2 "1 50 0
L	 LIO MET TURBINE
	 WMS 24.660 24.0Co
A	 STEAM TUR3-GEA & FEED STG VMS 25.590 25.430
_ N MET VAP COND-STEAM GEN 	 VMS_ 10.484	 9.172
T-" LIG MET- CIRC -9- PROCESS -SYS' .M#_26.543- -25.318
GAS TURB PUMPUP-REC-PIPING .MS 30.400 31.200
LIG NET AUX ELEC EQUIP	 VMS 2.750 2.750
-RIOT MIIJaR COMP-ONEKT -_COST -`.M#-'-SfiC:F3° 235.726
E TOT MAJOR COMPONENT COST*$/KWE
	 158.372 118.279
S BALANCE OF PLANT COST	 rS/KNE	 71.707 146.216
U SITE LABOR
	 rS/KWE	 85.573 93.359
"-"-L'TOTALITIR-ECT - COST	 •S/RYE - 315:E58 363.855
T INDIRECT COSTS	 rS/KWE	 43.646 50.673
PROF & OWNER COSTS	 vS/KWE	 25.253 29.1088 CONT-INGENCY COST,. 	 __.VS/KWE
	 29.938_-34.566
R ESCALATION COST	 rs/KWE 114.12E 131.651
E INT DURING CONSTRUCTION rS/KWE
	 138.273 159.506
A TOTAL CAPITALIZATIION
	 rS/KWE	 666.942 769.360
K COST OF ELEC-CAPIT .AL.KILLS/KWE	 21.084 24.321
-D-COST - OF"ELEC FUEL	 •MILLS/KWrZ	 6.847 7.293 -
0 COST OF ELEC-OP&MAINeMILLS/KWE
	 1.572 1.800
Y TOTAL COST OF ELEC rMjLLS/KWE
	 29.602 33.413
N C O 0.5 CAP. FACTOR _VMI1LL,S.OKWE 	 36.039 40.821
.COE DB_CAP. FACTOR .}TILLS/KW_t
	 25.°74 28.778
COE 1.2XCAP. COST
	 •MILLS/KWE	 33.819 38.278
COE 1.2XFUEL COST
	 rMILLS/KWE	 30.971 34.872
._ COE
	 2r03(CONTINGENCY=	 VMILLS/KWE 	 8.077 31.655i ,	 "COE (ESCALATION=13) •MILLS/KWE
	 25.291 2$.324
52	 53

















































































RKNKINE METAL VAPOR TOPFIN6= -STEAM fftCE UAtUk^-RE ^FFEt RE^UTR NENtS	 _
PARAMETRIC POINT	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 3COAL+ LB/Kt-i4R	 .88127 1:06477 1:471'49 .903733 1:00215 1.27605 .-6945 ' . 86996
SORBANT OR SEEDrLB /KW-HR .46628 .12096 . 13558 .47822 .11384 .12171 .46003 .46003
TOTAL WATER• GAL/KW-HR
	
.767	 .664	 .653	 .813	 .722	 .721	 .772	 .772
CO QkING WATER	 67.	 581-._._..565.-. '6[ij^---s5°^^z94._..^E_l8__ Jt6.28.
G-FSSIER PROCESS H2d- .00 0 .^OD00 .00ff .05206 .05111 .04793 .000GO .00000
CONDENSATE MAKE UP r .00610 .00580 .DC564 .00660 .0O59C .00593 .00617 .QC617
WASTE HANDLING SLURRY 	 0965	 0250	 0281	 0990	 0236	 0252	 CS52	 0952





 .Goonc .00000 ":000OLr
 :Uncut -:tOOOO.00000
TOTAL LAND ACRES/1COMWE 114.59 67.39	 69.51 113.94 65.32	 67.10 113.54 113.54
MAIN PLANT	 16.50	 16.26	 16.37	 17.30 17.00 17.03 16.49	 16.49k	 Usp-OSAI t No._,__.	 7598-_28.03_ 29_74
LAND FOR ACCESS RR	 20.35	 20.56 19.10	 29.65	 20.29	 20.33	 22. 84 	 20.84
-F7LR7[NETRIC' POINT	 --g .. --- 10 .. - 11 - 	 Z 	 -- 15 -	 -16"
COALr LB/KW-HR	 .89632 .89382 .88127 .90383 .72812 .773Z5 .79645 .81435
	
SORBANT OR SEEDrLS/KW-HR .47424 .47292 .46628 .47821 .38525 .40912
	 42140 .43087
TOTAL WATER . r SAL/(C^t-H^ 	 _•7 iBZS _ _ - s 767  _ .s	 _ .!!j-14
	^9^^6-3 _ __-799
COOLING WATER	 .667	 .607	 .621	 .601	 .624	 .617	 .622	 .608
GASIFIER PROCESS H2O 	 .05153 .05148 .OGOGG .05206 .00000 .04454 .00000 .o4E91
CONDENSATE^L^MNAKKE	
Y
UP r .00606 .00606 .00610 .00600 .00676 .00	 006
0
668 .COG47 .y377
SCRUS1XRRNYASTE WATER .55378 .-5530' -'[7965 05423 .043-99 " .-04633`
 .84779 .0#886.'0'8188
NOX SUPPRESSION 	 .00000 .00000 .00000 .cCccc .CDOGc .Cocoa .00000 .00000
TOTAL LAND ACRES /1DOMWE 113.30 113.09 114 . 59 113 . 94 100 .93 102 .81 1107.03 106.31MAIN p ^ANT	 7 30_ 17.30  16.50_ _17.30 __x,6. 3-^_ Z -4 16 •.fi .,_ 7.25
DI^P0SAL LANb	 -	 T^.TS X14 77.24 75. 98 63 .82 65.00 69 . 81 68.46
LAND FOR ACCESS RR 	 20.65	 20.65	 20.85	 20.65	 20.72	 20.57 20.78	 20.60
CO PARAMETRIC POINT	 17	 18	 19	 20	 21	 22	 23	 24
NOAL• LL8/KW-HR	 1.00197 .91305 1.62910 2.85522 .82968 ,.84912 	 67884 .87881
° 5ORBANT OR SEEDrLB/KW-HR .53014 . 48204.86195 1.5_107 0 .438_9°__.449 7 -*M_199 _.4649
F -TEL iTATE 'T2s- 871/1(13-FIR	 :781	 .T6	 .777;	 95	 .799	 .782	 .765	 .763COOLING WATER
	
.605	 .599	 .495.308	 .652	 .632	 .61C	 .608
GASIFIER PROCESS H2D	 .00000 . 00000 .cacao . 00000 . 00000 .00000 .cocoa .00000
CONDENSATE MAKE UP r .006C4 .00598 .00494 .00307 .00651 .CC931 .ODSD8 .00607
WASTE RWDLYTtt S"RRY	 930----.17963 --:0963
SCRUBBER WASTE WATER
	 . 06012 .05466 .09775 .17131 .04978 .05095 .05273 .65273
NOX
	 00000SUPPRESS I ON	 00000 00000 cocoa 00000 cocoa 00000 00000
TOTAL LAND ACRE/1QCMYE 125.37 117.24 -
 176.34 278.54 111.61 113.34 114.37^4.3T-
^AAZN-PANT- 	1^.5$- 86'.32 1T. 10'1- 37:85 - ii;.4 r 16.48 06.448 16.99
DISPOSAL LAND	 87.82	 79.85 142.79 25C.26	 72.72 74.42 77.03	 77.03
LAND FOR ACCESS RR	 20.96	 20.87	 16.54	 10.42	 22.42	 22.43	 20.85
	 20.85
PARAMETRIC POINT	 25	 26	 27	 23	 29	 30	 31	 32
COAL& LS/KW-HR	 .86686 -.84825 _.86216 .84375 _.8-260$ 
-
Bg ^ - _x,8$125 _-,86.850NURBANT OR SEED vLB/KW4ff .438'05- 4^Fd93 : 13617 .44 45 - .4370_ 47422 ."G -	 .45741
TOTAL WATERr GAL/KW-HR	 .743	 .714
	
.735	 .705	 .677	 .750	 .765	 .741
COOLING WATER	 .590	 .564	 .532
	
.556	 .530	 .632	 .610	 .589
GASIFIER PROCESS H2O 	 .00000 .00000 .CCOCO .00000_ . .000GO .CQ000 .00000 .oegcp
^b^O FISATE`ITAKE - UP" . :1306f 1f :00919 .UD61S' .00E13 .000f8 -.0060 :50609 .00612
WASTE HANDLING SLURRY6949 	 0929
	 X944	 0924	 0905	 0982	 0965	 6947
SCRUBBER OASTE WATER
	
.05201 .05089 .05173 .05062 .04957 .05378 C5287 .05187i- < - NON SUPPRE
.`iSION 	 _ 000010	 _00000 _-,00000 ,QkQQ-Q -._60000 .QOQl^Q__a0_Q LI_,.._.00^C.QQ..
TO t7A H15^CRES/1^oNY1= '113.30 11D.D2 112.8 109.62 166.43 117.55 114.59 113.08
MAIN PLANT	 16.48	 16.46	 16.48	 16.46
	
16.44	 16.51	 16.5C	 16.48
DISPOSAL LAND	 75.38 74.35 75.57
	 73.95	 72.41 78.56 77.24 	 75.77
LAND FOR ACCE6$_f __.--- .2 Q 83 -12 2Zj 21: .8319- 7ZO__.1-7,5-e 27	 2Q.-B3E.
t
., ..-.	 ,....._,,,... .. . 
Table A 8.2.3 Continued
' RANKINE N.E7AL VAPOR TOPPSN3-STEAH CYCLE NATURAL RESOURCE REOUIRENENTS ^
PARAMETRIC POINT73	 34	 35	 36	 37	 38	 4^
	
MA  C87KA=14R _. -_._.._. -.87VGD	 3709 .87760 -_:94018 .96333.	 54t :7^T19






.754	 749	 .696	 .155	 .165	 152	 .163	 .795
CHLIK6 iLtEt.F 	6 '	 ^9	 54.x__ .DUO __- ..EQC=-D^lJ ^QOC-__-- X662-.
Gpp ^^IFF^IE^ PRO S^ ASS" :0^0 -0009 :000DO .00000 .000ce .Bocce .Bocce .Ocoee
CWASTE NHANCLING'SLURRY .0957.0942C91 	 0^.
	 .00594
6 46 15 	 .0818
	
7.961	 .11!30
SCRUBBER WASTE, WATER	 05244,_ . .P51GC .GSO23 - _.05266 _ 
•.
..Q56:41 05180--. .a Q.5559 _ .04483 
-"NOX S[T PRESSZON
	
Nuhho .00091`1 .cODOQ .00000 cocoa .00000 .Bunco Banco -.0
TOTAL LAN D ACRES/10UMWE 113.94 1 2.68 109.02 93.35 178.51 92.09 175.60 112.72
MAIN PLANT	 16.49	 15.4E	 16.45	 15.43	 16.67 16.42	 16.66	 24.88
D^SPQ^Al_LAOliF	 75.z6S^	 8 -7-3.0.. 3s 92 __ ._$ 2._41
3	 LAND FOR A Cc. S RR	 20.84	 0.83	 19.20	 .OD	 79.43	 .00	 77.74	 22.35
44 -- - 45----- __w6 - -
.79C98 .79C95 .73677
.41851 .41849 .33982




















00 ..^ngg . .0.13060-
	
.00000	 0.0000  .000013
.cocoa .00000 .Ocoee
	
..0000	 0000.	 t LID a
.00000 .00000 .00000
.00000 .00000 .00000
.on - :Oo -" :uo
	.00 	 .Cc	 no
	
.cc	 .00	 .00




SORBANT OR SEED• B/KW-HR .33538 .39536 .41847
-TOTAL
 WATER s GAL/	 .796. _ 	 	 .796	 .839
- COOLING STATER
_K_
	 .g62 _` 552
GASIFIER PROCESS 1420 	 .00000 .000DC .C4555
CONDENSATE MAKE UP • .00697 .00697 .00687
WASTE HANDLING SLURRY	 G818	 0818	 0866
- SCRUBBER -WASTE WATER	 .04489 .D4483 	 ".0474-5
NOX SUPPRESSION 	 .00000 .CDDOC .000CG
TOTAL LAND ACRES/10OMWE	 108.42 102.84 114.83
MAIN PLANT19,51 14.36 26.15
DISPOSAL LARD	 - _ . __.6.5..SU - 65.4'3 _ - 66.4U








SO BANT OR SEED+LB/KW-HR _,395C5 _.41847 .COD00-_
'TOTAL -WrtR. BALPfi Rk	 .737- X35	 .-960
COOLING WATER	 603652	 000
GASIFIER PROCESS HZC	 .00000 .04556 	 .0000
COIHDEHSATE
BE
	_MAKE UP s .00696 .00687 .00000




SCRUB 	 WAS TEppppWATER	 .04480 .04745 .00000
TOTALXLANDPACR_ES/I00MWE .00000  1_05.93 '00.00
`rA1N -PL71Nrt 	 ._ 	 ____f6.N6 17:275	 - :oo
DISPOSAL LAND	 65.44	 66.49	 .cc
LAND FOR ACCESS RR	 20.73	 22.18	 .00
33RKPT	 PRINTS















































-	 Table A 8.3.1
RANKIN- t:=TAL VAPOR TOPPING-STEAM CYCLE ACCOUNT LISTING
PARAMETRIC . POINT H^. - 1-
ACCOUNT NO.	 & NA,4Fv UNIT AMOUNT MAT S/UNIT INS $/UNIT MAT COSTS INS COSTrS
SITE DEVELOPMENT
1. 1 LAND COST ACRE 187.G IOCG.QG .CC 187CCC.CC .GC
.- _l- .2_.CLEARINQ LAND ACRE 62.3 .QQ. cc C. 00 _.	 -.9C.. 37336.25
1. 3 GRADING LAND ACRE 187.0 .re 3000.00 .CO 561000.00
1. 4 ACCESS RAILROAD MILE 5.0 115000.00 11000C.00 375000.00 550000.00
1. 5 LOOP RAILROAD TRACK MILE 2.5 120000.00 7000C.CC 300000.00 175000.00
1 - 5 SSDZNG__l_R-TRACK MILE--_-.-_.._._ .0 .	 .325000..00____.80000..00_ -.-DO _.	 .00.
1. 7 OTHER SITE COSTS ACRE
V
.00 .CC 396406.86 396406.86
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT	 I= .854 ACCOUNT TOTALS 1458406.86 1719803.11
EXCAVATION & .PILING
2. 1 COMMON EXCAVATION Y03 75150.0 .00 3.00 .00 225450.00
2. 2 PILING FT 200400.0 6.50 3.50 1302600.00 17031100.00
_. PE_RC_ENZSCZAL_DIREC1CIl:I_IN_ACCQURT___2_ =... -878-ACCDUNS-DTAL:S__3-302 G nn-n0. .1328850.00.
P ANT IS``ANN3 CONCR=77EPLANT. COD:CRETT
-I YL3. _,_25a5Q.^7 _-Z-O-_QQ. _,. _8Q.^_4.. -55- 2004000-an
3.  2 SPECIAL STRUCTURES YD30 00 .OG .00 .00
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT	 3 = 1.021 ACCOUNT TOTALS 1753500.00 2004000.00
^ HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM.  -
F	 4. 1 COOLING TONERS EACH	 13.G .CO .00 1995500.CD 99450C.OG
v	 4. 2 CIRCULATING H2O SYS EACH	 1.1, .00 .PO 1139243.23 1527541.13q 
.3 SURFACE COtiDEh,SER










IN	 4 = 4882305.31 2790937.34
STRUCTURAt FVATU.us.
_
S. I STAT. STRUCTUR
-
AL ST. TON	 273CG.G GSC.CC 175.CC 17745000.CG 47775CV.CC
5. 2 SILOS 8 3UNKErRS TPH	 .0 1800.00 75G.00 .00 .00
S. 3 CHIMNEY FT	 .0 .00 .CO .GC .00 lS. 4 STRUCTURAL FEATURES EACH	 1.0-- 5000 00 __ .]5Ci006.^6 J! ArCDUNY ,£lO Z2 OQCs00 __ .15600000Q ___PEAC	 T TOTAL-DIRECT COST YN AGCOIINT	 ^ - TOTAL.E 18470000.00 4943500.00
nTHAS
S. 1 STATION BUILDINGS FT3	 7500600.0 .19 .16 1200000.00 1200000.00
6. 2 pDMINSTRATICN FT2	 X000.6 16.00 14.QC 32COCO.CG 280000.00
'^	 +} S. 3 WAREHOUSE & SHOP
PERCEN T .l0TAL_DlRrCT CQS.I
FT2	 20000.0





FUEL HANDLING 8 STORAGE7. 1 C PAL-
 HANQ111i6
	 Y5	 TPH_ _ -_4°2.a ^0_
	
.00 10117_825.,12_4313571.81
7. 2 DOLOMITE HAND. SYS TPH	 264.3 .00 .PD 3469001.50 1567851.777 7. 3 FUEL OIL HAND. SYS CAL
	
2000OCO-0 .00 .00 290836.U1 227825.41
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT	 7 5.433 ACCOUNT TOTAL.t 13£77662.62 6109249.94tr4
^t
v FUEL PROCESSING
. 1COAL DRYER 8 CRUSHER TPH	 .0 .00 .00
t: ARS_Qftl	 R'-
._--_ . ._ .-
111i.	 - _
-- _00 .110 _- __ .ItR- _	 .1mb_ B. 3 GASIFIERS TPH	 0 .CC .OG .00 .0C





Table A 8,3.1 Continued
RANKINE METAL VAPOR TOPPING-STEAM CYCLE ACCOUNT LISTING
PARAMETRIC PGTNT Nn_ I
L	 ACCOUNT NO. 8 NAME ► 	UNIT	 ANOURT NAT S/UNIT INS VUHIT `.'MAT COST+S ' INS COSTrt
FIRING SYSTEM
9. 1	 .0	 .00	 .CO	 .CO	 .00
PFRCFNT TnTAi DTRE[_I-COST IN ACCOlJNT 9 = . nnn ACCOUNT TOTALS	 -nn
,'VAPOR BENERATOR (FIRED]
r -. 20. 1 PRESSURIZE_ BOILER	 El4_	 _.0_	 aT0OQ	 .OQ	 _-
10. 2 FLUID BED POILER	 EA	 4.0 14912000.00 83B7999.94 59648000.00 33551999.75
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 10 =25.333 ACCOUNT TOTALsS 59648000.00 33551999.75
ENERGY CON ERTER
	 ^y
S	 A	 T	 00 ZS	 SII 97 000 L10 25 D11. 1	 TEAM TURBI7ic	 ENER 10R 1.04.0
19 Ofl000.	 1	 5014.
7200000 .00	 157600D .00
1	 UO2880D000.00 1	
5 14.5D
6304000.001^1^. Z	 TURBINE GENERATOR^SAS3	
Q	 QTA1 TURB-GEM-4	 „} 8.0	 399QDOD_oq 270000.00 n ?24D00000- n1599.9°s9ZIL -§LIQUID METAL DRUM 4.0 650000.00 95000 . 00. 2600000.00 380000.00
11. 5 LIQUID MET RECIRC PUMP 4.0 215000.00 17200.00 860000.00 68800.00
11. 6 LIQ MET HOT LEG PIPING 2000.0 2336.00 780.00 4660000.CD 1560000.0011. 7 LIQ MET COLD LEG	 IPE 1300 . 0 -__ -_ 104.DC __ 4Q3^100 . 00T 135204,.an .
-=1r 1. ^ -MET tdgDENSATE PUMP 4.0 45QD00^- 36000.00 18000011.0D 144000.00
It. 9 LI9 MET INVENTBRY 1.0 675000.00 13500.00 675000.170 13500.00
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN • ACCOUNT 11 =25.963 ACCOUNT TOTAL•E 83498000..00 12020514.37
COUPLING HEAT EXCHANGER
0.	 12. 1 L M COND-STEAM GEN
	
EA 4 . 0 161DOOD . 110 690000 . 06 6440000 . 00 276D000.00
-
12. 2HO_	 T WELL TANK	 F A 	 _4.0 725000 .00 _^,1000C LCD 2900000 .6Q_
_ 44CACaQ_Q__
m	 PERCENT TOTAL AiRECT"COST III ACCOUNT 12 = 3.#09 ACCOUNT TDTAL9$ 9340000. OQ 3200000.00
HEAT R€COVE9Y "PAT EXC{i_ ----
13. 1'GAS-AIR RECUPERATOR 	 EA .0 .00 .CC .O0 .00
13. 2 ECONOMIZER
	
EA .0 .00 .00 .00 .00












COS T IN f_	 7CCC0 (JNT Qr00
r?'1t1t7ER =` TREAT[SENT
S4. 1 DEMIN R LTC tR - 
--FPM-333.3 50 70C.00 288239.99 -	 80707.20
14. 2 CONDENSATE POLISHING KWE 720600 .0 1.25 .30 900749 .98 216180.00
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 14 = .404 ACCOUNT TOTALS 1188989 . 97 296887.20
ST	 UtSFORMER25NE1 ` ND TURBN Rj 580733.3 -	 00 00 1594347.28 31886.95
^ 15. 2 NET NAP TUR9 TRAN,SF4Rl7ER
.
003655. 6	 . m.00' . 49n7165. 12 •	 6'17_74
15. 3 GDS TURB TRANSFORMER 356277 . E 00 .CO 2545736 .C6 .00

























Table A 8.3.1 Continued
RANKINE METAL VAPOR TQPPINC-STEAK CYCLE ACCOUNT LISTING
PARAM-TRIC_ POI NT NO. 1
ACCOUNT NO. 5 NAME# 	 UNIT	 AMOUNT MAT $/UNIT INS V UNIT MAT COST.$ INS C3STrf
AUXILIARY MECH fGUIPMENT
15. 1 30ILER FE_-D PUMP CDR.KW__	 o3437C.0	 1.67
OTHER PUMPS-	 _KWE	 Ga4000.0 _	 .88
16. 3 MI C SERVICE SYS	 KWE 1140000.0	 1.17
16. 4 AUXILIARY BOILER
	 PPH	 .0	 4.0C
16. 5 LIG MET RECEIVING-PROC	 1.0 .6200000.00
_1fi ._6 1IG.._)1EI SIRRACE TANK:_ EA _ - __ A-a . 1300000.00
16. 7 LIG MET IMPURITY MONITOR
	
1.O	 DOOQOC.00
16. 8 COVER GAS SYSTEEM
	
EA	 .0 1760 00 cc
16. 9 LIG MET DUMP TANK
	
ZA	 ^.0	 570000.00
_,__PER9Il_NT_TCTA1 _ DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 16 = 0..479 . ACCDI
PIPE 8 FITTINGS
_^Zc.] _OQtjyEt{TLpNAj .PIESNQ._ TON.._ _..1.3.70:Il. _. 3DQR^QO._.-.^.89EL..Os1__911QDDJ2.D0 24.66QDQ.00_
17. 2 HOT CAS PIPING 	 EA	 4.0 22000OO.CO 	 .CC BBOQC0Q.00	 .0C
17. 3 STEAM PIPING & FITTINGS	 .c	 .00	 .PC	 .00	 .00
	
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 17	 4.172 ACCOUNT TOTALrS 12S1000C.CC 2466000.00
AUXILIARY ELEC EQUIPMENT
18. 1 MISC MOTERSrETC	 1140006.0	 1.40	 .17 1596000.00	 193800.00
--IB-7 ';VTICHREAR P--MC.C-.PAIL,KME-.-IlgDDjDIL.G
. __l.°^__. _ __- X45-.22230110.00 ___5130110_00.
	co 13. 3 CONOUITYCASLESrTRAYS FT 4930000.0
	 1.32	 1.39 5507599.94 6704739.94
N 18. 4 ISOLATED PHASE BUS	 FT	 17CC.0	 S10.00	 45C.120	 8E7000.CD	 765000.00
18. 5 LIGHTING & COMHUN	 KWE 1140000.0
	 .35	 .43	 j°99000.co	 49C20C.00
18. 6^ H..LEAK_ DETECT--= SYS_.EA ..	 2.f1	 25CCOD.DC..__T11DE00.IIG....250011[1.O.0	 260000..00.
r 18. 7 LM TRACE HEATING SYSTEM	 1.0 2500000.00 20D00OO.00 2500000.00 2000000.00
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 1 8




EACH 1.0 b60000.00	 1SC00.00 66000O.Qc 15000.00
12. 2 CTHER CONTROLS 	 EACH 1.0 125C0LO.00
	 774OCC.00 125CODO.CG 7740LO.00
P.ERC,E.N T-DIAL.-DIRECT_COST.IN-ACLs1UNT-,_13=_-. 73."f.CDUNT._L1TALs$--.._13lr PnQ-U(L. 7890UP-DO
PROCESS	 SYSTEMSp(^SSWASTE
20.-y-yy^TTOM ASH_- -•.^, --`.--. _T.P.tL._-_-- --a0___ r-OIl	 _.DIL -	 _Q
20. 2 DRY ASH	 TPH 48.0 2727931.06	 631907.77 2727631.06 G81907.7720. 3 WET SLURRY	 TPH 264.3 6708132.31
	 167703= .1'8 67C8132.31 1677033.0820. 4 ONSITE DISPOSAL
	 ACRE 875.6 5126.87	 7965.19 4489103.44 6886791.06PERCENT TOT1L_D;IRfCT_SCST_y 0.CCOUNT_ZQ - = 5.298 ACCOUNT
	 ^A^s^I ^$RO:Z 5_ 5-7.31..flJ.9	 -	 -. 1






p --^ --° 
.0	 87 422 25-52Q3Z4Ss59	 _102	 KSIE










.00PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 21 = .00L ACCOUNT TOTALPS .GG .00






Table A 8.3.2 ^-^
RANKIN- MSTAL VAPOR TOPPING-STZAK CYCLE COST OF =LESTRICITY.MILLS/KW.HR
_PARAIIETF31C P01NT_. NQ. 1 - ..... - -• -- --_.	 _..__ _	 ._ _ .- _
,ACCQ,U^IT __^ r_ _•°A1Er__.-
__..__. _
	
.. __ . __LA@Q$sATEe. ^ ^iR_._ ___..__. __ _.
PI-RCENT 6.GO B. SG 10.60 15.00 2_1.50
TOTAL DIRECT COSTS.s .0 3252736CB. 348440476. 3679CC648. 4[8674340. 468508204.
INDIRECT COST.s 111.0 28355245. 401713b2. `•0026040. 7[89['22. 101609892.
& QNNER.COSTSr3 _-PP,OF C..G .ZGE210E3. 2737523$. .24432G.52.__3Z693°47. 37512656.
CONTINGENCY COST.3 9.5 30900392. 33101845. 34950561. 38824062. 44546279.
SUB TOTAL S .0 41CS527T 6. 4495389[8. 482379296. 551082960. 652577024.
ESCALATION COSTS 6.5 11302681S. 123773630. 132800455. 151715348. 179657072.
TNTRESZ_DURING CQNSS.s _...1L...O. 1.16.°41122.. 159961922.._Z6II899S62.1fi3$Z549Q.._2276o91fiC.
-- TOTAL CAPITALIZATION S .0 660520723. 723124352. 776072408. 8^6613792.104990.',256.
COST OF ELEC-CAPITAL Is.G 12.41°_S7 2C.17138 21.64255 24.72504 29.27876
COST OF ELEC-FUEL .0 3.031CG 3.08106 3.08306 3.031OG 8.08106
S_D
	 DF_	 EC-OP	 VAIN_ a.D 1,862.°12. 1.EiGz32. 1.862.82 .-	 1.8E_82 1.86282
TOTAL COST OF ELEC
_
.0 29.36336 30.11527 31.58645 74.66893 39.22259
ArrnuNL_...__ 
	
_._  RATE-_ --- 	 -	 .	 - CONIT OF CYz PERCENT.,_.__ -	 --_	 _
PERCENT -5.CG OC 9.50 5.GC 2C.GG
TOTAL DIRECT COSTS.S .0 317900643. 3673OGG48. 7 67900643. 367360643. 37900648.
INDIRECT COSTSS 51.0 SC996C40. 50096040. SCO56040. 5CO9604C. •CUS6040.
PROF 8 OWNER COSTSss 9.0 29432CS2._ 29432052. 23432052. - _22432052. 29432052._
CO!lT2NGtMCY COSTS ZC,O -18395[32. G. 349505GI. 18395032. 73580129.
SUB TOTALvS .0 429033764. 447423736. 482379296. 465823768. 521008864.
ESCALATION COSTS 6.5 118114'099. 123178926. 13280C955. 128243152. 143435830.









13.0 19.24`114 20.07446 21.64256
749443928.
20.89973 23.37573
°o 	-COST OF ELEC-FUEL .0 8.C8iG6 8.08106 8.[81[6 8.09106 8.E8106
_,_C ^O(^yST_OF f^"Q-OF &_ MAIN _ -•0
:0







33.31961C) 	 T4?/AL Ca^	 OF ELEC 29.19303
ACCOUNT,_---.__ a.RATE-x _.. __	 __	 _ - ES.CALATI3.K...RAIEjt_ PER .CENT-.-
PERCENT	 S.00 6.SC 8.00 1C.DG 00
TOTAL DIRECT COSTS.S .0 3679OP643. 36790CG49. 3673GC648. 367900648. 3r790064C.
INDIRECT COSTS 51.0 ,	 SGO36042. 5009604C. 50096040 50096040. S0036G40.
E-P,OF 9 OWNER.COSTS.s _ C,P,._'Zou nFz. _	 °432D^2. 23 532052. 9432052. 29432C52.-
CONTINGENCY COSTS 9.5 34950561. 34950561. 34950561. 34950561. 34950561.
SUB TOTAL*$ .0 482379296. 4323792.6. 482379296. 432379296. 4°_2379246.
ESCALATION COSTS C 39685747. 132300955. 167499892. 216332698. 0.
INTRES_T-DURING,CONSIe&__- 10.0 ._I536Z4105.. 16089-9-IU- 16B45655Z. 178986..752.._,L31308481.
TOTAL CAPITALIZATION.s .0 735G89144. 776073468. 81833573.. 877693744. 613637776.
18.0 20.51CZ0 21.64"56 22.82197 24.47643 17.11394COST OF ELFC-CAPITAL
COST OF EL C-FU--L .0 8.08106 8.08106 8.08106 8.U810G 8.08106
1lSI_DE..ELEC-OP 8 MAIN X 1.862a2- 1.86182 ..	 _8 ' GzA_> _ _	 1.86282 -	 1.86282
^TOTAL COST OF ELEC .0 30.46609 31.58'45 32.76485 34.42031 27.05787 
RATE.--- -	 _	 - -TNT _DURING_C.ONSI-PPZPrFNL
PERCENT 6.CG 5.00 IO.CO 12.SC 15.GC
TOTAL DIRECT COSTS.S .0 36790084 . 3. 367900648. 367900648. 367900043. 3£7900643.





.0 48237 1!290'. 482379296. 482379`196. 482379296. 482379296•
ESCALATION COSTSS 6.5 132806955. 132806955. 132800955. 132800955. 132600955.
_Itl•LREST_QU RING _GONSTts_..,15,.0_ 927'5947.12519.9246.. 1oIl899162._2062T1 _56. 2538766.6.4._
NTOTAL CAPITALIZATIOS .G 7C73024G. 741229468. 776079408. 821451504. 8E9C56912.
COST OF ELEC-CAPITAL 18.0 11,.74144 20.67349 21.64256 22.9C786 24.23543
COST OF ELSC-FUEL .0 B.CSIGG S.C81OG 8.08106 8.08106 8.08106
__M
O^c^T_ F FF^^,iC-OP $_MAIN .0_ 1,3623^ 1.86282 1.8n2B2_. 1+86282 1.86232





Table A 8.3.2 Continued
RANKINE ?!FTAL VAPOR TOPPING-STEAM CYCLE COST OF ELZCTRIC?TY.MILLS /KW.HR
PARAMETRIC POINT NQ.	 ]._
ACC UN PAT	 .. __	 FIKEJ2__CNAR-P RATE PCS^_-- ---_ - -- -Pt.'a.L NT 3d.L^C 14.40 18.0c 21.66 25.00
TOTAL DIRECT , COSTS.S .0 ZG79OC648. 3679OC648. 3E79CC648. 3675UGG48. 367SE0648.
INDIRECT COST#$ 31.0 50036040. 51CS604C. 50096040. 50096040. 50096640.
PR F	 CGSTSPS_B-_O_kNER S.0 - 7_3432052._ 2943Z01.2.. 234.:2052. Z2432C52. '8432052.34950561.CONTINGENCY COSTS 9..5 3435051. 34950561. 34950561. 34950561.
SUB TOTALS .0 4823792°6. 482379256. 482379296. 462379296. 402379296.
ESCALATION COSY.$ 6.5 132800955. 132800955. 132800955. 132800955. 132800955.
^gTa^^-DU.BZN6_ CIllISZeS _-_. 10.0 _.^bD3316Z 168833162._1608.3°162► 1fi0899 7 ^7 _ t rnas9162. -
TOTAL CAPITALIZATIONvS .0 r760794C3. 775079468. 776079408. 776073408. 776073403.
COST OF ELEC-CAPITAL 25.0 12.02'65 17.31405 21.64256 25.97108 3C.65912
COST OF ELEC-FUEL .0 S.C81GG 8.02106 . 8.03106 3.08106 8.08105
_ SST OF..ELEC°OP B. RAIN_
















GC 85	 1.50	 ^ 5C
-	 --	 ..-	 -
1.02
TOTAL DIRECT COSTS.$ .0 307900648. 3679OG648. 3679COG48. 367900648. 3679CO648.
INDIRECT COST S 51.0 5CC96C4C. 50096040. 5009604C. 500E°.6040. 5CCS6040.CO 31,S2
 . ___PSOF .&._OWNER 8. C .23412052.. _ 29432652. _293 i2052_ ....24932C52- ._ 29432052..
CONTINGENCY COSTv$ 9.5 34950561. 34950561. 34950561. 34950561. 34950561.
SUS TOTALv$ .0 482379296. 452379296. 482379296. 482379296. 482379296.
ESCALATION COSTS 6.5 1328009ES. 132800955. 132800955. 132800955. 132800955.
TNTRE URING_CDNSS1t_.__-S -10.11 _ _1 0.893162. _161139-U62- lLUA39162._3688 g91S2._1Ea8991E2. -..
TOTAL CAPITALIZATIONsS .0 77607°4C8. 77607S4E8. 776079408. 776073408. 776079408.
COST OF ELEC-CAPITAL 12-,0 21.64256 21.64256 21.64255 21.64256 21.54256
COST OF ELEC-FUEL .0 4.7557 8.08106 14.26C7C1.86282 23.76783_.._1.86282
9.697281.8.6232
„_COSL_F_...ELEG-OP 31_rAIN .,0._. ___ _].86212 1.8.6282_... 47.27322 ._. 33.20266°t' TOTAL COST OF ELEC .0 28.25895 31.58645 37.75609
r
_RAIEs. -	 _1;APACTTY FACTOR.,_ PERLENI-.._ ..-
- PERCENT 12.00 45.00 50.00 65.00 86.00
TOTAL DIRECT COSTS+$ .0 367900648. 3679CO648. 367900648. 3679OC648. 3679OC648.
INDIRECT COST S 51.0 50096040. 5OC96040. 50096046. 50096040. SOG96O40.
P ME " 94jNER .C_RS j irs 8.G	 . - _25_432052..34950561. 25!L3ZG`z2..__34950561. 34950561.'g 43ZO52.._,'O432Q52.34950561. .23432652.34950561.CONTINGENCY OGSTrS
SUS TOTALS
9.5
.0 482379296. 482379296. 482379296. 482379296. 482379296.
ESCALATION CGST ► S 6.5 132800955. 132300955. 132800955. 132300955. 132800955.
INTRES T_
 
0LlRIN0._CDNSTIS_ __ U-0 160899162.._16IIB99162.. 1fi.48391fiZ..-16Il89Q26?_ 160.893i6Z_ .
TOTAL CAPITALIZATION.$ .0 776079403. 7760794C8. 776079408. 776079409. 7760794CS.
COST OF ELEC-CAPITAL 18.0 117.23C'-.5 31.26143 28.13533 21.64256 17..58158
COST OF ELEC-FUEL .0 8.02106 8.0310'6 8.081099 8.083136 8.08105
COST QF_.ELEG.-S2P &--MAIN .__	 _.0 ___3a1782. . _ °..Gi:A38_----- -1.97S1G _1_,q r? Z__. _3_7B821






RANKINE M r-TAL VAPOR TOPPING-STEAM CYCLE.
ACCOUNT NO	 AUX PO4ERvXWF PERC PLANT POW	 3PERATION C3ST MAINTENANCE COST8-._°37_5f_, ...---..13..^4fi54 __	 _ 55^3411C--_ _	 . _ .17 - 11 11_ ..___	 _..	 . _-.	 -----•
7 7.23061 10.97667 1413.91312 .001300
8 11.97123 18.02377	 .00000 .COCOA
14 00000 .00000	 12.47066 .00000
323fiiL- 15_.r431L-.---..-.^,PJ1L'^1t^_ ^.ODDCO---.--.-- •----------.-
20 27.93519 41.90991 3.75305 .00000
TOTALS 66.41913 S.8S923 1490.57990 13.13911
RANKINE METAL VAPOR TOPPIN£-STEAM CYCLE BASE CASE INPUT
_ fi11Zl1AL. P.9gFTP r..M E _	 .	 --	 --__ . _._... 12DC. b-cou . ._..NE.T- P06EBr	 M{tE . __._. __ _ ..-. -- _113_3.5809..M HEAT R	 E• B U/KG-HR 8980.9207 NET HEAT RATEr 8TU/KV -HR	 9507.1334
ST TURK HEAT RATE CHANGE 1.0170
CONDENSER
-
NUMBER OF TUBES/SHELL 7035.572E TUBE LENGTH* FT 613.5067
Ur 8TU/HR-FT2-F GO8.S535 TERMINAL TEMP DIFFr F 5.0000
HEAT REJECTION
DFSI(,P IES;Er F_. _ ..	 _.. 77.0000 _	 -APPROACH;?	 F. _ _ __ _15.6713- ..	 _.	 .
RANGE* F 23.0000 OFF DESIGN TEMPT F 51.4000
OFF DESIGN PRESr IN HG A 4.1186 LP TURBINE BLADE LENT IN 25.00DC
6.500
G 720.600 7 3.5CP C 33960000CC.000	 13 10 1.Ccc
it 1.000 12 393.500 I:, 1.000	 14 .000 15 .000
16 2.000 17 187.6C0 18 3.000	 19 :.DEC 20 2.500
___2i_
_.- _... 	 .. COO 27	 _-.. _25050.000 - -'3 - .	 .000.	 ?4 273DC.CQG_ 25 .,100
27 200Q0.Oc0 28 2000O.COC	 2S C.00026DOCO1 30223661 750000010000E
3
.0 0
1700.000 1.000	 34 1.00'0 4Q
22.600n00
725000.SOS35 4930000.7 33 [
^91___165999.a404.. 42_._ .___£6QQQr.QO0_ _4.3..-.. __159	 0..0.00,_44__ _ .- 125ODCO30D0._45__ _..7.74DIl0.ADD
46 .00C 47 .000 43 3.000	 49 2.000 FC .ADD
51 .0011 52 5.35C
1 .000 4.000 .000	 4 .000	 5 233C000C.00O5 _____ - ^D.QQ
_ ^_	 _._:.. ..	 1._0.00 _	 3y .... 9..00.0.	 _9 2.000. 10- 4 .000
11 4.000 12 290C.000 13 1300.00 q 	 14 4.004 15 1.000
16- 197C000O.COO 17 .COG 18 7200000.000	 13 .000 20 3000000.ODO













v	 31 .COO 32 E75000.G00 3.'. .600	 34 4.000 35 4.000
3S 2300000.000 31 .DOC 73 725060.000
	
39 110000.000 40 .Coo
41 .000 42 .CAD 4S I.00C	 44 .000 45 .COO49 _ 000 47 .090 . 43 .000	 4. 9	 .-_ .DOD ^ 0051 .3200 5z 1400000.G0z- 53 .Doc	 54 .013E 5
56 .000 57 .000 58 1.000
	
59 4.000 SG 1.000
61 I.QCO 62 4.000 E3 62000CGD 000	 64 2000000.000 55 1300000.000
_ sSi._ 15QQU QDE1_. _61	 - _. _ _89_090S3a[i9Q_ _5$ 170_0100, DOO ..7J1	 .--	 - .400004.440
71 570000.COG 72 36000.CGC 73 4.DQQ	 74 22GCGCO.000 75 .000
7, 1.000 77 1.00C 78 2500GC.000
	 79 200000.000 3C 2500000.004
81 2C000C0.GQO 82 .Ccc e3 .OQC	 84 .000 35 .DEC
8 5_ °SC'C-__- -	 __07_ _ .CDC __. 33 eOcc . 83	 _._ .010_	 --.. __ TC 1.000.
.croc 92 .000 93 .COD
	 S4 .DOG 95 .000
16 .000 97 .000 98 .DOE	 98 .DOD 100 .000
___8." -TabI e ,C
RANKINE METAL VAPOR TOPPING-STEAM CYCLE ACCOUNT LISTING
PARAMETRIC .POINT tt0e._4
ACCOUNT NO. & NAMEw UNIT AMOUNT HAT szUNIT INS S/UNIT MAT COST,$ INS COST,$
SITE DEVELOPMENT
1. 1 LAN D COST ACRE 198.0 icoo.ao Do 19811 00.co .0c
1. 2 CLEARING LAUD , ACRE. 66.11 DO rail .00 Do- 33596.04
1___f__GRADING LAND ACRE 198.0 .00 3060.00 594000.00
1. 4 ACCESS RAILROAD MILE 5.0 115000.00 110000.00 575000.00 55080.001. 5 LOOP RAILROAD TRACK MILE 3.0 12010-06.00 7COOC.DC, 3600011.00 210006.00
I.	 R,_TRArK - MaLE-_ _.B I2500â-0c. - anqoo..an ---	 ___ ___ou ...	 -	 .	 Ofl ..
1. 7 OTHER SITE COSTS ACRE .0 .00
.767 ACC
Cc 416889.52 416889.52
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 1 TOTAL9S 15 9;9889.52 1810485.55
EX60ATf-CA 9- PILING2. 1 COMMON EXCAVATION 	 YD3	 71556.0	 .00	 3.00	 .00	 214550.00
Z. 2 PILING	 FT	 190800.0	 6.50	 8.50 1240200.00 1621800.00




CON_CRUF 03 Z3 '!i 0. 09 i3oBaric.,00
3. Z S^Ejl^k STRUCTURES
DIRECT	 OST YD3	 O=IN ACCOUNT IMUNTB17	 0 sTOTAL;" 1669500:N 1908000100PERCEN	 0	 L
HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM
4. 1 COOLING TOWERS	 EACH 13.0 .00 .00 is95500.c0 394500.0C
4. 2 CIRCULATING H2O SYS EACH 1.0 .00 CO 1131192.05 1516785.56
4. 3_§J^FACE CONPE^NSZR,	 -, FU_ F,___3813, j.a 171aOS"LZ - 2669.56.12.
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST 1N ACCOUNT	 4 1.7 1#5 ac1C015­KT­fOiA_L_ sS 4864750.CG 2778241.69
5. 1	 TAT. STRUCTURA-E - sf. td`k----­t1:Yffff-.-c7- 47_7_7_5_0_C_- ._G0
S. 2 SILOS & BUNKERS TPH .0 1800.00 750.DD .130 .00S. 3 CHIMNEY FT .0 .00 CC .00 .00
5. 4
 STRUCTURAL. FUTURES ,-ACH	 0
_	 -
7Z7Q0_0 *M	 EDQQ pp
ACCOONfUT
_125WO-DOL . _1560D_Q.JD.D
7	 i5E-Ra4T -TbT_AL DfRrffr COST fW_Att:OfJNr 5 - 5 -.346 UT ALtS 18470000.00 49435130.00
gC
G. 2 ADMINSTRATION FTZ 20000.0 16.00 14.00 320000.00 28000C.04b. 3 VAREHOUSE a SHOP FTZ 2000000 12.00 8.00 240000.00 160000.00
-&L-. Q	 _T_ CZER	 1=107	 ICZEC	 O ACq.0-UNT-_^ .775- - 0	 0.164 _a "ci0
'F^EL HANDLING & STOR"
I Ak
7	 Z D OLOMITE HAND- SYS Wa 773.6 co .CO 3579441.31 1610568.86
7. 3 FUEL OIL HAND. SYS SAL 2600000.0 .00 .00 290836.C1 227826.41
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT	 7 4.656 ACCOUNT T3TALPS 14129647.12 6203230.06
FUEL PROCESSING
-1 EGAL DRYER & CRUSHER TPH .0 .00 vo .003_ 2	 &RBVM ZFRS TPH
5. 3 GASIFIERS TPH 517. 2 . 00 .CO S0190844.00 50732349.50





Tabl^__Z 8. 3.:4 '­ _Continued
RANKINE METAL VAPOR TOPPING-STEAM CYCLE	 ACCOUNT LISTING
ACCOUNT NO. a NAME• 	 UNIT AMOUNT MAT s/UNIT	 INS $/UNIT MAT COST.$ INS COST S
FIRING SYSTEM.
13.	 1 .0 .00 .00 .00 .00
ENT _T_QTAL__V_TRECT _C*ST Ili _ACCOMNT_ -- !9. =	 A CC OU_NT__T.DlALil DO
VAPOR GENERATOR (FIRED)
0__l_ERE_5_S_URIZE BOILER-.- -s.0 3LOCOCIL.-fic-
10. 2 FLUID BED BOILER	 EA .0 .00 .00 .00 .00
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 10 = 4.840 ACCOUNT TOTALrS 176C0000.00 3600000.00
ENERGY _6(_)9V5RTtR_11. 1 STEAM TURBINE GENERATOR 1.0 19700DOU.06	 1257514.48 19700000.D0 =57514.48'
11. Z GAS TURBIME GENERATOR 4.0 7100000.06	 1576000. 00 28480000 .00 E304000.00
_u^3 - L I Q U I D_n E i -A L - T m R 6 __ 0 KA $_^, _ 3 OD_Q _C_Q V, W	 .2 7p oUa.RO MBUD-a. a0_ ZISM3.9711. 4 LIGUID METAL DRUM 4.0 625000.00 90000.00 2500000.CO 36000cl.00
11. 5 LIGUID MET R ECIRC PUMP 4.0 215000.00 17200.00 860000.00 68800.00
11. 6 LTO MET HOT LEG PIPING 2000.0 1820.00 630.00 3640000.00 1260000.00
11. 7 LIG MET COLD LEG PIPE 1300.0 310.00 _104.0c, 40:M09-00 1352-Q0.00
-QF	 E-t- comD-EN§A TE _FfUMpfI	 -m ---	 ff.-a -, 4s000l0-E.00 36000.00 1808000.08 144000.00
11. 9 LIG MET INVENTORY 1.0 665000.00 13300.00 665000.00 13300.00
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 1 1-1 =21.387 ACCOUNT TOTALvs 81968000.00 12.702814.37
CCUPLING HEAT EXCHANGER





A`C^PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT CO-ST IN H31^0(im-TIT110,
-4-40000 00
T LvS 9340000.00 320DUCO 0 0
41
A.EAl_RFC n VFRY._HEAT_ EXCH.,_.-
13. 1 GAS-AIR RECUPERATOR	 EA .0 .01 C .CO .60 .00
13.	 ECONOMIZER	 EA .0 .00 .00 .00 .00
13. 3 GAS FEED WATER HEATER EA .0 .00 CC Oc .00
13--q	 HEATER STRING -1,0 1500000.0.0 - A50001.0 l5allaou-00 95000.00._F^ZDWATER
PERCEN'	
TO 
TAL- bIREbT_COS'T IN ACCOUNT 13 .153 ACCOUNT TOTALri isoccoo.ou 45000.00
ttATFR TREATMENT-
14.	 DEMINcRALIZER	 GPM 1107.4 2000.00 56C.CO 2214824.53 620150.87
14. 2 CONDENSATE POLISHING KWE 715300.0 1.25 30 894125-00 214590.00
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 14 .900 ACCOUNT TOTALS 3108949.53 834740.87
g!ER JqNDfTIONf NGI	 I	 M	 URB	 RANSFORMER 874255.5 .00 .00 1586509.19 31730.18
1 _2_AE.T__YAP__T_URB -T.P-ANSFORMER----22745.5.5-., _ - _=_ 4vn%,;ni _,j? - ___	 .93%-60
15. 3 GAS TURB TRANSFORMER 364555.5 OC .60 2556236.19 .00




Table A--Y-3. 4  Continued
RANKINE METAL VAPOR TOPPING-STEAM CYCLE ACCOUNT LISTING
---	 -	
-	 -	
PARAMETRIC POINT N4..- .4
ACCOUNT NO. € NAME!
	
UNIT	 AMOUNT MAT S/UNIT INS 5/UNIT HAT COSTsS INS COSTS
AUXILIARY MECH EQUIPMENT
15. I BOILER FEED PUMP &DR.KWE 	 573535.0	 1.67	 .10 1134923.44	 67353..50
2 - -OTH R. PUMPS	 KWE. 6840CG.0	 _.12_.._60.1920.011 	 82080.00i^^	 E	 y88. _ _
1
1




qRVICE SEEYS	 KWE 1x40000.0	 1.17	 .73 1333800.00	 332199.99
lb. 5 LIQ HETRECQIVING-PROCPH	1.0 6200000.00 200000C.00 6200000.00 2_000000.00
y6- 6 I In MET-STORAGE 	 -EA_ - - .-4.0.._ 13IIIlOIl0.DA 15_on nn- tL._5Zg000CD-GO . _.6000DO.M
Z6. 8 COV E
	
ERGASMSYSTEH MONITOR 	 1.0 1700000.00 4C0000.00 170L^^CO.DQ 4000,0.00
16. 9 LIQ MET DUMP TANK 	 EEA	 4.0	 570000.00	 860DC.00 2230C.00.00.	 344000.00
.^.PERCENT LOTAL..DIRECT _COST IN ACCOUNT .lE_-=. 5.440_ ACC3.UtT-TQTA1..9i_-192S'D54 -.25 457E233.44
PIPE 8 F TTINGS
.CO	 TSIItlAL_.EIPIN_G T.ON- --....1E24LL.LL..._ __34DDa0D_--- __18UD-On 45200DM.GO_ 2772UDO-a0 -
17. 2 HOT GAS PIPING	 EA	 4.0 2000ODO.00	 .CG 8000000.00	 .00
17. 3 STEAM PIPING & FITTINGS0 00 .00 .DD .00
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 17 = 3.514 ACCOUNT TOTALaS 12620000.00 2772000.00
AUXILIARY ELEC EQUIPMENT
18. 1 MISC MOTERS.ETC	 1140000.0	 1.40	 .17 1596000.00	 193800.110
-1$s Z.,S•WTTCHCFA R- R	 .1.95- ---_---_ e45__2223=n-a 0,---- stznnn^fl0_
	
co 
18. 3 CONDUITrCABLES#TRAYS FT 4930000.0 	 1.32	 1.36 6507599.94 6704799.94
18. 4 ISOLATED PHASE BUS	 FT	 1700.0	 510.00	 450.00	 867000.00	 765000.00
r 18. 5 LIGHTING & COMMUN	 KWE 1140000.0	 .35	 .43 399000.00	 490200.00
L"„ -J.8--612i-LEAK. DETECTION SYS .EA . _ ...	 1..0. _ 250000..011__._ 2DD000.Efi__ 2SDC00.00 _ 2130003-00
18. 7 LM TRACE HEATING SYSTEM 1.0 2500000.00 2000000.00 2500000.00 2000000.00
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 18 = 5.756 ACCOUNT TOTALsS 14342599.87 10866799.75
CONTROLS INSTRUMENTATION
19. 1 COMPUTER	 EACH	 1.0	 660000.00	 15000.00	 660000.00	 15000.00
19. 2 OTHER CONTROLS 	 EACH	 1.0 125000C.00	 774CO0.00 1250000.60	 774000.00
PER EN.RTAL DIRECT. COS_IN._ACC 	 =	OUNT_19- -.fi1fi-A CDU L-T^'tTA^z^ _19100OU r1 7fl7R91200.130U 	  
PROCESS WASTE SYSTEMS
70. 1 aOTTnM _ASF!_----_ ._SPH_-----_..0_----- .DQ___ . - -nn --.---UJ3 - - - - „nn- -
20. 2 DRY ASH
	
TPH	 49.6 2804410.69	 701102.67 280441D.69	 701102.67
2C. 3 WET SLURRY
	
TPH	 Z73.6 6945489.19 1736372.30 6945489.19 '736372.30
20. 4 ONSITE DISPOSAL ACRE 869.5 5131.90 7873.33 4462321.12 146065.81
PERCEN T TOTAL -0-
 RE.CLEOST. IN- AP-CU X'[ ZO_=_S,t fro- AL^4ONI._L7IALsS_ T 4 T221 .RG .. -83S4I.75_
STACK 6A
P
AS TTAING21, 2	 R__ _ -_ __.il►CH_---. -0- 02S7z0-Sn 5 8GE 24-15---' -nn -. - .__ _ _ -_..nn-
21. 2 SCRUBBER	 KWE	 .0	 21.72	 9.96	 .00	 .00
21. 3 MISC STEEL & DUCTS	 D	 O11	 .00	 .00	 .00
	PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 21 = .000 ACCOUNT TOTAL,s	 .00	 .00




RANKINE METAL VAPOR TOPPING-STEAM CYCLE COST OF ELECTRICITYsMILLSIKY.HR




- _._	 __RATE J ARAB RATF g _ S/HR --
--- - --
_
--PERCENT ---	 - --6.00 8.50 10.60 15.00 21.50
TOTAL DIRECT COSTSsS .0 386106876'. 4143C3748. 437989124. 487615624. 560927496.





35680153: - 39358855: 41658966. +1532!435. 53288111.C ONTI NGENCY 005715
SUB TOTALS .0 488188548. 535700272. 575610136. 659230784. 782761280.
ESCALATION COST ,$ 5.5 134400264. 147480434. 1584667778. 181488878. 215497320.
ZNTREST_.RURIM UNISTL$ _ lQ.a.__.162MP,56. 1785 9544. _19199Si6Q8..-219 8 8 8 59 4.. 25 10 9 253 6.
TOTAL CAPITALIZATIONr% . 0 7954256 x`4. 861865248. 926074520 .1060608200 .1259351136.
COST OF ELEC-CAPITAL 13.E 21.69633 23.80787 25.5815c 26..29787 34.78788
OF ELEC-FUEL .0 9.333710 118.33370 88.9393663755101 8.396333750 8.3333370^
CO
`TSTAC^ OS7EOFO-VLECMATN ^0. 31:99353 34:1050 35.87877 39.595119 45.08509
RATE..  -	 ,.._	 CONTINGE_NCYw PERCENT.
PERCENT -5.00 .DO 9.50 5.00 20.00
TOTAL DIRECT COSTSv3 .0 437989124. 437989124. 437989124. 437989124. 437989124.
INDIRECT COSTrS '1.0 60972920. 60972920. 60972920. 60972920. 60972920.
OWNER-COSTSs4
_____?RQF 8.0 35039129. 3503912.96 35039129. 35039129.._ 35039129.
CONTINGENCY COSTsS 2C.0 -21899456. 0. 41608966. 21899456. 87597824.
SUB TOTALS .0 512101716. 534001172. 575610136. 555900624. 621598992.
ESCALATION COSTS 6.5 140983656. 147012664. 158467778. 153041672. 171128696.
TO^ALSGAPZTALIZATIONm$ 10. C0 823898536. 359I3163Ze 92bC7456Z0. 89$36gT28.1000064OZ4.
COST OF ELEC-CAPITAL 18.0 22.75909 23.73235 25.58155 24.70562 27.62542
COST OF ELEC-FUEL .0 8.33370 8.33370 8.33370 8.33370 8.33370









37.922636,	 07AL CQST OF ELEi
rv
°	 ACCOUNT___ ... 	 _	 ___ ._-RAIF-s._. _._ESCALAZION_BATEc.QERrFNIPERCENT 5.00 6 . 50 8.00 10.00 .00 =^
TOTAL ^ TOF( T COSTS,$ .0 437989124. 437989124. 437989124. 437989124. 437989124. J
INDIRECT COST,$ 51.0 50972920. 60972920. 60972920. 60972920. 60972920.
6	 COSTS ,$_PROF-	 __OHNER	 . 8.Q.- _3503 129. 35039129. 35039129. 35039129. 35039129.
CONTINGENCY COST# $ 9.5 4160 966: 41608966. 41608966. 41608966. 41608966.
SUB TOTAL ►$ .D 575610136. 575610136. 575610136. 575610136. 575610136.
ESCALATION COSTPS .0 118952302. 158467778. 199873080. 258143944. 0.
-- yT H^.TR^EST.DURING CONSTi$_ _1040-_- 183315482.- 191996ELS-._ZD1014-638. 21358C0412. 156626850.
OTAL CAPITALIZATION,$ .0 877877912. 926074520. 876497848.1047334120. 732296984.Q y COST OF ELEC-CAPITAL IP.O 24.25019 25.58156 26.97444 28.93119 20.22872 i







QSTRF_ ELEC-QP.R MAINC OTAL COST OF ELEC .0..0 _	 1-9.635134.54740 35.87877 .	 1>56.351_.37.27164 39 .22840 30 .52592 i
_A CCOUAI --__	 -- RAIE:._... INT DURSNG- C9NSTaPERC EXT
t'a PERCENT 6.00 8.00 10.00 12.50 15.00TOTAL DIRECT COSTS,$ .0 437939124. ft37989124. 437989124. 437989124. 437989 24.
INDIRECT COSTvS 51.E 60972920. 60972920,. GC972920. 60972920. 60972920.
__..PRDF_.1L_OXNE8 _COSTSvS 9.0 35039129. .35039129. 35039129..___35D39129. .35039129.
CONTINGENCY CdST,$ 9.5 41608966. 41608966. 41606966. 41608966. 41608966.
SUB TOTAL S .0 575610136. 575610136. 575610136. 575610136. 575610136.
ESCALATION COSTS 6.5 158467778. 158467778. 158467778. 158467778. 158467778. iTNTRF 5l._DU.4ING CONSTv-$_. -.. 15.Q_ 110548611.. 150530476.. .19195Efi08._..246137fl98. 302944140.
TOTAL CAPITALIZATIONS .0 844726520. 884608364. 926074520. 9e0215808.1C37022048.
DST Op LEC-CAPITAL














h __C_O_U_OF ELEC-OP R MAIN .0_ 1.96351 1.36351 1.96351. 1,9.6351 1.96351









-Ta51e A 8.x.5 Continued
RANKINE METAL MAYOR TOPPING-S TEAM CYCLE COST OF =LECTRICITYrMILLWKW.HR
--.	 P-ARAHTTRI .C.POZNT NO. 4..
ACCO„UHT __- -_- _.._._.__ _ _._ RA IE.► - .------.--FIXED .
PERCENT 10.00 14.40 18.00 21.60 25.00
TOTAL DIRECT COSTSrS .0 437989124. 437989124. 437989124. 437989124. 437989124.
INDIRECT COSTPS 31.0 50972920. 60972920. 60972920. 60972920. 60272920.
__PROF $_ OkNER CH
-
T54_ 9.0 - 35035129.. ..350.35129... _35P39129. __351139129.. 35C-3129...
CONTINGENCY COSTS 9.5 41608966. 41608966. 41668966. 41608966. 41608966.
SUB TOTALrS .0 575610136. 575610136. 575610136. 57561C136. 575610136.
LATION COSTwS G.5 158467778. 158 4 677 78. 1 58 467778. 15 84 67778. 15 84677C8.IN T AREST-nt]RING CONSIr .S ^_111.A_^919Y660B.
TOTAL CAPITALI2ATIONrS .0 929074520. 220074520. 920074520. 926074520. 926074520.
COST OF ELEC-CAPITAL 25.c 14.21198 20.46525 25.58156 30.69787 35.52995
COST OF ELEC-FUEL .0 9.33370 8.3337D 8.33370 8.33370 8.3337C
--CD-ST OF _ELEC-9P 8 MAIN .-C 1.96.351 -	 1.96551 1n96351 _	 1.9f351 1.96351
TOTAL COST OF ELEC .0 24.,50319 30.76246 35.87877 40.99508 45.82715
ArcOUNL _ 
	_
: RATE. . _. -----.. FUEL . CDSIr _ 1110s r6 BY-U-- 	 _ -	 ------ __
PERCENT	 .50 .85 1.50 2.50 1.02
TOTAL DIRECT COSTSrt .0 437939124. 437989124. 4379891-.4. 437989124. 437989124.
INDIRECT COSTS 51.0 60972920. 60972920. 60972920. 60972920. 60972S20.
__PROF R_^11NER _ COSTS .r.S _., _8.Q - .35039129. .35033123.. 351139129.__35039129.- _ 35039129..__
CONTINGENCY COSTrt 9.5 41608966. 41608966. 41608966. 41608966. 41608966.
SUB TOTAL S .0 575610136. 575510136. 575610136, 575610136. 575610136.
ESCALATION COSTS 6.5 158467778. 158467778. 158467778. 158467778. 158467778.
I1URE ST.-DURIN&_ CON5TtS, __l0.0._19 .1.9-9.6_6Q8. -.191996'0081919956Il8. _19199.fi511.6. 2 9199 66 0 8.:__
TOTAL CAPITALIZATION 9S .0 926074520. 925074520. 926CT4520. 926074520. 926C74520.
COST OF ELEC-CAPITAL 18.0 25.58156 25.58156 25.58156 25.58156 25.58156
COST OF-ELEC-FUEL .0 4.90218 8.33370 14.70653 24.51088 10.00044
_	 CD,ST_OF.FLEC- OP_8. MAIN., _	 ---.Q_ __ -1.9,6351. _I I 351.- _._3.96351 __ -1 9.6351 ._	 _ 1.9635L_.
°D
	TOTAL COST,OF ELEC .6 32.44724 35.87877 42.25160 52.Q5595 37.54551
r„J
ACC611NT ^AIE+ .CAPACIT_X E CTOR. PFRCEWr
PERCENT 12.00 45.00 50.00 65.00 80.00
TOTAL DIRECT COSTSrS .0 437989124. 437989124. 4379891Z4. 437989124. 437989124.
INDIRECT COSTrS 51.0 60972920. 60372920. 60972920. 60972920. 60972920.
_PROF 8 01JNF$- COS.^SrS s.e _-_3UO3912_9, 3SQ?4122r__351139123... ._35Q39329_.^._	 SG39129. ...
6	 CONTINGENCY COSTrS 9.5. 41608.966. 41608966. 41608966. 41508966. 41GG8966.
SUB TOTALrS .0 5T5610136. 575610136. 575610136. 575610136. 575610136.
ESCALATION COSTsS 6_5 158467778. 158467778. 158467778. 158467778. , 158467778.IkTRF
	
'y	 ;k_CnycT.s IQ.0	 19199	 0$._i939^fz611$. ZR1996EQ8. 19tgg6G08. gq- 996r-&._
TOTAL CAPITALIZATIONrST . 0 926074520. 926074520. 926074520. 926074520. 926074520.
COST OF ELEC-CAPITAL 18 . 0 138 . 56679 36.95114 33.25603 25 .58156 20.785OZCOST OF ELEC-FUEL . 0 8.33370 8 . 33370 8.33370 8.33370 8.33370COST QF ELEC-QP A?[.SIN --	 _.0-----.3.2L^Z..._ ^-2e125Sz6_.- --_2_.l?14$a-- --1.9635L 3.$$890 __
TOY- 	 COST OF ELEC
h	 .,









RANKINE METAL VAPOR TOPPING-STEAM CYCLE
ACCOUNT NO	 AUX POWER.MWE PERC PLANT POW	 OPERATION COST MAINTENANCE COST
_--4-_.	 -	 . 2.348 &.L	 _16.0.°153.-	 ___ .55.L5127.._..._. __13.11d731 _.
T 7.54657 13.57405 1463.94225 .000OC8 .00000 .00000 4.76623 .0000C14 00000	 .00000 87.19131 .00000
-1H	 - --- _--. -- . -10~2°2812--	 ------18.5070.0..20 28.82114 51.82696 9.CG276 .00DOOTOTALS 55.61032 4.85939 1620.01379 13.08731RANKINE METAL VAPOP TOPPING -STEAM CYCLE BASS CASE INPUT
- 
N0M TNAL_PD.WER2. MWL .	 .	 .-_ -_._	 .	 1210-0C110_ NET POWER* MWE _.. ---.	 _	 1144.3B97NOM HEAT RATE* BTU /KW-HR 9349.3998 NET HEAT RATE. BTU/KW-HR	 9804.3522ST TURB HEAT RATE CHANGE .9781CONDENSER
nFCT6N PRF CSUZE* _ZN .HS .A. _---- --_---3SIID0_ . _ KUMRER._IIF SHELLS .- -----_
	
_._._ _ _ ._ 3.0000NUMBER OF TUBES/SHELL 6985.950C TUBE LENGTH. FT 69-5067U. BTU/HR-FT2-F GCB.3535 TERMINAL TEMP RIFF. F 5.0000HEAT REJECTION
- _JIFF-SIGN_TEMPe_F _77.RQC0 AP-PROACHv F __ 15.6713RANGE. F 23.0000 OFF DESIGN TEMP. F 51.4000OFF DESIGN PRES. IN HG A 2.4196 LP TURBINE BLADE LEN. IN 25.CD00
.ODD_-.	 5	 _ 5.50136	 715.300 7 3.5CO	 8 3372000CCO.00D	 9 3.CCC IC 1.CDG11	 1.000 12 298.600	 13 1.000	 14 4.000 15 1.00017 198.000	 18 3.000	 19 56000 20 3.000iS	 2.000 ?2	 - -	 23354.000 _ 23 . ...0013	 24 27300.900_. 25 _.00026	 7500000.00O 27 20000.000	 28 20000.ODO	 29 2500000.000 3C .600
31	 1.G's.: 32 1540.000	 33 .000	 34 1.000 35 1.00036	 4930000.0', 37 1700.000	 38 I.G00	 39 1.000 40 725000.00041 
_,._16.bD0Il-IlQD ._4Z._ _. -..560.000._QDO.... 4a _- . 15000-000.. R4._.- _.125DIIDD_DOD. -_45__ _774DOII-DDD -46	 1.000 47 .DOG	 48 3.000	 49 2.000 50 .00051	 .000 52 5.3501	 3.000 2 .OGO	 3 220000C.000	 4 450000.000	 5 .000m .- F_ -	 __-_ _	 .Ono 7 1.IIDC	 3 4.0120	 3.__. _	 .8-000 10 .4	 pp_11	 4_nDO 12 2600.000	 13 1300.000	 I4 4.000 IS 10B15	 l97000C+«II C 17 .000	 13 7100000.000	 19 .000 20	 3000000.090C.	 21	 .cCO 22 625000.000	 23 90060.000	 24 215000.000 25 .000
_Z6--__:_ 1521-1300_.27 __. __&3n-nnEL _28_ -_ _ _	 310-DDG--29. _ _ _ - _._1D4.DIID 313 45DODL.nDB31	 .000 32 665000.000	 33 .000	 34 4.000 7. 5 4.11GD36	 2300000.CCG 37 .000	 38 725000.000	 39 110000.000 40 .00041	 .000 42 .COG	 43 LOCO	 44 .000 45 .0004q -
	_..	 •..000. .47 _ __-000. - 48. .000	 .49 .DDD SU OGO51	 .DOC 52 150000U.000	 53 .000	 54 .DOD56	 .000 57 .000	 53 1.000	 59 4.000 60 1-00061	 1.000 62 4.000	 E3 6200006.000
	 64 2G000012.000 65	 13CODO0.000;fi6:__ - _15111OD-000 _ 62 8011D1-DDD_-_:68 250001.-DDO.._fi9._-..17012000-0120 70	 _ _ 40000-0.000-71	 570000.000 72 86000.000	 73 4.000
	 74 2000900.000 75 .00076	 1.000 77 1.000	 78 25000O.CCU	 79 200000.000 90	 2500000.00081	 20D0000.00C 82 .COO	 23 .CCO	 84 .000 BS .000
__..86,	 ----......	 _-900_._87 .. .D1D__ ?8 _.000 _83_. .. -	 _	 .ODD 30
-00091	 .000 92 .OED	 93 .000	 94 .000 95 .00096	 .000 97 .000	 98 .ODD	 99 .000 1DC -000
iit
RANKING METAL VAPOR TOPPING-STEAM CYCLE ACCOUNT LISTING
-	 PARAMETRIC POINT N0.49_
ACCOUNT NO. € NAMEv 	 UNIT	 AMOUNT MAT $/UNIT INS S/UNIT MAY COSTvS INS COST S
SITE DEVELOPMENT
1. 1 LAND COST
	
ACRE	 187.0	 IOOC.00
	 .00	 187000.00	 .00
 2_CLEARING LAND	 ACRE	 62.3	 .00	 6:lC.CO"	 .CO	 37396.26
GRADING LAND	 ACRE-- :.0	 .00	 3000.00	 .Dr	 561000.00
1. 4 ACCESS RAILROAD 	 MILE	 5.0	 115000.00	 110000.00
	
575000.DC	 550000.00
1. 5 LOOP RAILROAD TRACK MILE 	 2.5	 120000.00	 70000.00	 300000.00	 275000.00
^^__^ K11-	 NG .R_R TRACK_...... JOE	 _ ._ .D_ 1250,00.99 ___.800.00,00._ __.. __ _..DD	 .00
1. 7 OTHER SITE COSTS	 ^CRE	 .0	 .OQ	 .00	 396406.86	 396406.86
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 1 = .883 ACCOUNT TOTALvS 1458406.86 1719803.11
EXCUAYI0N & PILING
2. 1 COMMON EXCAVATION 	 YD3	 75150.0	 .00
	 3.00	 .00	 225450.00
2. 2 PILING	 FT 200400.0	 6.50	 8.50 1302600.CC 2703500.00
PERC.ENT__TTOT_AL_DZRECT_CQST IN ACCOUN7_._.2 =_ .$9" $ . ACCOUNT-TOTAL#$,__ _1302600..00_ 1.928850.011._
PLANT ISLAND CONCR=T=
-.-
3. 1 PLANT IS. CONCRETE	 YD3	 25050.0	 70.00_,	 8C.0C 1753560.00 20o4000.0C
3. 2 SPECIAL -STRUCTURES YD3	 .D	 - 00	 - - .00
-
	 DO	 .OD
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 3 = 1.044 ACCOUNT TOTALS 1753500.00 2004900.00
-- HEAT REJ TTo-u --SY5TE^i - - - 
	 __ , --- -- -- ..-- .---- -.- _.--_-- -- • --
4. 1 COOLING TOWERS 	 EACH	 13.0	 .00
	 .00 1995500.00	 994500.CD
4. Z CIRCULATING H2O SYS EACH 	 I.0	 .00	 .00 1130319.83 1515616.03
4. 3 SURFACE_ CONDENSER FT2 381071.8 .00 .00_ 173702$.50 266750.29
co--
 PERCENT - TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 4 = 2.123 ACCOUNT TOTALvS 4862848.31 2776866.31
r
STRUCTURAL
 F_ EA TU RES
STR^C7URAL M. 70N--'_Z73Z56-_b -_ 	 6SD.OD---^- 175	 --I 50
	
.110 ^74QD.00	 77^7500.OD_
5. 2 SILOS & BUNKERS	 TPH	 .0	 1800.00	 75C.CC
	 .00	 .00
5. S CHIMNEY	 FT	 .0	 .00
	 .00
	 .00	 .00
S. 4 STRUCTURAL FEATURES EACH 	 1.0	 725000.OD	 166000.00	 725000.60_ 166000.00
^'-PEWCERT-TOTAL DIffECT COST I-N - XCCOUNT'_5 _` '6.5'0'T ACC-00 T 'f_OT"AGt- 18476000.00 4943500.00
8U	 INGS	 _ _ __ ____	 ___
b. 1 STATIOTI`BIJxLGINGS- 'T T3 750600. -




	 14.00	 320000.00	 280000.006. 3 WAREHOUSE & SHOP 	FT2	 20000.0	 12.00	 8.011	 240000.00	 160000.00
-PERCENT_ TOTAL" DIRECS ,. COST _IN_ ACCOUNT _ _G - .945 ACCOUNT T_OTALv3 -" _
 1760000.00
FUEL HANDLING & STORAGE
--i I_COAL HAND_LIN g SYS _. _TP}^ .._ 425:C_._ .---- .00__ _- 	 _:CD-_5321256 715 2517788.03_
	
.­ 2  DOLOMITE HAND SYS TPH	 25.2	 .00	 .DO 3002740.47 1385278.22
7. 3 FUEL OIL HAND. SYS 	 GAL 26000GC.3	 DO	 .CD	 290836.01
	 227826.41
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 7 = 3.709 ACCOUNT TOTALvS 9215342.62 4130892.66
FUEL PROCESSING
S. I COAL DRYER & CRUSHER TPH 	 .0	 .00
	 .00	 .00	 .008. 2• CAR3OMIZE R > _.._. _.. ._ TpH 	 ..__..D 	 _ _ _ .OQ --•00
S. 3 GASIFIERS	 7PH
	 .G	 .OD	 .DC
	 - C13	 .00
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FIRING	 ,	 cry ^ z .0L, .00no .mo .on





^s^^n g^"^^-nDar2o^o° »p' c7^ue`o^
^^^x^c^^^^Gr^^`o^^^^^^^cosr IN ACCOUNT 10 =2G.345 ACCOUNT rorxL.$ 60672000:00 31#127999.50
---ENERGY- CONVERTER
11. 1 STEAM TURBINE GENERATOR 1.0 197000OD.00
11. 2 GAS TURBINE GENERATOR 4.0 .	 ^ 21^
-__
11. 5 LIQUID MET RECIRC PUMP 4.0 ?-15000.00 1720C:00 860000:06 68800.00
11. 9 LIQ MET HOT LEG PIPING 2000.0 2330.00 780.00 4660000.00 1560000.0011. 7 LIG MET COLD LEG PIPE 1300.0 31C .00
-
.ou 115200.00
o. 9 , LIQ MET INVENTORY 1.6 640000.00 12800.00 6910000.00 12800.00pcnocwr rorxL nzoccr oosr IN mccomxr zz =as.000 xoonuwr TnzxL " s r000zono.co zz3o539*.12
COUPLING HEAT EXCHANGER
cm	 cx *.0 zy *000u.00 co rzo"oou.00 .on
2 HOT WELLcc	 `^wx	 cx 4.0 675000 .00 110000 -00 zroouuo oo 440000 .00
`r8TAL^ -^P^,CcNToznccz nosT IN xucuuwr
co
z^ ^ s. ysr A^noomr rozxL^S 'zo*o*ono:uo orzapno^oo
'	 ^^KSo	 - -- ._^_  _. _	 _ .
"'"x"r0«-- ^_- .	 ^^ Go,
'




FEED WATER mcxrcx srnzx^ 1.0 17zoouo oo sznoo nu zrz0000 oo szsno ou
--PE^cmr'TorxL oznsrT cosr IN xcuoomT z^ = 2.037 x^cunmr TuzxL^t 'sxy oouo^oo 11#41600.00
>
-	 '
o -_-2soo.00- ^^ roo-ev -zsuarx.uu' y259e.wo





- __ _,w^- ^uo.sn
" ""
^^^n^cQ^~z^^^^ DIRECT COST zw xcc^J^^^^^~^ z.^z^ x^^^^wr rvrx^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^ ^s^zs^ 	 N
_i
^
iTable A 8.3.7 Continued
RANKINE METAL VAPOR TOPPING-STEAM CYCLE ACCOUNT LISTING
PARAMETRIC POINT NO.49
ACCOUNT NO. & NAME'	 UNIT AMOUNT MAT S/UNIT INS S/UNIT MAT COST' S INS COST'S
AUXILIARY MECH EQUIPMENT
16, 1 BOILER FEED PUMP &DR.KWE 785365.0 1.67 .10 1311559.5.3 78536.50
16. 2 OTHER PUMPS	 KWE 684000.0 .83 .12 6C1920.00 82080.00
"	 16. 3 MISC SERVICE SYS 	 KWE 114OCCD.C - 1.17 .73 1333800.00 832199.99
= 16	 4 AUXILIARY BOILER
	 PPH .0 4.00 .80 .00 .00
16	 5 LI0 HET RECEIVING-PROC 1.0 630000C.00 20G000O.00 63CD000.00 2000GOQ.00
_16. ,_6 LIG_MET STORAGE TANK
	
EA__ 4.01300000.00._ 1500DO.00 5200000.00-. ___6 OOOO.OQ_16. 7 -LIQ HET IMPURITY MONITOR 1.0 SGCOCC.CC ` 25000"0.00 860 bt -PC( 250000.0016. 8 COVER GAS SYSTEM	 EA 1.0 1700000.00 4000DO.00 1700000.00 400000.D01 16. 9 LIG MET DUMP TANK
	 EA 4.0 570000.00 86000 .CC 2280006.00 344000.00
_PERCENT , TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 16 = 6.701 ACCOUNT TOTAL S_ 19527279.5Q 4586816.44
PIPE & FITTINGS
17._ 1 CONVENTIONAL PIPINGTON
_	
1370.0 - 3000.00 180Q.00__4310009.00 246E000.00
"17. 2 HOT' GAS PIPING' 	 EA `4.-0 15Gn-00-10 N	 6400000.00 .GC
`j 17. 3 STEAM PIPING & FITTINGS G 60 .00 CC 00
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 17 = 3.606 ACCOUNT TOTAL'S 10510000..00 2466000..00
AUXILIARY ELEC EQUIPMENT
t 18	 1 MISC MOTERSiETC 2140000.0 1.40 .17 15960CD.00 193800.00
`10	 2 SWITCHGEAR & MCC PAN KWE . 1140000.0 1.95 _-.45 2223000 .00 5h3MV.4D
r _FT18... 3 Ca-NbOtT.CABLESrTRAYS -493Vn-0.G ]:32
__	 1.36 _ -65G^S99. 94 	 6704799.9418. 4 ISOLATED PHASE BUS 	 FT 1700.0 510.00 450.00 867000.00 765000.0018. 5 LIGHTING & COMHUN 	 KWE 1140000.0 .35 .43 399000.00 490200.0018.6 LM LEAK DETECTION SYS EA 1.0 250000.00 200000.00 250000.00 200000.00
`Lk TRACE HEATING SYSTEM 1.0
_
2500000.00 2000000.GG 2500000.00__ 2000000.00
H	





EACH 1.0 66000C.00 15000.00 660000.D0 15000.0019. 2 OTHER CONTROLS	 EACH 1.0 1250000.00 774000.00 1250000.00 774000.00
___LUCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST_IN_ACCOUNT 15 . = .. - .75,0 ACCOUNT_TOTALr$ 1910000.00 789000.0
PROCESS WASTE SYSTEMS
?






--	 - 40.9 .00	 .0024OD835.t6"-
 S^G2ug.7^ .003Ziffg 357
.00_
600t08:TS
20. 3 WET SLURRY	 TPH 225.2 5715449.06 1428862.27 5715449.06 1428862.272C. 4 ONSITE DISPOSAL
	
ACRE 746.0 5272.45 8081.34 3933406.16 6028918.81PE RCENX ., TDTAL DIRECT COST - IN ACCOUNT 20 -__ 5.588 _ACCOUNT _T07AL^ 5 _ 120496905__
_8057989.81
STACK GAS CLEANING
21. 1 PRECIPITA TOR_
	 EACH
-ES:. 2








9.,-9 -	 -._ CO
_.
	
.0021. 3 MISC STEEL & DUCTS 0 CO .CD .CC .CC
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 21 = .000 ACCOUNT TOTAL ' S .00 or










•	 ..:...^-.	 ,--^-	 y...i: : ^.	 _	 :.iMis1iAt^ilyi^lY.ti^
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Table A 8.3.8
RANKINE METAL VAPOR TOPPING-STEAM CYCLE COST OF ELECTRICITY.MILLS IKW.NR
PARAMETRIC POINT NO.43-
ACCOUNT RATE• LABOR RATE,_ 4IHR _._-..
_PE^EN7 _5_X _ _ -8.5r • 2C.66
TOTAL DIRECT COSTS,$ .0 317503976. 340512836. 359840392. 4C
INDIRECT COSTPS 51..0 28162521. 39897471. 49754494.
8 OWNER COSTS,S__PROF 8.0 25400318. 27241631. 28787231.	 _
CbNTINOENCY COST.$ 9.5 - 30162877. 32348725. 34184837.
SUB TOTA SL .0 401230088. 440000116. 472566948. 51
ESCALATION COSTS 6.5 110460252. 121133797. 130099576. 1i
Tq.NTREST DURING_CON-ST.s 10.0. 133831583.__146763450. 157626.22Z•__11
I^ AL CAPITALS tATI ON.S .0 695521920. 707897360. 766292736. 8.
COST OF ELEC-CAPITAL 1B.0 17.90084 1^•63056 21.08353
COST OF ELEC-FUEL :C 6.84663 6.84663 6.84663
COST OF ELEC-OP & MAIN .0 1.67201 1.67201 1.67201























-5.00 DO 9 .50 5.00 20.00
TOTAL DIRECT COSTS.$ 0 359840392. 359840332. 359840392. 359840392. 359840392.
INDIRECT COSTr$ 51.0 49754494. 49754494. 49754494. 49754494. 49754494.
PROF & OWNER COSTS.S 8.0 28787231. 28787231. 28787231. 28787231., 28787231.
_ - C6?fTT"rtGENLT COSTPS 20.0 -17992OI9. 0. 34184837. 17992019. 71968078.
SUB TDTAL.S .0 420390096. 438382112. 472566948. 456374128. 51C350288.
551 ALATION COST.$ 6.5 135735080. 120688354. 130099576. 125641628. 140501454.INVEST DURING CONSTsS_ 10.0 140222464. 146ZZ3760. 157626222. 152225054_..170228942.
-`"-TOTAL n PITALIZATIONsS . â
- `
676347640. 705294224. 7'00292736. -800.7342§0 821080576.
COST OF ELEC-CAPITAL 18.0 18.75566 19.55837 21.08353 20.3610° 22.76922
COST OF ELEC-FUEL .0 6.84663 6.84663 6.84663 6.84663 6.84663
LOST OF ELEC-OP & MAIN . 1.67201 1.67201 28.0
1.67201 _	 1:67701 1.67201
c' ` -TOTAL COST OF ELEC . 7430 24.077012 . 87537329.60217 31.28786
Nm





PEIFCENT	 5,00 6.50 8.00 IO.00 .110
TOTAL DIRECT COSTS.$ .0 359840392. 359840392. 359840392. 359840322. 359840392.







-' CYCOSTsi^ $GONTINGEN R 9 5 34184837. 3418483 . 34184837. 3418483 . 34284837.
SUB TOTALS o0 472566948. 472566948. 472566948. 472566948. 472566948.
ESCALATION COSTrS .0 97657987'. 130099576. 164092682. 211932152. 0.
NTREST_ DURING . CONSTr3_ - I0.0 -- 150499152. _157626222_• IE5029$84^ 1753.45882e 128637462.
iii-rAI_ CAPITALIZATION.$ .0 72Q724C80. 760292736. 801689504. 859844976. 6012044118.
COST OF ELEC-CAPITAL 18.0 19.98626 21.08-53 22.23149 23.84419 16.67188
COST OF ELEC-FUEL .0 6.84663 6.84663 6.84663 6.84663 6.84663
COST OF ELEC- OP & MAIN _ .0_ 1.67201 1.67201 1.67201. 1.67ZOI 1.67201
T --TOTAL COST OF ELEC .0 28.501490 29.60217 30.75013 3'2.36283 25.19052
_^gCCOUNT _ - . -_ RATE r, _..._	 _	 INT DURING - CONST.PFRCENT_ - .	 _ _. _
PERCENT	 6.00 8.00 10.00 12.50 15.00
TOTAL DIRECT COSTS,S .0 359840392. 359840392. 359840392. 359840392. 359840392.
INDIRECT COST.$ 51.0 49754494. 49754494. 49754494. 49754494. 49754494.
PROF 9 OWNER COSTS.S S,.Q 28787231. 28787231. 28787231, 28787731. ZE787231.
•`^ -- C- ONTINGENCY COST S 51.3 34184837. 34184837. 34184837. 3+8.94837. 34284837.
SUB TOTALrS .0 4-72566948. 472566948. 472566948. 472566948. 472566948..
ESCALATION COST.$ 6.5 130099576. 130099576. 130099576. 130099576. 130039576.
INTRES_T DURING CONSTvs 15.0 908411785. 123583174. I5762622Z. 202975378..24.8712416.
-70TAL CAPITALIZA'(ION.s . â
_
6935073C4. 72624968F. 760292736. 804 41896. 851378936'.
COST OF ELEC-CAPITAL 18.0 19.23151 20.13949 21.08353 22.31614 23.60942
COST OF ELEC-FUEL .0 6.84663 6.84GG3 6.84663 6.84663 6.84663
COST OF ELEC-OP & MAIN . 0 1.67201 1.67201 1.67201 1.67201 1.67201





`Table A 8.3.8 Continued
RANKINE METAL VAPOR TOPPING-STEAM CYCLE COST 9F ELECTRICITY.MILLS/KW.HR
PARAMETRIC POINT N0.4_:'
ACCOUNT RATE. FIXED CHARGE RATE• PCT
-PERCENT IC.GG 14.40`_ ._ 18.CII ^-2I.bTi - _2506
TOTAL DIRECT COSTSvs .0 359840392. 359840392. 359840392. 359840392. 359840392.
INDIRECT COST.$ 51.0 49754494. 49754454. 49754494. 49754494. 49754494.
PROF 8 OWNER COSTS.S 8.0 28787231. 28787231. 28787231. 28787231. 28757231.
---CONTINGENCY CGS T.. 9.5 34154837. 34164837. 3415483T. 34184837. 34'184837.
SUB TOTALS .0 472566948. 472566948. 472566948. 472566948. 472566948.
ESCALATION COST.z 6.5 130099576..130099576. 130099576. 130099576. 130099576.
NTREST_
 DURING . CONSTrS 10.0, 157626222. 15.7626222._15762622Z..15762ft222. 1.576Z6222,
OTAL CAPITALIZATION ► $ ,C 760292736. 760222735. 760292736. 760292736. 760292736.
COST OF ELEC-CAPITAL 25..0 11.71307 16.86692 21.08353 25.30023 29.28268
COST OF ELEC-FUEL ..0 6.84663 6.84E63 6.8466', 6.84663 6.84663
COST OF ELEC-OP & MAIN
"'
„0 1.67201 1.67207. 1.67201 1.67.201 1.67201
TO^T`AL COSf OF ELEC .0 20.23171 25.38546 29.60217 33.81887 37.80132
..	 __-Ar.COUNT_ _.._._ RATE,► -	 FUEL COST r_ i[20_!*6
PERCENT 50 85 1.50 2.50 1.02
TOTAL DIRECT COSTS.$ .0 359840322. 352840312. 359840392. 359840392. 359840392.
INDIRECT COST S 51.0 49754434. 49754494. 49754494. 49754494. 49754494.










.0 472566948. 472566948. 472566948. 472566948. 472566948.
ESCALATION COST S 6.5 13COSS576. 130099576. 130099576. 130099576. 130099576.
^z NTRE _T








COST OF ELEC-CAPITAL 18.0 21.08753 21.08353 21.08353 21.08353 21.08353
COST OF ELEC-FUEL .0 4.02743 6.84663 12.08230 20.13716 8.21595
COST OFELEC-OP 8 MAIN .0 1.67201 1.67201 1.67201 _..	 .67204.89269
1.57201
m "TOTAL COST OF ELEC .© 26:78297 29.60217 34:83783 30.97149
m
w	 ACCOUNT RATE. CAPACITY FFCT	 PERCESIT_
--'- PERCENT 32:UD --_.__. 45.00
--
30_50.015 - 6500__ BO.00
TOTAL DIRECT COSTS.$ .0 359840392. 359840392. 359840392. 359840392. 359840392.
INDIRECT COSTr5 51.0 49754494. 497544S4. 49754454. 42754494. 49754494.
PROF 8 OWNER COSTS.5 9.0 28787231. 28787231. 28787231. 28787231. 28787231.
^-•' ? OwrrTFGENry rnST.S 9.5 34184837. 34164537. 3419V83T. 3418483T. 34184837.
SUB TOTALS .0 472566948. 472566948. 472566948. 472566948. 472566948.
ESCALATION COSTS 6.5 130099576. 130099576. 130099576. 130099576. 130099576.
INTREST DURING CONSTvS 10.0 157626222._ 157626222.__157626222., 157626222._ 157626222..
`TOTAL CAPITALIZATION. .0. 760292736:760292736: 7'1;0292736: 76ff292736:76tl292T36.
COST OF ELEC-CAPITAL 16.0 114.20244 30.45393 27.40858 21.08353 17.13037

























x^hxzec mcr«L xxpon TOPPING-STEAM :YtLc	 - —	 —	 - - -
ACCOUNT No	 huX POWERvFW^	 PERC PLANT POW	 OPERATION COST MAINTENANCE COST
7 G.Z1173 16-34734	 1204.67934 .000012
14 reoco oCCGO	 14.3068? .00000
18 10.96028 18.25723	 .00000 .0.0000
ac 23.71694 39.50709	 7.45775 conGc
RANKINE	 ItETAL VAPOR TOPPING-ST^AM CYCL, BASF CASE INPUT
-KOM HEAT RATEr STUIKW-HR 7r.51.90-16 NET HEAT RATE. LI TU/KW-HR	 3C54.81G41
ST TURS HEAT RATE CHANGZ .3780
CONDENSER
DESIGN N HG A 11.5000 NUMBER OF SHELLS 3.COGCPRESSURF^51
RUMBE!R-- O):^ TUBES	 HELL 6980.5C34 TUBE LENGTH. FT SR.SC67
H E AT REJECTIO14
OFF DESIGN PRES* IN HG A 2.4175 LP TURBINE BLADE LENY IN 25.0000
z s n	 ^ o
z- uzG. s 53694000 00.000 s z
11 1.CDG 1z 1S8.1r-1C 13 i.con	 14 .000 Is .000
is 2.000 17 187.000 18 3.00c	 11 5.000 20 2.506
'72C 7SO0000.000 27 20000.000 23 2000n.000	 29 2600000.000 30 .:Goo31 1.CCC 3Z 137G.CC0 ^3 GOO	 34 1.000 35 Goo
35 4950000 DCO 37 1700.000 33 1.000	 39 1.000 40
ril 725000:080
--*n ^ *r oo s.000	 » y c.omo so .000
co	 sz CCG sc s
IL 	z o z * o 4 o s zzrnou
--11 4.00C 1-2 2000.000 13 13CO.000	 14 4.000 is I-Coois 197CCCOG.CCO 17 OCC is
21 .000 22 syoono 000uo 2150 00.000
.31 , 3 s^on * 4.00n
zr000cn. z szs l	 ou .cov
* 1
^
CDC 43 CDC	 49 OGG zsroocn^Q
—
.000 52 1720c o000' 53 XOD	 54 ~o56 - . . - 1.130061 1, sz000c . 1300000. 00015000 . ocg000, csocoo. zroo *cocpo, uo
__ 57000q. u"ouo~ *. znoouuu. .
z. l. 25oocn. 2606t;e. zs00000.
x0000uc. ' . , .
8^ , o ' .000 as^ uc	 us pc ^ooc







RANKIKE METAL VAPOR TOPPING-ST,-AM CYCLE	 ACCOUNT LISTING
PARAMETRIC PONT N3.46
ACCOUNT NO. $ NAMEt	 UNIT AMOUNT	 NAT S/UNIT	 INS S/UNIT NAT C3STss INS COSTPS
SITE DEVELOPMENT
1. 1 LAND COST ACR' 137.0 1060.00 .00 167COO.CD .00
1. a CLEARING LAND ACRE 62.3 .00 600.0C .CG 3739E.26__
" 1. 3 GRADING LAND ACRE 137.0 .CC 3000.00 .00 561000.OG
1. 4 ACCESS RAILROAD Y.ILE 5.0 1150GQ.OD	 110000.00 575000.CG 550000.00
1. 5 LOOP RAILROAD TRACK NILE 2.5 120000.00 70000.CC 300000.00 175000.00
SIDING R R TRACK_._.1._6 MILE_ .0 125CGG.04 BGGOD.CC ..	 .CO. .00
1. 7 OTHER SITE COSTS ACRE 0 OG .00 39ba05.36 336406.86
PERCENT TCT."L _TOLrT COST IN ACCOUNT 1 = .314 ACCOUNT TOTAL+S 1458406.66 1719803.11
EXCAVATION 8 PILING
Z. 1 COMMON EXCAVATION YD3 75150.0 .DO 3.00 .00 225456.00
2. 2 PILING FT 200400.E 6.50 8.50 13C26CO.00 1703465.6C
--__PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 2_ .327 ACCOUNT TOTALsS_ 1302600.00 1928850.OG
PLANT ISLAND CONCRETE
3. 1 PLANT IS. CONCRETE YD3 25C5E.0 7C..00 80.CC 17535CD.DG 2004000.00__.
3. - 2 SPECIAL STRUCTURES YD3 .G 00 .00 .00 .00
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 3 = .962 ACCOUNT TOTALsS 1753500.00 2004000.00
-"-HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM
4. 1 COOLING TOWERS EACH 14.0 .00 .00 2149800.00 1C71000.00
4. 2 CIRCULATING H2O SYS EACH 1.0 .00 .00 1215794.06 1629685.83
4. 3 SL,RFACE CONDENSER FT2 409753.4 00 .00 1837454..39 286327.41
---PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 4 = 2.096 ACCOUNT TOTALsS 5201848.44 2987517.22
ao
STRUCTURAL FEATURE S, __	 -
_	 1. STAT.-STRUCTURAL ST. TON ^c 7300.0 ' S50 .DO 175.00 17745000.00 4777560.00
5, 2 SILOS & BUNKERS TPH .0 1860.06 75C.CC .GO .CO
S. 3 CHIMNEY FT .0 .00 .00 .00 .00
5. 4 STRUCTURAL FEATURES EACH 1.0 725000.00 166GOD.CC 725000000 196000.00
°- PER.CENT TOTAL DIRECT LOST IN ACCOUNT 5=' 5:994 A-CCOUNT- T -OTALsS -' 18470000.0 0 4 943500.00
__BUILDINGS
-6^ 1 STATION BUILDINGS F73--750000C.G - -	 :Io
_ _ ._
-:16'3L0C0C0.CL` 12GC•CQG.00
G. 2 ADMINSTRATION FT2 20000.0 16.00 14.06 320CGO.CO 280000.00
6. 3 WAREHOUSE F_ SHOP FT2 20006.0 12.CD 8.CC 24000C.CD 160000.60
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT	 6, = .870 ACCOUNT,TOTAL ► S 1760000._110 1640000.00
FUEL HANDLING 8 STORAGE









. CC 29667131.44 1371040.98-
7. 3 FUEL OIL HAND. SYS GAL 2GCOCCO.0 .00 .CC 29C836.C1 227826.41
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 	 7 = 3.379 ACCOUNT T3TALsS 9108437.87 4090778.78
FUEL PROCESSING
S. 1 COAL DRYER S CRUSHER TPH .0 .00 .00 .00 .00
3. 2 CARBONIjZER_	 -- _5 --° ... _ TPH _ ,_	 ...__.0 -._ .00
.CO
.00
-- - _ _ ..00 _	 __	 ._ -0
S. 3 GAIFTIRS	 TPH	 .0














Table A 8.3.10 Continued
RANKINE METAL VAPOR TOPPING-STEAM CYCLE ACCOUNT LISTING
_PARAMETRIC POINT NO.46 -.
ACCOUNT NO. & NAMEv 	 URIT	 AMOUNT MAT S/UNIT INS S/UNIT MAT COSTS INS COSTvS
FIRING SYSTEM
9. 1	 .0	 DC	 .00	 .00	 .00
	
PERCEPIT TOTAL CIRECT COST , IN ACCOUNT . S = .000 ACCOUNT TOTALv$	 .DO	 .OL
{	 VAPOR GENERA 'T'OR (FIRED)
10.__1_ .,PRESSU_RIZE BOILER. 	EA-	 0	 .OQ	 .00
10. 2 FLU10 8ED BUILER	 LA	 -1 :0-1'5155200 00 8524799.87 6GE2CEC6.00 34C99199.5C
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 10 =24.248 ACCOUNT TOTALS 5D620800.00 34099199.50
ENERGY CONVERTER
11. 1 STEAM TURBINE GENERATOR	 1.0 19700000.CD 1215823.09 19700000.00 1215823.09
11. 2 GAS TURBINE GENERATOR	 4.0 5900000.00 1576000.00 23600000.00 6304000.00
11 3 LIQUID METAL TURB-GEN 	 _ 8.0 ,_ 2000006..00	 18000O.GO16000_660.00. 14399.99.98
1-1
_
.-'4 LIQUID 'METAL DRUG	 -	 4.Q 1150600 . 00 13S000D . 00 4720000.00 544-0000.00
11. 5 LIQUID MET PECIRC PUMP 	 4.O	 23500O .00	 1880D .CG	 94000O .CO	 75200.0011. 6 LIG MET HOT LEG PIPING	 2DOO . O	 2330 . 00	 780.00 466000O - CO 1560000.00
11. 7 LIQ MET COLD LEG PIPE	 1300.0	 367.00	 124.00	 477100 .00	 16120C.00
	
8 LIQ- -HET CONDENSATE PUMP	 Aou ' 495000 . OD	 39600.00 198D000.00 158400.0011. 9 LIQ MET INVENTORY 1.0 28636000.00 572720.00 2863600 *1.00 572720.00
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 11 =30 . 115 ACCOUNT TOTALwS 16071310.0.00 15927343.00
COUPLING HEAT EXCHANGER
12. 1 L M COND-STEAM GEN	 EA	 4.0 1911000.00	 81900C.00 7644000.00 3276000.00
-
12.
PERC TTOT, AL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT ' 12 0 = 3.6926A000 I	 OCCOUNT 	 7600 01064400D.G0 3 0.0T
HEAT RECOyJ.RY HEAT EXCH. _ _	 _
1'GAS=AIR RECUPERATOR	 EA`	 .T;	 .00	 .00	 .DO	 .Ut7
13. 2 ECCONOMIZER	 EA	 .0	 .00	 .CO	 .00	 .DO
13. 3 G45 FEED (MATER HEATER EA	 4.0 1027500.00	 342500.00 4110000.00 1370000,00
	
co. 13 ._ 4 FEE p WATER HEATER STRING	 1.0 1726000 .00	 5160C .00 1720000 .00	 51606.00
r 
—
PE RCNT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOiUpT 13 = 1.856 ACCOUNT TOTAL#$ 5830000 . 00 1421600.00ma
_4L TER TREATMENT	 ..._14. 1 DE4INERALIZER	 GPM	 129 .T -- 250C .00	 -700.0[ 324239 .99	 90787.20
14. 2 CONDENSATE POLISHING KWE 	 810600 . 0	 1.25	 .30 1013249 . 98	 243180.00PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 14 = .428 ACCOUNT T3TAL 5 1337489.97 333967.2C
POWER CONDITIONING
15. 1 STM TURB TRANSFORMER	 990733.3	 .DO	 .00 1727447.28	 34548.95
	
MET . VAP TURB TRANSFORMER 	 23729405
	
the	 __ ___- .00 _ 9 -5x.6406„19	 690.:98
15^ 3 9AS TURB TRANSFORMER 	 2x8538.9	 O0	 .QD 2403333.00	 .00







aTable A 8,3.10 Continued
RANKINE METAL VAPOR TOPPING-STEAM CYCLE ACCOUNT LISTING
-.. _	 ..PARAMETRIC POINT N7.9E - -- - --
ACCOUNT NO. E NAMEr 	 UNIT	 AMOUNT MAT s/UNIT INS s/UNIT MAT COST.$ INS COST's
f;
AUXILIARY MECH EQUIPMENT
16. 1 BOILER FEEDPUMP EDR.KWE 	 770070.D	 1.67	 .1C 1Z86CIE.87	 77007.00
16. 2 OTHER PUMPS
	 KWE	 684000.0	 .33	 .12__ 601920.00	 82G8C.00
3 MISC SERVICE SYS	 KWE 1140000'.G	 1.17	 - .T3 1333800.00	 832199.99
16. 4 AUXILIARY BOILER
	
PPH	 .D	 4.00	 .80	 .00	 .00
1	 S LIG HT RECEIV ING -PROC	 1.0 6200000.[10 2000DOC.CC 62000CC.DC 2000000.061 .. 6 _LI_S^_ KIT - STORAG E TANK _ EA _ _ . _. '4.0 . 1710000. iJD	 285000A M, 6840.000.00 _ 1140000.00 _.
16. -7 LIG MET IMPOIRITY MQNITOA
.
	1.G	 8DCGGC:DQ	 25000C.00	 8000DO.CD	 25000C.DO
16. 8 COVER GAS SYSTEM	 EA	 1.0 1700000.00	 400000.00 1700000.0G	 400000.00
16. 9 LIG MET DUMP TANK	 EA	 4.0	 770000.00	 125000.00 308L000.06	 50D000.DO	
4^
__PERCENT- _TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 16_= 0.943 ACCOUNT_TOTAL . rS 218.$7736.75.,5281286.94.
PIPE & FITTINGS
^Iz- I C.O VEN-UONA.L.P.IP.ING . TON_.. 13-ZO.Q U-0-00- ..__3@00.00_ 4110000_.00t._..2466QOO.QO...
- 17. 2 HO	 GAS PIPING EA 4.0 1660000.,00 co. 6400000.00 .00
17. 3 STEAM PIPING € FITTINGS .0 .00 .OG .DO .00
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 17 = 3.322 ACCOUNT TO`i v S 10510000.00 2466000.00
AUXILIARY ELEC EQUIPMENT
18. 1 MISC MOTERSrETC 1146000.0 1.40 .17 1596000.00 193800.0018.-2 SWITCHG. EAR &__MCC _PAN KWE 1140DOD.D  1.95;..452223000_:00. _	 13000.00_5_








4 ISOLATED PHASE BUS FT 17CO.G 510.00 450.00 SG7000.00 765000.00
I8. 5 LIGHTING & COMMUN KWE 114COOD.O .3S .43 39900D.00 490200.006 LM LEAK DETECTION SYS_18.	 - EA , _ 1.6 250000.00, 200000. oo 250000.00 200000.00_.	 _
180= -,
_ _	 _ .
co	 PERCENT TOTAL DIRECTG COSTTIN ACCOUNT 6.453CA000UNTDTOTAL SO 14342599.87 10866799.75
00
"	 0!i ROLi INSTRUY^Nl`ATIOt^ . .--------•__..-.--... ^_
19. 1 COMPUTER EACH 1.0 660000.DC 15000.00 GGGDCD.CO 151300.00
19. 2 OTHER CONTROLS EACH 1.0 1250000.00 774000.00 1250DOO.OD 774000.00
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN . A0C0UNTIS __ .Gg1_ .ACC91NT 12.AL:1_ _ 191CCCQ,cD _ 78scnotQp .
PROCESS WASTE SYSTEMS20. 1 -SOTYRN ASH 
	 __. TP_H .__.-.._ .0 D2._. X00_ _.__. _5._..:00_. -_--- i2 r.`3 Dim- tSri -T H §^323^53^5.91 59^3 E.48 237345.,91 593836.48
20. 3 WET SLURRY TPH 222.2 5639580.31 1409895.08 5639580..31 1409895.08
20. 4 ONSITE DISPOSAL ACRE 736.1 5286.89 8101.55 3891820.72 5963765.56PEgC ,ENT TOTA_l, DIRECT COST IN- ACCOUNT 5.088 - _ACCQUN_T_ Z4T?.^._S.__.ligU6-146.;$7_, 767497.06
_2IAC1 PRl_ Ci V A.- I	 ..-• -.
 5A... iD 767231$9 81 .. 498Z44Za^..-. -----sOQ_	 _.. .00
21. 2 SCRUBBER
	
KWE .0 21.61	 9.91 .DO .00
22. 3 MISC STEEL & DUCTS .G .00	 .00 .CO .00
PERCENT TOTAL DIRECT COST IN ACCOUNT 21 = .000 ACCOUNT TOTAL.s .00 .00




RANKINE METAL VAPOR TOPPING-STEAM CYCLE	 COST OF ELECTRICITY*MILLS /KH.HP
PARAf4ZTRIC_POINT NO. 46__,
ACCOUNT RATE• LABOR RATED °ii:P, _.	
.^
_. _ ._...
^.SD 	 .__ IG.6u 15.00 21.50
TOTAL DIRECT COSTSv$ .0 345818020. 370176128. 39663694-0. a33507212. 496838283.
INDIRECT COSTS 51.6 29814324. 42236958. 52671972. 74535810. 106834659.
PROF & OWNERCOST Sr$ .8.6 27655441. 29614CS0. 31250955. 4680576. ?9747063.
'-CONTZIiGENCY 
_ 
COSTfS ff'.5 32852712. 35166732. 371105C!3 41183185. 47199637.
SUB TOTALS .0 436150488. 4771 13904 511670372 583906776. 69051963.^..
ESCALATION COSTn$ 6.5 120073979. 131373396 140864906. 160751878. ISGI30354.
INTREST DURING CONSTvS_ 10.0 145479394. 159169558 170669294. 1347639 8. 230358395.
--TOTAL CAPiALIZAf QN^S .C' 7Gi7038 ro. 75775F,8481 823204n60: 934422624.2121108368.
COST OF ELEC-CAPITAL 18.0 13.45962 21.29C84 22.82907 26.G5202 30.81321
COST OF ELEC-FUEL .0 6.75603 6.75603 6.75603 6.75603 6.75603
COST OF ELEC-OP & MAIN .0 1.66113 1.66133 1.66133 1.65133 1.6613-3
'--70TAE'COST OF ELEC .0' 27087698 29.7Lf22L 31.2464* 14.46938 39.23056
ACCOUNJ____, RATEr_ -, ..	 __	 C9NTINGENCYw- PERCENT_
_
__	 -__.
?E-RCENT -5 00 'UC 9.50 5.003. 20.00
TOTAL DIRECT COSTS.S .0 39063694G. 390636940. 390636940. 390636940. 390636940.
INDIRECT COSTPS 51.0 52571972. 52671972. 52671972. 52671972. 52571972.
PROF & OWNER COSTS.S 8.0 312SC955o 31250955. 31250955. 31250955. 312SC955..
-_ '-t7OWTSNFiENCY COST@$ 20.0 -19$31347. 0. 37110509. `19531847. 78127387.
SUB TOTALS .0 455028020. 474559864. 511670372. 494091708. 5F2597248.
ESCALATION COSTS 5.5 125271039. 130648234. 140864906. 136025428. 152157016.
INTREST	 URING COMSTs$ 10.0_ 15177FL56._1582 °0964. 17066.9295. _1 fx4805$_79_._184350.6.Q4..
-TDTAL Z`7S ITALIZATIONi$ .O 732075222. 7634§5055. 813204556. 794923008. 889194864.
COST OF ELEC-CAPITAL 18.0 20.30187 21.17Z;32 22.82907 22.04477 24.65911
COST OF ELEC-FUEL .0 5.75603 6.75603 6.75603 6.75603 6.756D3
COST	 ELEC-OP & MAIN_OF .0 1.66133_ 1.66133 1.66133 1.66133 1.66133
m -TOTAL COST OF ELEC .0 28.71923 29.59068 31.24543 30.46212 33.07647i
rco
°'	 ACC OUNT	 _ RATE, .,	 ESCALATION RATES PERCENT 	 __.__......	 .. PERCENT	 5.00 605 8.00 1Ci.OQ
.0 T3
TOTAL DIRECT COSTSvS .0 330635940. 390636340. 390536940. 330636940. 3SCS3694C.
INDIRECT COST+$ 51.0 52571972. 52671972. 52671972. 52671472. 52671972.
PROF & OWNER COSTS.S 8.0 31250955. 31250955. 31250955. 31250955. 31250955.
-" -CONTINGENCY COSTA 9.5 37110569. 3711G5C9. 37110509. 37110509. 37110504.
SUB TOTALnS .0 511G7C372. 511670372. 511670372. 511670372. 511570372.
'^ e^3 ESCALATION COST*$ .0 165738876. 1408649GG. 177670834. 229468870. 0.








21.54095 22.82907 24.07208 25.81829 18-05218
COST OF ELEC-FUEL .0 6.75603 6.75603 0.75603 6.717603 6.75663
r# CST OF ELEC-OP & MAIN .0_ 1.66133 1.56133 .	 1.65133. 1.65133 1.65133
_.
_
OTAL COST Of ELEC .0 30.05831 31.Z4E43 32.48943 34.23565 26.46953
ACCOUtgT_._ __..._ .. RATE>r- _.	 INT DURING.. CONSTitPERCENT_ .
PERCENT 6..90 8.00 10.00 12.517 15.06
TOTAL DIRECT COSTS.$ .G 39063694C. 390536940. 390636940. 390636940. 39C636S40.s} INDIRECT COSTsS 51:0 52571972. 52671972. 52671972. E2671972. 52671972.
7 PROF &_OWNER COSTS S$ BjC, 3125C95,5.
'
312509$5. 31250955.. 31250955_ -.5125055s.
CONTITIGEIiCY 00574-5 9.5 37110509. 37116509. 37110509. 37110509. 37110503.
SUB TOTALnS .D 511670372. 51167037?_ 511670372. 511670372. 5116649L
ESCALATION CnPT ,$ 5.5 140864906.98357573. 140864906.133809291. 140864305.270669294._228.7564i40864suo.8..25929256.4.140864Qn6.INTCRES_i^^URIN6_CON$T,S,_ 15.0 _ 321327856.
-TOTAL CAPIYALIZATION.4 .0 750992640. 786344550. 823204560.22.82907
871331744.





21.806876.75503 6.75603 6.75003 6.7560'
COST OF	 -OP & HAIN__	 _ELEC .0 1.66133 1.66133 1.6613"r 1.66133 1.66133
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RATES FIXED CHAROE RATEP PCT
INDIRECT COST9$ si.c 5267-1272. 52671972. 5'-G71972. 52671972. 52671972.
PROF 9 OWNER COSTSwS 8.0 312SC355. 31250955. 312SC355. 31250955. 3125C955.
.
SUB TOTALPS :0 511970372. slir.70372. 511670372. 511670372. 513.670372-
ESCALATION COSTvS 6.E 1408r q906. 14OB64906. 140864906. 140864906. 14086490G.
'
COST OF ELEC-CAPITAL 25.0 12.68,82 18.26-'2G 22.82907 27.39488 31.7004COST OF ELEC-FUEL .-n s.75963 6.75603 6.75603 6.75603 6.75603COST OF ELEC-OP & 1.66133 1.66133
--'r0r4c'ft5Tnr-cLcc '	
'
.o ^	 uzrz^ln sc.^uoal -zz^cnnAs' 35-81.22* -*11-.12**0 
-
3694C. 330636540. 39GG39940. 390636940. 390636940.
INDIRECT COST*$ 51.0 526719'2. 52671972. 52671972- 52671972. 52671972.PROF & OWNER COSTSvS 8.0 31250995. 31250955. 31250955. 3JZSQ9S5. 31^510955.
SUB TOTALvS .0 51167037Z: 511670372: 5116 -70372. 511G7G372. 511670372:ESCALATION COSTrS 6.5 14086490G. 14GH4906. 140864306. 140864906. 140864906-
-_--	 -
-
COST OF ELEC-CAPITAL 18.G ZZ.82SC7 22.82907 22.82907 22.82907 22.82907COST OF ELEC-FUEL .0 3.97414 G.75603 11.92241 12.87068 8.10724
.0 28.46.4153 36:41280 44.3G107 32.597S3TOTAL COS	 OF ELEC 31.24643
- ------ RC NT 1-0 45.00 5u.co
TOTAL DIRECT	 STS#INDIRECT COST*$ 51.0 SZ67197Z. 52671972. 52671372. 52671972. 52671972.
PROF & OWNER COSTS*$ ^3.0 31250955. 31250955. 31250955. 31250955. 31250955.
SUB TOTALvS :0 511670372. 511670372. 511670372: 511F.70372: siir.70372.ESCALATION COSTwS 6.5 140864906. 140664906. 14086490G. 1413864906. 140864SC6.INTRF -2
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AUX POWERrMWE	 PERC PLANT POW OPERATION COST MAINTENANCE COST'




1188.688D2 _._.. _	 .00 00
8 10.0'043116.75166 .60000 .00000
14 .Ocoee	 .CCDGG 14.02819 .00000
_J 8---- - - - - D^86360 _ _. _3. OSZO-5_ _	 _._.	 -t-00000 __ - - - ._sAD00C _
-	 -	 -20 2340211	 38.95'93 7.35876 .Ocoee
TOTALS 60. 07946	 5.27850 1269.22404 14.02289
RANKINE METAL VAPOR TOPPING-STEAM CYCLE BASE CASE INPUT
-N-OHINAL_.POWER..tiWE _. 1200.000.0 'VET	 PONERi._MNE - _.. _	 _ 1133.9205.
NOM HEAT RATE, BTU/KW -HR	 755C.3316 NET HEAT RATE. BTU/KW-HR 	 7948.2714
ST TURB HEAT RATE CHANGE	 .9781
CONDENSER
_-nF_5S6H3RE5SURF_r-Jlt- HOL-A_	 _--_- -_ 1.5II9Q_- NURBEt2-DE-SHELLS._.. 3.0000... --,
NUMBER OF TUBES/SHELL 7505.9598 TUBE LENGTHr FT 69.5067
Ur BTU/HR-FT2-F 608.0535 TERMINAL TEMP DIFFr F 5.0000
HEAT REJECTION
TEMP• F-_DESIGN__ .DESIG 77.ODG0 APPROACH. F 15.6713_
F 23.00OD OFF DESIGN TEMP, F 51.4GOO
OFF DESIGN PRESr IN HG A	 2.4235 LP TURBINE BLADE LENT IN 25.0000
1.-_.--__ L20D.CCG -	 .2 _	 .000.	 3 .452_	 4 --.000, 5 ._ 6.500
5 fl1D.6D0 7'
_
3.S	 3 _6OC 23DCODOD.Coe	 9 3.OD0 10 1.000
11 l.eCC 12 195.250	 13 1.000	 14 .Coo IS .000
16 2.000 17 187.000	 18 3.000	 19 5.000 20 2.500
21 .COO 22 2505C..CCG	 23 .COO	 24 273CC.GOG 25 .000














--DOE[ 47 •- 66OCOO.000	 43.000_ 43 15600.00C_"3.000	 459 1250CDO.0002.000 45 - 	_56 774000.00
.00051 .0150 52 5.350
00 1. .000 2 4.000	 3 .000	 4 ..000 5 23680000.000t 6 .COD 7 1.000-	 8 4.060	 9,_ S.GGG IC 4.000
o -1t° "'4.DOG -12' -20-00.000	 13 13011.000	 14
_
4.000 15 1.000
16 19760000.000 17 .000	 18 5900000.000	 19 .DoO 20 2000000.000
21 .000 22 1180000.000
	 23 1350000.000	 24 235040.000 25 .0002330.000 27-  - 78. C^OCG	 28 _ .	 -__	 367.CQG._.29 _.- _._I24.GOQ 30. 495000.00031 .COD 32 286^_ 36000.COC	 33 .000	 34 4.000
-
35 4.00036 2730000:000 37 .DOG	 33 750000.GCC	 39 125000.COC 40 .Oce
41 .000 42 4.000	 43 1.000	 44 _100 45 .00046 .000 47 .000	 48 .COO	 49 .COG 4G 1370000.000
-51 -	 .Coo 52 1720000.000	 53 .DOD	 54_ .coo 55
.00056 .000 57 .000	 58 I.CGO	 59 4.000 6C Lcue61 1.000 62 4.000
	 63 6200000.000	 64 2000000.D00 65 1710000.000'} 6 285000.000 67 800000.000.	 68_ 25000. 0 170000O. 900000..900C
-T1 '
_ 
---'T70ljn - GOO 72 _125000 . 000	 73 4. 000000	 7_69_ _4.5DOBU00l6CCD0O 7 ..00076 1.000 77 1.000	 78 25GGGO.000
	 79 2C0000.0OC 80 25000OG.000
82 2000000.000 82 .000	 83 .000	 84 .DCO 85 .000
O 86. .900 87 000	 88 . Coo- _89 .COO 90 1.600
-91 -.000
-
92 -'.. 000	 93 .coo	 94 .coo 95 .000
to 96 ,.000 97 .Coo	 98 .GOD	 99 .00D IUD .000
v
a,
O
Ot..
f
F
4'	 a
7
A
t
.	
J^	 b
